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9. Weekly content:
See attached syllabus/schedule
10. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies :
The word cloud assignment was a creative and well received assignment.
11 . Teaching Methods:
See syllabus

PRACTICUM EVALUATION N/A
12. Practicum Site Evaluation - Include ESP, Patient Health & Safety and ANA Standards
(Please list strengths and/or limitations specific to each site)
Click here to enter text.

13. Briefly describe any concern(s) regarding practicum site(s) used.
Click here to enter text.

14. Practicum changes and reason(s) :
Click here to enter text.

15. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies :
Click here to enter text

16. Teaching Methods
Click here to enter text.

FULL COURSE OVERVIEW
17. What worked well and reason(s) :
Allowing students to self-select their groups for the group project was an effective
method . The students were able to create groups with fellow students with similar
work/interest areas and similar work schedules. This limited the amount of issues that
students contacted the instructor with regarding lack of participation or difficulty working
together.
18. Anticipated Changes
The directions for the assignment for module 6, the Web Search Communication
Technologies Assignments are not as clear as it could be. The students analyze
structured and unstructured systems for this assignment and they also look at structured
and unstructured systems as part of their group assignment for module 4. The last two
weeks of the course also had 2 very big assignments - the Ideal Healthcare Paper
(module 7) and the Portfolio Project Power Point (module 8)
I will combine this communication technologies assignment as part of the group
assignment for module 4 and increase the submission length from 3-4 to 5-6 pages. This
will move the Ideal Healthcare Paper into module 6. Module 7 will be a 2 week module,
during weeks 7 & 8. This will encompass the practicum project power point, which will be
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Practicum Agreement with Stakeholder:
I verify that I met in person with
student from Great Basin College.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

, an RN to BSN

This meeting was the opportunity for the student to discuss community health issues
with me, related to identified community health issues for their Population Focused
Community Health Practicum course , NURS 436. I consider myself an invested
stakeholder of

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Stakeholder's community - city & state

Print Stakeholder's Name, Facility/Organization , Position within the facility, and contact
information (phone and/or email)

Date of meeting

Stakeholder Signature

Student Signature:
I verify that I met with the above individual to discuss community health issues for my
practicum project in NURS 436

Student Signature

Print Student's Name
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5. Also, you can include relevant pictures of your area - be sure to include
these in the pertinent section. These can be pictures that you find
online, even better, these would be pictures that you take to illustrate
the section you are discussing. This is not required, it is a nice touch
and helps to develop your power point with graphics and great
information about your specific community.
6. You will fill out and submit the handout from Maurer for your windshield
survey and while rules of grammar/spelling apply, APA formatting is not
required for this assignment.
a. Make sure to include your name on the form and change the font
color for the text you add to the form. Refer to the example that I
posted under Module 1.
7. Remember, you will be using this information to support your choice of
a primary community health issue for your assignments due in week
three. This is due on Sunday, by 11:59 pm
Submit the assignment and in addition, prepare 2-5 slides for this section that
will be your final portfolio project. You will compile the slides prepared in
weeks 1-6, adding 2-4 additional slides, and submit your final power point in
week 7.
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY PORTFOLIO PROJECT
emotions. It is easier for me to recognize the need for privacy of my white patients than to
recognize the need for Latinos and Blacks to have family at bedside. In the future, I will be more
cognizant of the fact that Latinos, Blacks, and whites have equal right to have their healthcare
needs met in the way that they deem comfortable whether that is with a large family or in a quiet
space.
In addition to unconscious bias towards certain races, oftentimes there are biases towards
other groups, like the homeless, which manifest in lack of compassion from healthcare staff.
This lack of compassion then leads to diminished quality of care for the patient. There have been
instances where a homeless patient is not given the same amount of information regarding
community resources because of the belief that they will not take advantage of such resources.
In addition, homeless people are thought to be less intelligent and, therefore, are not educated on
unhealthy behaviors and prevention strategies in the belief that they will not understand the
education proffered. Unfortunately, because the homeless population does not receive proper
education, they are forever stuck in a cycle of unhealthy behaviors leading to frequent readmissions to hospitals and other care facilities.
Another group of patients that we often see in the hospital setting are obese patients.
Biases toward the obese manifest in healthcare workers' belief that obese patients are
"unsuccessful, overindulgent, and lazy" (Waller, Lampman, & Lupfer-Johnson, 2012, p. 3506).
These biases lead to healthcare workers delivering substandard care to this population. For
example, healthcare workers may not educate obese patients on diet and exercise believing that
they would be non-compliant and it would be a waste of time to deliver such education. Such
actions by healthcare workers are reprehensible and contrary to nursing philosophy.
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Advocate for social justice
In order to combat the above biases as well as others, the healthcare workforce should be
educated on delivering culturally competent care. In order to accomplish the foregoing in the
local setting, nurses should intervene when they see biases displayed by their co-workers.
Nurses can educate their co-workers on unconscious biases and what they can do to prevent such
biases from affecting their nursing care. In addition, nurses can get involved in their
communities by joining committees which focus on social justice and culturally competent
healthcare.
At the national level, nurses should advocate for all nurses to obtain higher degrees in
nursing where social justice, cultural competency, and leadership skills are introduced and honed
so that nurses can effectively speak on these issues with people in a position to make changes
that positively affect healthcare delivered to underserved populations. Becoming involved in
political action committees which emphasize equality in healthcare allows nurses to bring social
justice ideas to the attention of decision makers who can institute legislation that mandates social
justice in healthcare.
Globally, nurses can participate in research projects which focus on inequality and biases
towards underserved populations. These research projects are then published for future
generations of nursing students across the globe to utilize and make positive changes in their
own nursing practices in whatever country they reside.
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c
GREAT BASIN COLLEGE
RN-BSN Program
NURS 437
Sick Around the World Position Paper

Student Learning Outcome Competencies
a. Discuss legal, political, and regulatory processes related to health care that impact care of
underserved populations.
b. Apply the nurse's role as an advocate for social justice to underserved populations
demonstrating the commitment to the elimination of health disparities locally, nationally, and
globally.
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Ratings

Criteria

Critical
Thinking

. ···-····-···· ··-··-··-···-·-·-···-·-·

Style Vocabular
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Summary
Discussion
Items

APA
Format

Organizationa
l structure
establishes
relationship
between/amo
ng
ideas/events.
15 pts

Pts

Organizational
Organizational
structure
structure establish
establishes
some relationship
relationships
between/among some
I of the ideas/events.
between
ideas/events,
i The structure is
although minor I minimally complete.
lapses may be
8 pts
present.
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12 pts
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Exhibits skillful use
of vocabulary that is
precise and
purposeful.
15 pts
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establish connection
between/among ideas/ev~nts.
The overall stucture is ·
incomplete or confusing. i
· 15 pts
0 pts
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l Exhibits reasonable
I use of vocabulary that
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I purposeful.
I 12 pts

All assertions are well
supported by either expert
opinions in the documentary
or outside research.
15 pts
Adheres to AP A format.
10 pts

I
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.... l ... -

Exhibits minimal use
of vocabulary that is
precise and
purposeful.
8 pts

Most assertions are
supported by expert
opinions in the
documentary or outside
research .
12 pts

I

I

-

•

!---· . -----l

I
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supported
8 pts

Mostly in APA format with minimal errors.
6 pts

- -·
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purposeful. i
0 pts
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No support
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view
longer
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3 pts

Exceeds Expectations
5 pts

I
!

Meets Expectations
3 pts

!-----~---------------------·

Total Points: 60

ts
Does Not Meet Expectation ~
5
0 pts
' P

.. ···----·-----·------------'-----1

Assignment
After viewing the documentary, Sick Around the World, you will be responsible for writing a
position paper. You are required to succinctly present your personal stance on the issue
highlighted in the film and support your assertions with expert opinio ns drawn from the film and,
if you choose, outside research. Your position paper must also be posted in the designated
discussion thread for the benefit of the entire class. You will then post a substantive secondary
comment in relationship to one of your other classmate's posting.
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This paper should be no more than two pages, double spaced. You do not need an abstract or
levels of headings, however APA formatting for citations and references is required.
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Running head: SICK AROUND THE WORLD: POSITION PAPER

Sick around the World: Position Paper
Karissa A. Hughey
Great Basin College
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SICK AROUND THE WORLD: POSITION PAPER
Sick around the World: Position Paper
Out task this week is to write a position paper after viewing the documentary Sick around
the World. According to Xavier University (2014), a position paper describes a position on an
issue, the rational for that position, and supporting facts. After viewing the documentary Sick
around the World, I can easily take a position on the issue of improving the health of our nation.
We need to make an improvement. The documentary aired in 2008 and stated facts, such as our
national ranking as 37th in healthcare according to the World Health Organization (2000).
Unfortunately, not much has changed. According to a recent international comparison, the
United States health care system is still the most expensive, consistently underperforms, and has
not had an improvement in health outcomes (Davis, Stremikis, Schoen, and Squires, 2014).
So, what's the answer? Is it a system that accepts everyone? A system that mandates
insurance coverage? A system that fixes prices? The truth is, even after viewing the different
systems by leading nations portrayed in the video, I' m still not sure. I believe Sorell (2012)
stated the nurse's role best:
"Through our practice, education, and interactions with diverse segments of
society, we can gain a unique perspective of what constitutes injustice in health care and
which individuals and groups are especially disadvantaged. Through understanding how
certain human contexts and conditions erect and maintain barriers to the improvement of
well-being, nurses and other health professionals can make important differences in
helping to provide the human good of health to both individuals and societies."
Through my practice as a nurse I can see the strides we are making to improve not just
the health of our nation but the way in which healthcare is delivered in our nation. Over the past
decade, a transition has been made to focus less on treating illness and more on preventing
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illness. This shift can easily be visualized by looking at the goals of our First Lady. Her Lets
Move initiative ignited a fire for change and has led to increased education on nutrition and
physical activity, increased access to healthy food choices, and mandates increasing physical
education in schools. All strategies to help us prevent illnesses, such as diabetes and heart
disease.
Another shift in the delivery method is a focus on quality. Our health care system is
moving towards a performance based model versus a fee for service model. This model is
forcing providers of healthcare services to improve health outcomes in order to survive. The
difficulty is improving quality while reducing costs. Another strategy portrayed in the video and
that our nation has adopted is to coordinate patient care. According to Kennedy (2009) the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, will improve health care quality and coordination
through the adoption of modem information technology. I can stand behind a movement that
strives to improve the quality of care through coordination and technology. In a patient centered
medical home, the patient will not have repeat services and costs will be reduced.
Another method to improve the health of our nation is to increase access. According to
Kennedy (2009), lack of insurance coverage results in poorer health, shorter life expectancy,
significant medical debt, and financial stress. The Affordable Care Acts intent was to increase
coverage. However, many contradicting views exist on the Affordable Care Acts long term
effect on the health of our nation.
Again, my stance is that nurses will play a vital role in improving the health of our
nation. We can help make great strides by focusing on preventative strategies, improving the
quality of care we deliver, and increasing access to healthcare services. Every day I gain more
understanding of our healthcare system through continuing my education, interactions with
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patients in my practice, and involvement in local, state, and national organizations. As I gain
understanding and perspective, I am continually motivated to be an integral part in our nations
rise from the bottom. I hope you are too.
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RN to Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program

Great Basin College

End of Semester Course Report

1. Course Number and Name:
NURS 437 Diversity and Healthcare Policy in Rural Environments
2. Year I Semester: 2015

Spring

3. Course Faculty (include any adjunct faculty utilized
Tami Mette

COURSE STATISTICS
4. Theory Ratio 20: 1 Practicum Ratio NA
(Student to faculty ratios : Please use the number of students at the beginning of the semester
for these .)
5. Final
a.
b.
c.

Theory Outcomes:
Percent Passed: 100
Percent Failed:
0
Range of Scores: 85.3-99.8

6. Final Practicum Outcomes:
a. Percent Satisfactory:
NA
b. Percent Unsatisfactory: NA

7. Course Attrition :
a. Beginning number of students:
b. Withdrawals:
c. lncompletes (with expected date of completion) :

20
O
O

THEORY EVALUATION
8. Textbooks used and evaluation of each :
Diversity and Cultural Competence in Health Care: A Systems Approach by Dreachslin et
all was a very appropriate book for this course. Its content could be well applied to the rural
setting and it provided wonderful application exercises at the end of each chapter. This text
really aided in developing this course to be offered for the first time .
9. Weekly content:
See syllabus
10. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies:
There were some fun activities included in the class that provided opportunity self329-F

reflection on the part of the students. This enabled them to determine what would be
required of them as an individual to become culturally competent. Those activities included
the "Project Implicit Activity" as well as Part 3 of the Cultural Diversity Portfolio Project.

11. Teaching Methods:
This course consists of weekly required reading assignments, weekly assessment, supplementary
material available directly through the course, learning resources available through Great Basin College' s
library services, as well as the virtually unlimited resources available through the Internet that relate to the
topics being studied .

PRACTICUM EVALUATION
12. Practicum Site Evaluation - Include EBP, Patient Health & Safety and ANA Standards
(Please list strengths and/or limitations specific to each site)
NA
13. Briefly describe any concern(s) regarding practicum site(s) used.
NA
14. Practicum changes and reason(s):
NA

15. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies:
NA

16. Teaching Methods
NA

FULL COURSE OVERVIEW
17. What worked well and reason(s) :
Amazingly, all of the activities that were used for this course evidenced met outcomes
and fantastic student work . The activities were diverse in their focus and allowed
students to see the many aspects of cultural diversity and health care policy.
18. Anticipated Changes
I do plan to change the amount of points for the Health Care Initiative Memorandum.
Currently is worth the same amount as the 3 part Cultural Diversity Project but requires a
fraction of the effort by the students. Decreasing the memorandum points to 25 is the plan
for next year. I plan to continue to research further resources for the students for this
course as well , and add them as I find them

19. Changes to weekly content and reason(s) :
None
20. Changes to point allocation and reason(s):
See #18
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21. Other changes and reason(s):
Would like to wait to make any further decisions until after I have seen the students'
evaluations.
22. Administrative:
a. Syllabus has been saved to file .
b. The course was backed up on WebCampus.
c. Grades have been entered.
d. Grade book has been saved to file.
e. Student work samples have been filed in student file.
f. Curriculum map has been updated with all changes made
and filed .
g. Integrated Concepts Illustration has been updated with
all changes made and filed.

~
~
~

~
~
~
~

Faculty Signature(s):
Date:

4/29/15

Directions: Complete and save in Dropbox/Nursing Shared Files/SPE/Course Reports along with
syllabus, grade book, curriculum map, and integrated concepts illustration .
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Student Learning Outcomes - NURS 437 - Spring 201 S
As a result of this class, I am able to:
• Strongly
Disagree

• Disagree

Neutral

• Agree

• Strongly
Agree

Total
Responses

Analyze nursing
interventions that
increase cultural
competency for

100°10 (11)

diverse patient
populations from a
local, national, and
global perspective
of health care.

Ad as an evolving
scholar, translating
current evidence into
nursing practice.

100°/o (11)

Identify the nurse as
a thoughtful leader
who contributes to
improving access to
health care and
reducing health
disparities.

100°10 (11)

Additional comments:

THIS CLASS HAD A GREAT DEAL OF NEW INFORMATION.
IT IS DIFFICULT TO HAVE BIG PAPERS DUE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WORKWEEK.
OVERALL I LEARNED A GREAT DEAL BY ACCESSING INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET SUCH AS JOURNAL ARTICLES.
THE SICK AROUND THE WORLD ARTICLE WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE BENEFICIAL IF IT WAS ONE OF THE FIRST
ASSIGNMENTS AS THERE WAS A GREAT DEAL OF INFORMATION THAT WAS BENEFICIAL FOR THE REST OF THE
ASSIGNMENTS.

I enjoyed this course.
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GBC Services Evaluation
• Strongly
Disagree

• Disagree

Neutral

• Agree

• Strongly
Agree
Total
Responses

• N/A
The training offered
by GBC and the
nursing program in
the use of

100°/o (11)

instructional and
distance
technologies met
my needs.
I received adequate
support and
consultation in
addressing technical
problems with
media, computers,
and use of
WebCampus.

100% (11)

GBC Library
provides up-to-date
information along
with current
research
information.

100% (11)
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NURS 312

Health Assessment
And Health Promotion
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ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE NURSING PROGRAM
COURSE SYLLABUS
NURS 312: Health Assessment and Health Promotion
3 CREDITS THEORY (45 contact hours)
Spring 2015

GENERAL INFORMATION

A. INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION:
1. Theory Instructor:
Heidi Johnston, RN, MSN

753-2000 (Office)
397-3808 (Cell)
heidi.johnston@gbcnv.edu

2. Office and Hours:
Heidi Johnston
Health Sciences Room 120
Monday:0900-1200
\Vednesday: 1300-1600
Also by appointment

Faculty are available by email Monday through Friday and you can expect a
response within 24-48 hours (not including weekends and holidays).

B. COURSE INFORMATION:
Course Description: Explores assessment of the healthcare needs of diverse and
underserved populations. The importance of the nurse in identifying health promotion
and disease prevention issues for individuals and communities is explored. Refines
and expands the nurse's perspective on health assessment through integration of an
335-G

expanded knowledge base in ethnic and cultural variations, risk behaviors, and
common health deviations of populations.
Three credits theory. Offered spring semester only. Prerequisites: Must have
registered nurse license and approval from nursing program director.
1. Schedule:
Theory:
Online and self-directed learning
Dates: April 6, 2015 - May 17, 2015

COURSE OUTCOMES:

MEASUREMENTS

COURSE OUTCOMES
1. Apply safe, quality, evidence-based
care to populations and communities in
structured and unstructured healthcare
environments.
2. Demonstrate translating current
evidence into nursing practice.

Health Assessment and Promotion Paper
Discussion Questions
Group Power Point Presentation
Healthy People Portfolio Assignment
Discussion Questions
Chronic Disease Paper

3. Apply leadership principles and
theories when assessing the health of
patient populations.

Discussion Questions
Healthy People Portfolio Assignment

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION:
This course will be taught asynchronously using WebCampus, the GBC learning platform
for online learning. This course will consist of weekly required reading assignments,
weekly assessment, supplementary material available directly through the course,
learning resources available through Great Basin College's library services, as well as the
virtually unlimited resources available through the Internet that relate to the topics being
studied. Students will have a total of eight weeks to complete eight learning modules and
corresponding learning activities.

STUDENT EVALUATION:
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All Leaming Module assignments must be completed as scheduled. Please keep in mind
that this class consists largely of self-directed learning. In the event of Internet related
problems, please contact the instructor via phone (leave a message if you need to) and
arrangements will be made that are mutually acceptable to rectify the problem.
Evaluation of student progress will be the successful completion of the course outcomes.
Outcomes will be evaluated based on scheduled written assignments, discussion postings,
and a group project. All assignments will be graded by a rubric. ALL ASSIGNMENTS

MUST BE COMPLETED BY May 10, 2015.
REQUIRED MATERIALS:

•!•

Pender, N., Murdaugh, C., & Parsons, M.A. (2015). Health Promotion in Nursing
Practice. 7th ed. New Jersey: Pearson. ISBN 978-0-13-310876-7

•!•

VandenBos, G. R. (Ed.). (2010). Publication manual of the American
psychological association. (6th ed.) Washington, DC: American Psychological
Association. ISBN- 978-1-4338-0561-5

GRADING POLICY AND CRITERIA:
Course grade will be based on a percentage of the total possible points of theory and
clinical assignments according to the following scale:

100 - 94.00
93.99-90.00
89.99-87.00
86.99-84.00
83.99-80.00
79.99-77.00

=
=
=
=
=
=

76.00 =C (needed to pass)
75.99-70.00 = C69.99-67.00 = D+
66.99-64.00
D
63.99-60.00 = DBelow 60.00 = F

A
AB+
B
BC+

A grade of "B-" or better is required in ALL nursing courses applicable to the Bachelor
of Science in nursing degree.
Students must maintain an overall GP A of at least 2. 7 throughout the nursing program.
Students who do not maintain the GPA will be placed on probation for one semester.
Students who do not raise their overall GP A to 2. 7 after one semester on probation will
be dismissed from the nursing program.

Late assignments will be worth 50% of the actual grade. If an assignment is more
than one week late, a zero will be given for the assignment but submission of the
assignment is still required.
Faculty will make all attempts to have work graded and returned to student within 7
working days from submission date. Please allow more time for larger papers or
projects.
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Assessment:
Healthy People Portfolio Assignment

Total Points:
100 points

Discussion Questions (60 points x5)
Group PowerPoint Presentation
Health Assessment & Promotion Paper
Chronic Disease Paper

300 points
100 points
75 points
75 points

Total points for course

650 points total

All attempts will be made to maintain the posted theory schedule. However, please note
that in the event of an unforeseen emergency or circumstances beyond our control,
faculty may schedule theory on other days as a means to ensure every opportunity for
students to successfully complete the course. The faculty also may make changes to the
syllabus at any time throughout the semester. All attempts will be made to inform the
students of any changes in a timely manner when possible.
ATTENDANCE POLICY:
Students are expected log-on to the Web-Campus and Evolve site to access the course at
least two times a week. If you do not complete the course and do not formally
withdraw by the drop deadline, your instructor will automatically assign you a
grade of "F". The last day to drop this course is April 19, 2015. See Student
Handbook for further information concerning the attendance policy.
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL DISHONESTY:
Academic dishonesty involves all methods or techniques that enable a student to gain
unfair advantage in the clinical or classroom setting (see the Great Basin College Catalog
for the definition of cheating in the Academic Honesty section). Cases of academic
dishonesty ordinarily result in a grade of F for the assignment and/or the course, in
accordance with published course policies. The violation may lead to the student's
dismissal from the Great Basin College Nursing Program and, in some cases, dismissal
from Great Basin College. GBC and NSHE policies and procedures related to student
conduct and academic honesty will be followed.
STUDENT CONDUCT:
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Great Basin College (GBC) is a System institution of the Nevada System of Higher
Education (NSHE) and encourages all students to pursue academic studies and other
college sponsored activities that promote intellectual growth and personal development.
Students are responsible for complying with NSHE and college guidelines and meeting
the appropriate college requirements. In joining the academic community, the student
enjoys the right of freedom to learn and shares responsibility in exercising that freedom.
A student is expected to conduct him or herself in accordance with college standards.
All students are held accountable for their behavior under GBC's Standards of Conduct
for Students located in the college catalog and NSHE Code, Title 2, Chapter 6. Section
6.2.2 regarding misconduct. Nursing students are also responsible for additional
standards of conduct for nursing professionals as noted in the Bachelor of Science
Nursing Program student handbook (see Appendices Section).
The BSN Program is committed to open, frank, and insightful dialogue between and
among students and faculty. Diversity has many manifestations including diversity of
thought, opinion and values. Students are encouraged to be respectful of that diversity
and to refrain from inappropriate commentary. Should such inappropriate comments
occur, the instructor will intervene as they monitor student discussions throughout the
course. Conduct within courses should be guided by common sense and basic etiquette.
Never post, transmit, promote, or distribute content that is known to be
illegal. A void overtly harassing, threatening, or embarrassing fellow students. If
you disagree with someone, respond to the subject, not the person. Refrain from
transmitting or distributing content that is harmful, abusive, racially or ethnically
offensive, vulgar, sexually explicit, or otherwise.
Students are strongly encouraged to print a copy of their written work.
ADA STATEMENT:
Great Basin College is committed to providing equal educational opportunities to
qualified students with disabilities in accordance with state and federal laws and
regulations, including the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. A qualified student must furnish current verification of
disability. The Disability Services Office, located in Leonard Student Life Center, will
assist qualified students with disabilities in securing the appropriate and reasonable
accommodations, auxiliary aids, and services. For more information or further assistance,
please call 775.753.2271.
CAMPUS SECURITY:
GBC is committed to the safety of our students and has a duty to promote awareness and
prevention programs for violence on campus under the Jeanne Clery Act as well as the
Campus SaVE (Sexual Violence Elimination Act) and VAWA (Violence Against
Women Act), which are amendments to Clery. Acts of violence include, but are not
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limited to, sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. Acts of
violence can occur on the physical campus or centers of GBC in addition to field
placement sites, clinical practice settings, and other places where college or class
activities occur. As well, the online environment at GBC is considered a GBC site. If
you experience any incidence where your safety has been threatened or violated, or if you
feel threatened or harassed, immediately report this to me, any center director, faculty, or
staff member, or directly to the Director of Environmental Health, Safety &
Security(775.753 .2115) or the Vice President for Student Services(775.753 .2282.
See theory schedule below:
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DATE

March 16-22

READING ASSIGNMENT

Module 1:
Introduction pages 1-5
Chapter 1 "Toward a
Definition of Health"
Chapter 12 "Health
Promotion in Vulnerable
Populations"

March 23-28
Week Two
March 29- April 4

ASSIGNMENT DUE
DATES

Discussion Question
primary due by Wednesday
and response to another
student due by Friday
Health Assessment and
Promotion Paper due
March 26th
Meet in chat rooms with
your group to start
determining how you will
approach your group
assi1mment

S12ring Break
Module2:

Chronic Disease Paper due
by April 4th at 11:30 PM

Chapter 4 "Assessing
Health and Health
Behaviors"
'

Chapter 5 "Developing a
Health PromotionPrevention Plan"
Week Three
April 5- April 11

Module3:
Read article "Paying for
Prevention: Critical
Opportunity for Public
Health"

Week Four
April 12-April 18

Module4:
Chapters 6-9- you and a
partner will be assigned a
chapter to read and
summarize as your second
discussion question.
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Discussion Question
primary due by Tuesday
and response to another
student due by Friday

Discussion Question
primary due by Wednesday
and response to another
student due by Friday

Week Five
April 19-April 25

Module 5:
Chapter 13 "Health
Promotion in Community
Settings"

Group PowerPoint
Presentation due by April
25th at 11:30 PM, respond
to another teams PP by
April 29'h at 11:30 PM

Week Six
April 26-May 2

Module 6:

Discussion Question
primary due by Wednesday
and response to another
student due by Friday

Week Seven
May3-May9

Module 7:

Healthy People Portfolio
Assignment due May 9'h by
11:30PM

Week Eight
May 10-May 15

Module 8:

Discussion Question
primary due by Wednesday
and response to another
student due by Friday

Chapter 14 "Promoting
Health Through Social and
Environmental Change"
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Nursing Elective
NURS 312 Health Assessment and Health Promotion
Credits: 3 Theory (45 hours)
Explores assessment of the healthcare needs of diverse and underserved populations. The importance of the nurse in identifying health
promotion and disease prevention issues for individuals and communities is explored. Refines and expands the nurse's perspective on
health assessment through integration of an expanded knowledge base in ethnic and cultural variations, risk behaviors, and common
health deviations of populations.
Course Outcomes
1. Apply safe, quality,
evidence-based care to
populations and
communities in
structured and
unstructured healthcare
environments.
VJ

.i=..

VJ

6

Competencies
a. Apply health risk assessment data to a
plan for wellness and health
promotion for underserved
populations.

Evaluation
1. Portfolio Assignment
written assignment
graded with rubric ..

c. Analyze health assessment data of a
population of patients for risk
behaviors and common health
deviations.

Activity
1. Healthy People
Assignment: student
will choose one
underserved
population and
identify related HP
2020 objectives based
on established
guidelines for risk
behaviors and
common health
deviations. Student
will create plan to
promote health and
wellness within
population.

d. Apply an approach to health
assessment of a select population
related to established guidelines for
risk behaviors and common health
deviations. (NOTE: Here you could
use Healthy People 2020.)

2. Health Assessment &
Promotion Paper:
Students complete
chapter learning
activity, address
culture, ethnic, and

2. Submission with
grading rubric.

b. Demonstrate how cultural, ethnic, and
social backgrounds function as
sources of values and information
collected when planning care for
underserved populations.

social values when
planning care, and
create understanding
of various terms
related to vulnerable
populations.

c..:>
~
~
I
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3. Student teams create
PP focusing on rural
vs. urban
communities. PP will
address improving
healthcare delivery to
underserved
population, special
needs of populations,
better preparation for
rural nursing.

3. PP presentation on
discussion board with
peer response. PP
grading rubric with
peer response points.

4. Chronic Disease
paper: Analyze health
assessment data from
selected resources
addressing risk factors
and primary
prevention strategies
related to underserved
population.

4. Submission with
grading rubric.

5. DQ: Discuss how
primary prevention
extends beyond

5. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric.

individual by
improving health
outcomes of the
community

2. Demonstrate translating
current evidence into
nursing practice.

a. Identify resources related to
assessment of underserved
populations.
b. Use theory and research-based
knowledge when interpreting
assessment data for underserved
populations.

c..:>
~
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3. Apply leadership
principles and theories

a. Discuss ethical considerations
(including biases) that apply when
assessing an underserved population.

6. DQ: Summary of
health promotion,
teams paired with
assigned chapter

6. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric.

1. DO addressing
assessment of
underserved
populations and
locating resources on
state and national
levels to meet
identified needs based
on best practice
guidelines.

1. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric.

2. DO: Examining
partnerships with peer
reviewed articles

2. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric.

1. Healthy People
Assignment
addressing

1. Written submission,
grading rubric.

when assessing the health
of patient populations.

b. Apply professional standards to guide
practice when planning care for an
underserved population.

c. Demonstrate an awareness of social
justice, including a commitment to the
health of underserved populations and
the elimination of health disparities.

(...)
~
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professional
standards when
creating a plan to
promote health
and wellness
within specified
population.

2. Health Assessment
& Promotion
Paper: Students
complete chapter
learning activity,
address culture,
ethnic, and social
values when
planning care, and
create
understanding of
various terms
related to
vulnerable
populations.

2. Submission with
grading rubric.

GREAT BASIN COLLEGE
RN-BSN Program
NURS312
Group PowerPoint Presentation
Student Learning Outcome Competencies
a. Demonstrate how cultural, ethnic, and social backgrounds function as sources of values
and information collected when planning care for underserved populations.
b. Use theory and research-based knowledge when interpreting assessment data for
underserved populations.
c. Apply an approach to health assessment of a select population related to established
guidelines for risk behaviors and common health deviations.
d. Identify resources related to assessment of underserved populations.

Assignment
a. Discuss similarities and differences between rural and urban communities in relation to
health care delivery.
b. Discuss what it means to be an underserved community and why do underserved
communities have problems retaining providers?
c. Identify one vulnerable population of interest to your group and discuss identified risk
behaviors and common health deviations.
d. How would culture, ethnic, or social backgrounds affect how you plan care for your
population?
347-G

e. Discuss barriers to care this particular population may encounter within an underserved
community. Identify resources that could help this population.
f.

Analyze how nurses can help improve health care delivery to underserved populations
within communities.

While using your text and suggested websites is appropriate please bring in additional
resources when completing your paper.
Your power point should be 12-15 slides excluding the title page and reference page. 10
points will be deducted if the page limit is not followed. Refer to grading rubric.
One member of your group will submit the PowerPoint to the assignments link for grading
and also to the discussion group for other students to view and comment on. You are
required, individually, to respond to another team 's PP presentation within four days after
submission, please refer to the theory schedule for exact date and time of required response.

Group PP Presentation
Criteria

Critical

IThinking

Organizational
structure establishes
relationship
between/among
ideas/events.
25 pts

Organizational
structure establishes
relationships between
ideas/events, although
minor lapses may be
present.
20 pts

,
'
I!

r - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -Style Vocabulary

Exhibits skillful use of
vocabulary that is
precise and purposeful.
20 pts

Organizational structure
establish some
relationship
between/among some of
the ideas/events. The
structure is minimally
complete.
13 pts

Exhibits reasonable use
of vocabulary that is
precise and purposeful.
16 pts

-

Addresses all information
required for summary.

I
1

I

Organizatio nal structure
does not establish
connection
between/among
ideas/events. The overall
stucture is incomplete or
confusing.
0 pts

Exhibits minimal use of
vocabulary that is
precise and purposeful.
11 pts

---- - - - - -

Addresses most of the information
required fo r su mmary.

Lacks use of
vocabulary that is
precise and
purposeful.
0 pts

Addresses less than half of the
required information.

Items
d:::°' ID APA fonn•t
APAf-orm--;w-ith-~~i-m-al-e~;~_-rs_o_~~--1 Nopts-ot_i_n -APAf~rmat~
~P~-~---~-~m-a--~---------+-:1-0_p
_t_s- - - - - - - - - -I-6Mo:::::
- p_ t_s____
____ _ _
__

1
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Pts

25 pts

---------- -----------

f--------f--------------- --- -Summary
Discussion

I

Ratings

20 pts

-t-25 pts

10 pts

(..)
(JI
.....
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Rural vs.
Urban
Communities
in Health
Care Delivery

• 10% of physicians practice in rural America despite the
fact that nearly 1/4 of the population lives in these
areas.

• 1/3 of motor vehicle accidents occur in rural areas and
2/3 of deaths attributed to motor vehicle accidents
occur on rural roads.
• Death and serious injury accidents account for 60% of
total rural accidents versus 48% in urban areas.
• Medicare payments to rural hospitals and physicians
are dramatically less than those to their urban
counterparts for equivalent services. This correlates
closely with the fact that more than 470 rural hospitals
have closed in the past 25 years.

Rural
Barriers:
According to
the Rural
"Access Center
wl
~)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workforce shortages
Health insurance status
Distance
Transportation
Poor health literacy
Privacy issues
Poverty
Resources
Disparities
• Many of which are the same barriers
facing healthcare access in Urban
America.

Underserved
Communities

.

•

, ........ >.....
YOCI) li:IK.IC l~t

• The United States Department of Health view
medically underserved areas and medically
underserved populations as those that have limited
access to primary care services and populations that
have a low population to provider ratio. These ratios
are then used to qualify for state/local and federal
programs aimed at increasing health services to
underserved areas and populations.
• According to the National Rural Health Association, the
quality and functionality of a health care delivery
system depend on the availability of medical personnel
and infrastructure to provided needed services. Rural
communities generally have fewer physicians, nurses,
and specialists. The loss or shortage of an individual
provider could have far reaching impacts on the health
of the underserved community.

Disadvantages for Rural Americans

~

Rural Americans tend to be

Rural Communities are

• Older

• Poorer than urban communities

• Less well insured

• Lower wages

• Chronic disease

• Higher unemployment

• Increased infant and maternal
morbidity

• Remote areas

~
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• Mental illness
• Environmental and occupational
injuries
• Increased obesity.

• Small population
• Unstable economic infrastructures

Mental
Health Care:
Bad&
Getting worse
~
- in Rural
Nevada

Mental Health Patients in Elko County are a
vulnerable population
• US guidelines recommend at least 1:4500 for mental
health providers serving the population group and
1:15,000 psychiatrists ratio
• Elko County is considered severely underserved with
only 12 mental health providers for a population of
48,818

and NO psychiatrists.

• Nevada cut 28% of the general funds mental health
care budget between the years 2009-2012
• There are only 12 mental health care providers in Elko
County, serving a population of 501 000 people. There
are no psychiatrists

w
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Risk
Behaviors of
the Mentally
Ill

• More likely to binge drink, smoke and
use illicit drugs as a coping mechanism
• Rarely participate in moderate physical
activity
• Often times have unsafe sex practices
• Can be at risk for self harm,
victimization or exploitation

Culturally
Competent
Care
(,)
(.11

-;-'
G>

• Mental health and substance use research has
too often excluded diverse populations, which
has created an even wider gap between
research and practice for racial and ethnic
minorities, different groups based on age,
gender and sexual orientation.

• Cultural competence must be integrated into
all evidence-based practices and at all stages
of implementation.

w
CJ1
co
I
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Culturally
Competent
Care
Continued

• Research should be designed and developed
by and with input and participation from
members of specific cultural and ethnic
populations.
• Practices should be adapted, whenever
appropriate, to the cultural and linguistic
groups being served.
• Outcomes of evidence-based practices should
be evaluated in terms of culture-specific and
culturally relevant outcomes.

~
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Plan of
Care for
Mental
Health
Patients

• Identify the patient's support group, if
they do not have one give them
information on local support groups
• Assist uninsured individuals with
getting insurance through CMS
programs
• Refer patients to mental health care
providers in rural northern Nevada

~

0
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Barriers for
Mental
Health
Patients

• Accessibility - rural residents often travel
long distances to receive services, are less
likely to be insured for mental health services,
and less likely to recognize the illness
• Availability- Chronic shortages of mental
health professionals exist and mental health
providers are more likely to live in urban
centers
• Acceptability-the stigma of needing or
receiving mental healthcare and the fewer
choices of trained professionals who work in
rural areas create barriers to care

c..>

~

Resources
for those
with Mental
Health
Illness

• Medicaid and Medicare, food assistance, & prescription
drug programs through the Division of Health and
Welfare
• FISH
• Churches
• Northern Nevada Adult Mental Health ServicesSparks, NV
• Unfortunately, resources in Elko and the surrounding
areas are highly limited. Outpatient services are
available by appointment and with insurance
• Sources are scarce throughout Nevada
• One option rural Nevada should consider is expanding

One in four people has a mental illness.
You can be the one that helps.

the use of telemental health services

(..)

~I
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How WE
Can
Improve
Health Care
Delivery

• Assess every needs of patients
• Gather data on past medical
history
• Determine if the patient needs
assistance that is not being met
• Find resources for patients
• Give effective, appropriate
teaching

References
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Chronic Disease Paper

Student Learning Outcome Competencies
a. Apply health risk assessment data to a plan for wellness and health promotion for
underserved populations.
b. Analyze health assessment data of a population of patients for risk behaviors and common
health deviations.

Assignment
Explore the CDC database to research your state's chronic disease burden and answer the
following questions: http://www.cdc.gov/chronicdisease/states/index.htm
a.

What is the burden of chronic disease in your state?

b.

How do the leading causes of death in your state compare to national figures?

c.

Identify 5 important risk factors that need to be targeted in your state.

d.

Identify vulnerable groups for whom targeted services need to be provided.

While using your text and suggested websites is appropriate please bring in additional resources
when completing your paper.
This is a scholarly paper, written in APA format, and should be 3-4 pages in length, excluding
the title page and reference page. 10 points will be deducted if the page limit is not followed.
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Chronic Disease Paper

Ratings
Organizational
structure establishes
relationship
between/among
ideas/events.
25 pts

Organizational
structure establishes
relationships
between
ideas/events,
although minor
lapses may be
present.

Pts

Organizational structure
establish some
relationship
between/among some of
the ideas/events. The
structure is minimally
complete.

Organizational structure
does not establish
connection

10 pts

0 pts

between/among
ideas/events. The overall
stucture is incomplete or
confusing.

25 pts

15 pts

e··--------+-----------------....... - - . .

.. _........_

- - -· - - -

Exhibits reasonable use
of vocabulary that is
precise and purposeful.

I Exhibits minimal use of

I Style -

Exhibits skillful use of
vocabulary that is
precise and purposeful.

I Vocabulary

10 pts

8 pts

I , ""

I

; vocabulary that is
j precise and purposeful.

!

;

f - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - ---------¥-·-

I
1

Summary
Discussion

I items

Addresses all information
required for summary.

I

Addresses most of the

:e:t:ired information .

Adheres to APA format.

20 pts

8 pts

I~::tly

!------+-------------~

Format

------=··=.:.c··___;.___----_c__.;.;;.~------l

Addresses less than half of the

I ~~f~r;aar~~n required for
I

!

10 pts

Opts

20 pts

I

IAPA

[ Lacks use of
vocabulary that is
precise and
purposeful.

__ _

-------------·~··------------+-~

io APA focm•t with mioim•I woe<.

I Not in APA format.

10 pts

0 pts

10 pts

I
l •Risk
' assessment
data

Exceeds Expectations

Meets Expectations

I Does Not Meet Expectations

view longer

5 pts

3 pts

I opts

5 pts

description

threshold : 3 pts
----~--------------------------------·
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.

------·-·-

•Analyze

I health
I assessment
I data

Exceeds Expectations

Meets Expectations

Does Not Meet Expectations

5 pts

3 pts

0 pts

I

view longer
description

threshold : 3 pts

----- - - - - - - - - - - - -···
Total Points: 75
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5 pts

Running head: CHRONIC DISEASE IN NEVADA

Impact of Chronic Disease in Nevada
Great Basin College
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CHRONIC DISEASE IN NEVADA
Impact of Chronic Disease in Nevada
Every corner of the world is affected by chronic disease. The United States is no
different. The U.S. is a wealthy country, booming with industry but continues to be sub-par in
medical care. There are several causes for this, all driven by money, including health insurance
rates, access to healthcare, education of the population, poor food selection, cost of healthy food,
continuity of care and the impact of pharmaceutical and health related business. To increase the
health and decrease morbidity and mortality, the U.S. needs to focus on decreasing the rate of
chronic disease by addressing modifiable risk factors and helping at risk populations. Nevada
needs to take part in this goal as well to decrease the burden of chronic disease on the state.
Nevada is ranked 42"d healthiest state in the U.S. (CDC, 2012). This is a terrible statistic
for Nevada. The reason why Nevada is ranked so low is because we have high numbers of health
disparities, high rates of uninsured population and is very culturally diverse. Nevada is ranked
47th in the U.S. for health care coverage. Racial and ethnic minorities often face barriers to care

and receive poorer quality of care (Nevada Department of Health, 2013). Several statistics show
that the modifiable risk factors for Nevada are poorly met by the population in accordance with
Healthy People 2020.
Chronic diseases are prolonged conditions that often do not improve and are rarely cured
completely. They are also the leading causes of death and disability in the United States. These
diseases account for 7 of every 10 deaths and affect the quality of life of 90 million Americans
(CDC, 2012). The burden of chronic disease for Nevada refers to multiple things. It is associated
with direct cost of the illness/disease and secondary, or indirect cost related to unemployment
and living expenses for the chronically ill. These expenses cost the State of Nevada over 20
billion dollars. 4 billion being direct costs and 16 billion as indirect costs (Nevada Department of
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CHRONIC DISEASE IN NEVADA
Health, 2014). It also incorporates death rates and morbidity rates. The largest burden of chronic
disease in Nevada is heart disease which accounts for about 4,860 deaths and 25% of the total
death rate for Nevada (Nevada Department of Health, 2013) .Cancer comes in at a close second
with 4,428 deaths and 23% of the total death rate, chronic lower respiratory disease caused 1209
deaths and makes up 6% and stroke 859 deaths and 5% of the total death rate (CDC, 2012).
Diabetes and arthritis make up a large percentage of the health care costs although they do not
contribute to a high number of deaths. The great news is, all of these diseases are largely
preventable with early detection, education and intervention.
The National burden of chronic disease is slightly different in the specific types of
chronic illness that affect the largest percentage of the population. The implications of chronic
disease are magnified on the National level meaning cost and number of deaths is much higher.
The leading cause of death, like Nevada, is disease of the heart which accounts for
approximately 611,105 deaths per year (CDC, 2012). This is followed by cancer (584,881
deaths) chronic lower respiratory diseases (149,205), and stroke (128,978) (CDC, 2012). Chronic
disease costs the United States as a whole over 1.3 trillion dollars every year, with an additional
1.1 trillion in lost productivity and $277 billion for treatment, the country is losing money very
quickly to the burden of chronic disease. (Nevada Department of Health, 2013).
Important risk factors that need to be targeted in Nevada include smoking, obesity, and
exercise, alcohol consumption and physical activity. Smoking is terrible for one's health. It plays
a huge role in the high level of heart disease, cancer and lung diseases. Everyone knows that
smoking is bad for one's health but people still smoke. This is taking a huge toll on the health of
the country and the chronic disease rates. Rates of tobacco use have steadily decreased over the
last decade but Nevada is still above the national average for tobacco use. Tobacco use includes
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cigarettes, chewing tobacco, cigars and snuff. More deaths are caused each year by tobacco than
from HIV, drug use, car accidents, suicides and murders combined (CDC, 2012).
Physical activity and healthy eating go hand-in-hand. These two factors alone influence
the obesity epidemic and several chronic diseases. Over 60% of Nevada's population is
overweight or obese and only 48% of adults get the proper exercise the recommended 30-60
minutes a day (Nevada Department of Health, 2013). Good nutrition is a primary determinant of
good health (Pender, Murdaugh, & Parsons, 2015). Increasing physical activity, increasing good
nutrition and decreasing obesity would decrease the amount of chronic disease in Nevada. It
would decrease the amount of people with arthritis, cancer, heart disease and quite possibly
stroke victims. Decreasing body fat and improving the diet undoubtedly decreases the risk of
acquiring type 2 diabetes and several other preventable diseases. Alcohol consumption
continues to be a huge problem and culprit for chronic disease. Excessive alcohol use can also be
a leading factor in the development of many chronic diseases such as stroke, cancer kidney
disease, and gastrointestinal problems such as pancreatitis and gastritis (Nevada Department of
Health, 2013).
Vulnerable groups in Nevada include Hispanics, Blacks, and Native Americans. Being
culturally competent and aware of the certain risk factors and behaviors associated with the
different cultures is helpful in caring for them. Wellness services should be provided to these
populations as they are more at risk for developing chronic disease and the best medicine for
chronic disease is prevention. These populations are also the least insured and have a lower
income than the white population. Focusing time and culturally sensitive care on Hispanics alone
could dramatically improve the statistics for Nevada and the U.S. Some services that could be
provided are better health insurance coverage and better health education that encompasses a
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cultural approach to healthcare. Incentives for improving health and eliminating risk factors such
as tax write offs or monetary rewards may be something that could be implemented to improve
chronic illness. A fraction of the cost spent on direct and indirect costs of the once unhealthy
person could be rewarded to the population for eliminating risk factors. Incentive has a huge
influence on the actions of Americans. Of course this would take a lot of time and a huge
government program would have to be put in place but it could definitely impact the burden of
chronic illness in Nevada.
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RN to Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program

Great Basin College

End of Semester Course Report

1. Course Number and Name :
Nursing 312: Health Assessment and Health Promotion
2. Year I Semester: 2015
3.

Spring

Course Faculty (include any adjunct faculty utilized
Heidi Johnston, MSN, RN, CNE

COURSE STATISTICS
4. Theory Ratio 11:1 Practicum Ratio Stu:Fac
(Student to faculty ratios: Please use the number of students at the beginning of the semester for
these.)

5. Final Theory Outcomes:
a. Percent Passed : 100
b. Percent Failed: 0
c. Range of Scores: A

6. Final Practicum Outcomes:
a. Percent Satisfactory: NA
b. Percent Unsatisfactory: NA

7. Course Attrition:
a. Beginning number of students:
b. Withdrawals:
c . lncompletes (with expected date of completion) :

11
0
0

THEORY EVALUATION
8.

Textbooks used and evaluation of each :
1. Pender, N., Murdaugh, C., & Parsons, M .A. (2015). Health Promotion in Nursing Practice. 7th ed.
New Jersey: Pearson . ISBN 978-0-13-310876-7
2. VandenBos, G. R. (Ed .). (2010). Publication manual of the American psychological association.
(6th ed.) Washington, DC: American Psychological Association. ISBN - 978-1-4338-0561-5
The Pender text was a good book to use but several students it was very dry reading material,
although very informative. I am currently reviewing other texts at this time that may be relevant
and provide better reading for next Spring when the course runs again .
This APA manual will still be a requirement for class as students are required to write in APA
format and this is a must have resource for students.
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9. Weekly content:
See attached syllabus

10. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies:
NA
11. Teaching Methods:
This course was taught asynchronously using WebCampus, the GBC learning platform for on line
learning. This course consisted of weekly required reading assignments, weekly assessments,
supplementary material available directly through the course, learning resources available through Great
Basin College's library services, as well as the virtually unlimited resources available through the Internet
that relate to the topics being studied . Students had a total of eight weeks to complete eight learning
modules and corresponding learning activities. Individual and group activities were required through the
course. Online discussion and peer interactions within discussion, video resources, assigned text readings,
assigned internet resources were also required .

PRACTICUM EVALUATION

12. Practicum Site Evaluation - Include EBP, Patient Health & Safety and ANA Standards
(Please list strengths and/or limitations specific to each site)
NA
13. Briefly describe any concern(s) regarding practicum site(s) used.
NA
14. Practicum changes and reason(s):
NA

15. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies :
NA

16. Teaching Methods
NA
FULL COURSE OVERVIEW
17. What worked well and reason(s) :
This was the first time this course has ran under the newly revised RN -BSN curriculum . This
course has also been submitted to Lisa Frazier for Quality Matters and is on track to be
reviewed . All students successfully passed this course. Evaluations of student learning outcomes
completed by students were categorized as agree or strongly agree. All course objectives and
competencies were addressed within the assignments and each assignment built on the
previous weeks learning objectives. Having discussion questions helps to promote student
engagement and interaction among their peers. This also allows the instructor to see if students
are understanding concepts that are focused on that week.
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18. Anticipated Changes
While the text required for the class was good, there were minimal resources for the book and I
plan to continue reviewing books that would be applicable for this particular course.
19. Changes to weekly content and reason(s) :
I plan to use the same theory schedule as this semester as all the assignments completed by the
student built upon each other with the final assignment a blend of all learning and resources for
their portfolio assignment.
20. Changes to point allocation and reason(s):
I do not plan to change the point allocations for any assignments or discussion questions at this
time.
21. Other changes and reason(s) :
None at this time . Would like to run the course for a second time prior to making significant
changes.
22 . Administrative :
a. Syllabus has been saved to file .
b. The course was backed up on WebCampus.
c . Grades have been entered .
d . Grade book has been saved to file.
e. Student work samples have been filed in student file .
f. Curriculum map has been updated with all changes made
and filed .
g. Integrated Concepts Illustration has been updated with
all changes made and filed .

Faculty Signature(s):
Date:

~

Heidi Johnston

5-15-15

Directions: Complete and save in Dropbox/Nursing Shared Files/SPE/Course Reports along with syllabus,

grade book, curriculum map, and integrated concepts illustration.
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Student Learning Outcomes - NUR 312 - Spring 201 S
As a result of this class, I am able to:
• Strongly
Disagree

• Disagree

Neutral

• Agree

• Strongly
Agree

Total
Responses

Apply safe, quality,
evidence-based care
to populations and
communities in
structured and
unstructured
healthcare
environments.

1OOo/o (11)

Demonstrate
translating current
evidence into
nursing practice.

100% (11)

Apply leadership
principles and
theories when
assessing the health
of patient
populations.

100°/o (11)

Additional comments:
Heidi is an AWESOME and OUTSTANDING instructor!!!!
I really enjoyed this course. It was interesting and a great addition to use while in the AON
program. I felt that the workload was perfect while being in the AON program, it wasn't an
overwhelming addition. Heidi, thank you for a wonderful class.
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GBC Services Evaluation
• Strongly
Disagree

• Disagree

Neutral

• Agree

• Strongly
Agree
Total
Responses

• N/A
The training offered
by GBC and the
nursing program in
the use of
instructional and
distance
technologies met
my needs.

100o/o (11)

I received adequate
support and
consultation in
addressing technical
problems with
media, computers,
and use of
WebCampus.

100% (11)

GBC Library
provides up-to-date
information along
with current
research
information.

100o/o (11)
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NURS 337

Pathophysiology
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ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE NURSING PROGRAM
COURSE SYLLABUS
NURS 337: Pathophysiology
3 CREDITS THEORY (45 contact hours)
Fall 2014

GENERAL INFORMATION

A. INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION:
1. Theory Instructor:
Sharon Sutherland MSN, RN

753-2017 (Office)
934-2336 (Cell)
sharon.sutherland@gbcnv.edu

2. Office and Hours:
Sharon Sutherland
Health Sciences Room 117
TBA
Also by appointment
Note: Please use Web Campus mailbox to communicate with me.
I will respond to your e-mails within 24 hours except on weekends. I will
only check my e-mail one day out of the weekend. If it is an emergency
text me or call me on my cell phone.

B. COURSE INFORMATION:
Course Description Explores the pathophysiologic processes associated with common
chronic and acute health problems across the lifespan. Incorporates the influence of age,
ethnicity, and cultural patterns on illness development and resolution. The evidence base
supporting current knowledge of disease processes and common health problems is
explored.
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Three credits theory. Offered fall semester only. Prerequisites: Must have registered
nurse license and approval from nursing program director.
1. Schedule:
Theory:
Online and self-directed learning
Dates: 10/20/14-12/12/14

COURSE OUTCOMES:

COURSE OUTCOMES

MEASUREMENTS

Promote safe, quality, evidence-based
care to populations and communities in
structured and unstructured healthcare
environments.

Online Pathophysiology modules exams
points
Discussion questions following
pathophysiology modules
Case Study
Power Point Assignments
Genetics Paper

Examine current evidence in nursing
practice related to various
pathophysiological processes.

Discussion based on a literature review
Analysis of clinical practice guidelines
Genetics Paper
Discussion based on genetic testing and
research
Discussion based on the National Patient
Safety Standards
Case Study
Power Point Assignments

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION:
This course will be taught asynchronously using Web Campus, the GBC learning
platform for online learning and the Evolve site. You will be expected to log into the
Evolve site for every module. Your weekly points will be calculated on the time spent on
the Evolve site. This course will consist of weekly required reading assignments,
discussions, case studies, a paper, power points, tests and supplementary material
available directly through the course, learning resources available through Great Basin
College's library services, as well as the virtually unlimited resources available through
380-H

the Internet that relate to the topics being studied. Students will have a total of eight
weeks to complete eight learning modules and corresponding learning activities.

STUDENT EVALUATION:
All Leaming Module assignments must be completed as scheduled. Please keep in mind
that this class consists largely of self-directed learning. In the event of Internet related
problems, please contact the instructor via phone (leave a message if you need to) and
arrangements will be made that are mutually acceptable to rectify the problem.
Evaluation of student progress will be the successful completion of the course outcomes.
Outcomes will be evaluated based on scheduled written assignments, discussion postings,
and a time spent in the Evolve site. All assignments will be graded by a rubric. ALL
ASSIGNMENTS MUST BE COMPLETED BY December 10, 2014.

REQUIRED MATERIALS:

•!•
•!•

Huether, S. & Mccance, K. (2013).Understanding pathophysiology (5th ed.).St.
Louis, Missouri: Elsevier Mosby ISBN- 978-0-3230-7891-7
VandenBos, G. R. (Ed.). (2010). Publication manual of the American
psychological association. (6th ed.) Washington, DC: American Psychological
Association. ISBN- 978-1-4338-0561-5

GRADING POLICY AND CRITERIA:
Course grade will be based on a percentage of the total possible points of theory and
clinical assignments according to the following scale:

100 - 94.00
93.99-90.00
89.99-87.00
86.99-84.00
83.99-80.00
79.99-77.00

=
=
=
=
=
=

76.00 =C (needed to pass)
75.99-70.00 = C69.99-67.00 = D+
66.99-64.00 = D
63.99-60.00 = DF
Below 60.00

A
AB+
B
BC+

A grade of "B-" or better is required in ALL nursing courses applicable to the Bachelor
of Science in Nursing degree.
Students must maintain an overall GP A of at least 2. 7 throughout the nursing program.
Students who do not maintain the GP A will be placed on probation for one semester.
Students who do not raise their overall GP A to 2. 7 after one semester on probation will
be dismissed from the nursing program.
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Late assignments will be worth 50% of the actual grade. If an assignment is more
than one week late, a zero will be given for the assignment but submission of the
assignment is still required.

Assessment:

Total Points:

Discussion Questions (25 points x 4)

100 points

Genetics Paper

100 points

Oncology Case Study

50 points

Health and Disease Power Point

50 points

Group Disease Power Point

50 points

Evolve Site Interaction (10 points/wk)
Total points for course

80
430 points total

All attempts will be made to maintain the posted theory schedule. However, please note
that in the event of an unforeseen emergency or circumstances beyond our control,
faculty may schedule theory on other days as a means to ensure every opportunity for
students to successfully complete the course. The faculty also may make changes to the
syllabus at any time throughout the semester. All attempts will be made to inform the
students of any changes in a timely manner when possible.

ATTENDANCE POLICY:
Students are expected log-on to the Web-Campus and Evolve site to access the course at
least two times a week. If you do not complete the course and do not formally
withdraw by the drop deadline, your instructor will automatically assign you a
grade of "F". The last day to drop this course is 11/19, 2014. See Student Handbook
for further information concerning the attendance policy.

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL DISHONESTY:
Academic dishonesty involves all methods or techniques that enable a student to gain
unfair advantage in the clinical or classroom setting (see the Great Basin College Catalog
for the definition of cheating in the Academic Honesty section). Cases of academic
dishonesty ordinarily result in a grade of F for the assignment and/or the course, in
accordance with published course policies. The violation may lead to the student's
dismissal from the Great Basin College Nursing Program and, in some cases, dismissal
from Great Basin College. GBC and NSHE policies and procedures related to student
conduct and academic honesty will be followed.
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STUDENT CONDUCT:
Great Basin College (GBC) is a System institution of the Nevada System of Higher
Education (NSHE) and encourages all students to pursue academic studies and other
college sponsored activities that promote intellectual growth and personal development.
Students are responsible for complying with NSHE and college guidelines and meeting
the appropriate college requirements. In joining the academic community, the student
enjoys the right of freedom to learn and shares responsibility in exercising that freedom.
A student is expected to conduct him or herself in accordance with college standards.
All students are held accountable for their behavior under GBC' s Standards of Conduct
for Students located in the college catalog and NSHE Code, Title 2, Chapter 6. Section
6.2.2 regarding misconduct. Nursing students are also responsible for additional
standards of conduct for nursing professionals as noted in the Bachelor of Science
Nursing Program student handbook (see Appendices Section).
The BSN Program is committed to open, frank, and insightful dialogue between and
among students and faculty. Diversity has many manifestations including diversity of
thought, opinion and values. Students are encouraged to be respectful of that diversity
and to refrain from inappropriate commentary. Should such inappropriate comments
occur, the instructor will intervene as they monitor student discussions throughout the
course. Conduct within courses should be guided by common sense and basic etiquette.
Never post, transmit, promote, or distribute content that is known to be
illegal. Avoid overtly harassing, threatening, or embarrassing fellow students. If
you disagree with someone, respond to the subject, not the person. Refrain from
transmitting or distributing content that is harmful, abusive, racially or ethnically
offensive, vulgar, sexually explicit, or otherwise.
Students are strongly encouraged to print a copy of their written work.
ADA STATEMENT:
Great Basin College is committed to providing equal educational opportunities to
qualified students with disabilities in accordance with state and federal laws and
regulations, including the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. A qualified student must furnish current verification of
disability. The Director of Services for Students with Disabilities (Julie G. Byrnes) will
assist qualified students with disabilities in securing the appropriate and reasonable
accommodations, auxiliary aids and services. For more information or further assistance,
please call 775.753.2271.

OUTLINE
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DATE

Module

Weekl

1

Evolve Module 4:
Fluids and Electrolytes, Acids
and Bases

2

Evolve Module 2: Genes and
Genetic Diseases

3

Evolve Module 20: Alterations
of Hematologic Function

October 20October 26
Week2:

READING
ASSIGNMENT

Discussions

ASSIGNMENT
Due DATES

Initial Posting
October 23
Posting to another
student
October 26

Discussion Week 1
October 26

Genetics
November2

October 27 November2
Week3:
November3November9
Week4:

4

November
10November 16

Evolve Module 9: Biology,
clinical Manifestations, and
Treatment of Cancer
Module 10: Cancer
Epidemiology

5

Evolve Module 23 :
Alterations of Cardiovascular
Function

6

Evolve Module 26: Alterations
of Pulmonary Function

Week 7:
December 2December 7

7

Evolve Module 29: Alterations
of Renal and Urinary Tract
Function

Week8:
December 8Decemberto

8

Evolve Module 34: Alterations
of Digestive Function

Week5:
November 17
- November
23
Week6:

Initial Posting
November 6Posting to another
student
November9

November 24
- December 1
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Discussion Week 3
November9

I

Oncology Case Study
November 16

Health and Disease
Power Point
November 23

Initial Posting
November27
Posting to another
student
November 30

Discussion Week 6
October 26

Group Disease Power
Point
December 7
Initial Posting
December 8
Posting to another
student
December to

Discussion Week 8
December 10

Fall Elective
Nursing 337: Pathophysiology
Credits: 3 Theory (45 hours)
Explores the pathophysiologic processes associated with common chronic and acute health problems across the lifespan. Incorporates
the influence of age, ethnicity, and cultural patterns on illness development and resolution. The evidence base supporting current
knowledge of disease processes and common health problems is explored.
Course Outcomes
1. Promote safe, quality,
evidence-based care to
populations and communities
in structured and
unstructured healthcare
environments.
VJ
CX>
(J1
I

I

Competencies
a. Describe alterations in
physiological systems that alter
the health of an individual.
b. Examine developmental and
cultural factors that affect an
individual ' s adaptation to
alterations in health.
c. Relate characteristics of special
populations that increase the risk
for disease.

Activity
1. Weekly online
pathophysiology modules.

Evaluation
1. Points awarded for
completion of online
modules.

2. Group creation of PP
educating other
professional nurses of
specific disease process
including incidence,
prevalence, developmental,
spiritual, and cultural
factors and the impact on
nursing care. Will share
with class.

2. Submission of PP
with grading rubric.

3. Student developed
oncology case study with
in-depth discussion of the
pathophysiology of the
selected cancer to the
cellular level. The student
will also discuss a holistic
plan of care including any
genetic/genomic,
2/22/13

SS

3.

Written submission
with grading rubric.

4. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric.

5. Written submission
graded via rubric.

6. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric

counseling/testing, patient
education, and physical,
psychosocial, spiritual,
developmental and cultural
care.

7. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric

4. DQ addressing how
developmental and cultural
factors influences an
individual's ability to adapt
to health alterations.

5. As part of the genome
project paper students will
examine characteristics of
special populations that are
more at risk for selected
disease process.

c.v

())
0)
I

I

6. DQ analyzing how some
common predisposing
factors increase
susceptibility to disease.

2. Examine current evidence in
nursing practice related to
2/22/13

SS

a. Interpret research related to
nursing care for patients with
various pathologies.

7. DQ addressing
implications of cultural,
social, economic, legal,
and historical contexts for
patient care.
1. Health and Disease
Management presentation
focusing on student chosen

1. Submission of PP
presentation, graded
via rubric.

various pathophysiological
processes.

b. Apply research-based knowledge
to the study of pathophysiology.

disease process
incorporating clinical
practice guidelines and
nursing care.

2. Reviewing Genome project
students will identify
certain patient populations
that are at higher risk
gaining a better
understanding of genetic
testing.

VJ

())

--..I
I

I

3. DQ based on genetic
testing and research and
how it relates to the
dynamics that impact
individuals and families.
Will include ethical
discussion.
4. DQ exploring the
relationship between
research and patient
disease specific outcomes.

2/22/13 SS

2. Written submission
graded via rubric ..

3. Discussion Question
with peer response .
grading rubric.
4. Discussion Question
with peer response
grading rubric.

GREAT BASIN CO

GREAT BASIN COLLEGE
RN -BSN Program
NURS 337
Genetics

Student Learning Outcome Competencies

a.
b.
c.
d.

Inte rpret research related to nursing ca re fo r patients w ith variou s pathologies.
Relat e ch ara cteristics of special populations that increase th e risk for disease.
Describe alteration s in physiological syst ems that alter the health of an ind ividual.
Apply research-ba sed knowledge to th e study of pathophysiology.

Assignment

Genetic testing now makes it possible for individuals to capture a look into their future. However, having a
gene does not guarantee that a disease will occur; it only identifies a "predisposition" and that there is a
"risk" that the disease will occur.
For example, one of the diseases in which genetic testing is available is Hunti ngton chorea. This is an
autosomal dominant inherited disorder that results in severe cognitive decline and movement disorders ,
but it does not manifest itself until the person is an adult. There is no real treatment and no cure. There is
no way to tell if a child of an affected parent will develop the disease unless genetic testing is performed .
Choosing whether or not to be tested for the gene is not an easy decision because the results may have
dramatic effects on the individual and family. While some believe that testing has a positive affect as it will
provide the opportunity for the individual to make informed choices about their future and that of their
offspring , others think that it can be emotionally draining and a burden for both the individual and family.
Answer the following questions and submit as indicated on theory schedule and following APA format.
There is no word count, I am looking at quality, not quantity.
1.

Discuss genetic testing and benefits of having this available for patients and families for specific
diseases. Discuss drawbacks to having genetic testing available.
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2.

How would you counsel clients?

3.
4.
5.
6.

What would you do if faced with the decision?
How might it affect family function?
What about insurance and employment issues-could there be ramifications?
Examine characteristics of special populations that are more at risk for select disease processes.
Discuss in-depth one population that is more prone to a disease process with genetic links.

Genetics Rubric
Criteria

Pts

Ratings

Analysis

Data is clearly
analyzed and
thoughtfully
synthesized so that the
reader can easily see
the connections
20 pts

Data is somewhat
clearly analyzed and
synthesized; the
reader may see the
connections
18 pts

Supporting
Evidence

Provides a welldeveloped examination
of the evidence and
questions its accuracy,
revelance, and
completeness. Clearly
distinguishes bewtwwn
fact and opinion
20 pts

Examines
evidence and
questions the
quality.
Distinguishes
between fact and
opinion
18 pts

Data is vaguely
analyzed and
synthesized; the
reader has difficulty
seeing the
connections
16 pts

I

Merely repeats
information
provided. Does
not justify postion
or distinguish
between fact and
opinion
16 pts

Data is not
analyzed or
synthesized; no
connections are
made
14 pts
Does not identify or
summarize the
problem/question
accurately if at all
14 pts

20 pts

20 pts

t------+----------_;;._-____ --·Answers
to

Questions

Answers are well
supported with
details from several
sources
30 pts

Some dtails are
missing, there could
be more supporting
evidence
28 pts

! - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·
Effort

Exceeds the requirements of
the assignment and have put
care and effort into the
process
20 pts

evidence
26 pts

Answers are
missing or not clear
and there is
minimal evidence
24 pts

Fullfills some of the
requirements of the
assignment
16 pts

Full fill few of the
requirements of the
assignment
14 pts

Answers are missing

or not answered
II clearly
and is lacking

i

30 pts

I ---------·----------t-----

Fullfils all of
the
assignment
18 pts

20 pts

t-----+------------------------------------+----<
APA
format,
spelling,
and
grammar

0 APA format,
grammar, and
spelling
10 pts

1-2 APA format,
grammar, and
spelling
8 pts

Total Points: 100
~--------------------~·

>4 APA format,
grammar, and
spelling
0 pts

3-4 APA format,
grammar, and
spelling
6 pts

10 pts

- - - - - - - - - - _.. ____ - - · - - · - - - - - ' - - - - 1

----

enectics Rubric
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Running head: GENETICS TESTING-A NURSING PERSPECTIVE

Genetics Testing- A Nursing Perspective

Colleen Mitchell-Medina

Great Basin College
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GENETICS TESTING-A NURSING PERSPECTIVE
Genetics Testing-A Nursing Perspective
In 2003, two years before its projected due date, the long-anticipated Human
Genome Project was finally completed. Forged by the National Institute of Health and
the U.S. Dept of Energy, the Human Genome Project was a multi-international,
collaborative effort with contributors from Japan, Europe, China, and the UK (National
Library of Medicine, 2014, Para 2). The significance of this discovery was touted as one
synonymous as landing on the moon, referring to its inception as the "era of the genome"
("Human Genome Project'', 2014, para 2-3). The revelation of the Human Genome
Project has been perceived as revolutionary, holding "the key" to the potential for people
to live healthier lives (National Library of Medicine, 2014, para 2). The Human Genome
Project entailed breaking the genetic code or blueprint instruction manual to also known
as DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), which "directs the synthesis of all the body's proteins"
(Jorde, 2008) to the anatomical and physiological makeup of the human being. Having
this information is like receiving the secret code that helps unlock each person's unique
genetic library or personal DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). Most importantly, now that we
have access to the code, scientists now have the ability to identify aberrancies, alterations
or mutations in a person's DNA. There are over 6000 genetic disorders that can be
passed down through the generations (Genetic Disease Foundation, 2010). Here in lies
the question. Once a person has this coveted information, what does one do with it? For
now, the best we can do for those who have a genetic disorder is to confirm they indeed
have the gene for a specific disorder in which they have had symptoms, or to inform them
that they have the genetic propensity in developing a genetic condition at a later date.
Here in lies the question. Is this information really helpful? For some, it may be, the idea
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that "knowledge is power", may indeed provide answers that would help a patient or
family make informed health decisions. Yet for others, the results from genetic testing
may only confirm one's deepest fears that they indeed have a dreaded health condition
that is not only debilitating, but also, infuriatingly incurable. In this sense, is it better for
the patient to be informed of this news? Is it possible that the patient would better off to
live an "ignorance is bliss" state, allowing the answer to reveal itself in its own time,
naturally?
The purpose of this paper is to explore this question and give an overview of the
fundamentals of genetics testing with emphasis of the nursing perspective of the special
patient population focuses on the patients and/or family engaged in genetics testing, with
emphasis of the special patient population, the Hispanic adolescent with Cystic Fibrosis.
An appropriate patient-centered plan of care and counsel for this patient profile will

address not only this patient's genetic condition, but will give answers as to topics such
as genetic testing specific to Cystic Fibrosis, how to interpret results, and genetic
counseling. Other health factors, socioeconomic and cultural status will also be
considered. Finally, the author's personal views on genetic testing will also be explored.

Genetics Testing Overview
According to the National Human Genome Research Institute's Overview of Genetic
Testing (2014), "genetic testing covers an array of techniques including analysis of
human DNA, RNA, or protein" (para, 1). Used as a tool, genetic tests identify gene
variants related to certain conditions and diseases that help not only determine a cause,
but may confirm a suspected disease, or help predict a future illness and foretell if
someone would likely pass a mutated gene to future generations. Additionally, genetic
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tests can be utilized for the unborn fetus or a newborn baby in detecting birth defects.
Some genetic diseases do not reveal themselves until later in the adult life, such as
Huntington' s disease or certain types of breast cancer. However, Down Syndrome, cleft
palates and Phenylketonuria would be examples of birth defects that can be detected
through genetics testing via amiocentesis, a method that involves retracting some
amniotic fluid while the fetus is still in utero during the 15th and 18th weeks of pregnancy.
Recently, a newer field of genetics testing is called pharmacogenomics has surfaced,
which considers the mutation of genes and their response to certain medications (" What
is Pharmacogenomics?" para 1).
When genetic testing first began, chromosome abnormalities were the common
uses of genetics testing for detection of disorders such as Cystic Fibrosis. However,
advances are been made that allow a more complex distinction and expanded analysis of
genes that include the ability to identify certain risks for chronic diseases like cancer and
heart disease (National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), 2014). A future
goal in genetics testing is the ability to analyze a person's entire exome (all genes) and
their individual genetic code to detect some of these diseases. There are also many tests
to predict the effectiveness of therapeutics and guide their administration. Furthermore,
NHGRI is pursuing research to enable the clinical use of multi-gene panels, whole exome
sequencing (analysis of all a patient's genes), and whole genome sequencing (analysis of
a patient's entire genetic code), to detect, for instance, the cause of an undiagnosed
disease or a cancerous tumor (National Human Genome Research Institute, 2014).

Benefits and Drawbacks of Genetic Testing-Interpreting the Results
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There are various pros and cons if one is considering genetic testing. For example,
in a recently much-publicized event, the actress Angelina Jolie made what some
considered, a very drastic choice in choosing to have a double mastectomy to prevent
breast cancer. However, other perspectives considered what she did to be a very brave
and intelligent choice. Ms. Jolie utilized the information she received from genetic testing
to make an informed health decision. The fact is that there are some who carry the rare
genetic mutation of the genes BRCA-1 and BRCA2 that show a direct relationship to a
deadly type of breast cancer. Angelina's mother died of a deadly form ovarian cancer,
which also increased her chances of developing this deadly form of cancer.
(www.5.komen.org, 2014).
This example highlights a positive component that genetic testing gives a person
options. However, it also highlights the glaring fact that people need counseling about
genetic testing in general. The fact is that most women are not at a high risk for breast
cancer (www.5.komen.org, 2014). Yet reading this story could lead a woman to fear that
because someone in her family had breast cancer, that she needs to have genetic testing
and have an invasive surgical procedure. Another fact is that just because a woman does
carry a mutated gene does not guarantee that they will develop the deadly form of cancer
(www.5.komen.org, 2014). This is the case for many results found from genetic testing
and why genetics counseling is so important. One of the downsides of genetic testing is
that a person can receive negative results, yet this does not guarantee that a person will
not develop a certain disease. According to Genetic Home Reference from the National
Library of Medicine (2014), "an uninformative result cannot confirm or rule out a
specific diagnosis, and it cannot indicate whether a person has an increased risk of
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developing a disorder". Having a negative result can affect a person adversely for
several reasons. One is that the person may have "survivor' s guilt" for not contracting
the same deadly illness as their loved one. Also, a person may become even more
disturbed at the fact they had a negative or inconclusive result does not completely rule
out they will get a disease. Not all genetic tests are the same for every disease or
condition. The implications here are that genetic testing should go hand in hand with
professional, genetic counseling. For this to happen, genetics testing needs to be more
regulated. For instance there are companies and businesses that selling "direct to
consumer" genetics testing. Yet, according to the National Human Genome Research
Institute (2014), many of the scrutinized tests are seen as "medically unproven and
meaningless" and misleading for consumers. In 2010, the FDA announced that it was
setting up better ways of regulating genetic testing, but still had not been accomplished
since July 2014. The implication here is that genetics testing is still a fairly new venture
with many kinks to be worked out. The best counsel to give in this respect is to get
professional genetics counseling before spending money.
Another concern or perceived downside to genetics testing is the concern whether
a patient could be discriminated against based on their genetics results. This fear may
hinder a person from undergoing genetic testing. In 2008, the Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) was passed into law that protects Americans from
discrimination based on their genetic information. This law was set in motion to prohibit
health insurers from engaging in genetic discrimination (genome.gov, 2014).

Patient & Family Considerations for the Nurse
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& Special Patient Population-Cystic Fibrosis

Some considerations will be explored for the RN caring for a patient and family
affected by Cystic Fibrosis. Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal recessive inherited
disease, which means for a person to have CF; they must acquire two copies of the
abnormal gene, one from each parent, during neonatal development. (Heuther, 2008).
The genetic mutation results in defective epithelial chloride ion transport. The average
human has chloride channels found on the surface of many epithelial cells in various
locations such as bile ducts, airways, and sweat ducts (Heuther, 2008). CF consists of
defective regulation of chloride channels of the epithelial cells in these areas, as well as
an increased number and size of mucus-secreting or goblet type cells. Over time, a
person affected with CF makes constant mucus, mainly in the lungs, which thickens due
to defective chloride secretion and excessive sodium absorption (Heuther, 2008). A
vicious cycle of chronic inflammation & infection usually begins within the l51 year of
life, with a life expectancy of 37 years on average (Heuther, 2008). To test if someone
presently has CF, they are diagnosed with the "gold standard" sweat test, which will
reveal a sweat concentration of chloride in excess of 60 mEq/L. Genetic testing used for
confirming CF in a patient is available, but can fail in 10 % of cases due to the inability to
screen for over 1000 associated CF strains. Many expectant mothers and fathers can get a
genetic test to see if they carry one of the CF mutations. Carrier testing can be used to tell
if a person carries a mutation of the CF gene. The test looks at a person's DNA (genetic
material), which is taken from cells in a blood sample or from cells that are gently
scraped from inside the mouth. Caucasians have the highest prevalence of CF, with
second in line being the Hispanic population. Current genetic testing for CF looks for the
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most common disease causing mutations. It is important that the patient know that just
because they have been told they have a CF mutation does not mean they will carry the
disease. Mutations screened will be in accordance with a person's race or group.

When considering the plan of care for families considering genetics testing the
nurse will need to consider the following tenets of this type of care. According to Lea, D.
2008, it is important for the nurse to understand their own ethical standpoint on genetic
testing; Knowing that the choice to have genetics testing is a personal one and not
everyone agrees upon its use. For instance one spouse may wish to know they carry a
gene and yet the other may not want to have testing either because they are too anxious to
know the truth or they do not agree with the rationale of having testing. It is important as
an RN to remain neutral, but an informative source to the patient. To start, educating the
patient and their family on the disease process of the Cystic Fibrosis will be important. A
young Hispanic couple may have just learned that their child may have CF is a highly
anxious time or perhaps the newly married couple who know that the disease has
manifested in some of their family members throughout the years. The nurse must assess
for readiness to learn about the disease and treatment options available.
As always it is important for the nurse to protect and advocate for the patient and
family. Genetic testing is no exception to this rule. With the advent of genetic testing,
there have been increased concerns that the information attained through testing will
somehow be used as discrimination against a person through their employer or insurance.
As mentioned before, the GINA (Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act) should be
understood by the nurse for purposes of educating the family and to alleviate some of
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these anxieties mentioned. Family members should understand that the GINA act
"prohibits employers from using a person's genetic information to make decisions about
hiring, job placement, promotion, or firing decisions" (Lea, 2008). " When these
protections are enacted, Americans will be free to use genetic and genomic information in
medical care without the fear of misuse." Informed decision-making is only as good as
the information and education given by the nurse. The RN should educate patients and
families on the nature of genetics tests, their risks and benefits and above all gives
consent without coercion by the nurse or physician. Throughout this process it will
important to consider what type of cultural background is involved. For the Hispanic
adult, there may be language barriers involved. It would be important for the nurse to
arrange a translator for education and informed consent purposes especially. With this
cultural group there may be additional tendencies towards suspicion of western medicine.
Older family members may be in the room in addition to the parents. Many times this
culture faces moments of uncertainty as a larger family unit. Practicing patience and
therapeutic communication is important to this group. It is important the RN takes a
genuine interest in the family unit and be willing to answer various questions.
Socioeconomically this patient and family may be distraught at perhaps seeing a patient
with this disease suffer. It is important for the family to be educated that CF has a higher
chance of developing if the disease has been seen in other family members.
Personal Considerations
The author of this paper had the opportunity to care for a Hispanic family with a
young, adolescent female with Cystic Fibrosis. There was lots of family in the room at
all times praying over their niece or daughter and granddaughter with this disease. She
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had to be intubated because she became so respiratory-compromised. There were
conversations during rounding with physicians that there was nothing more to do and that
the parents had 2 other children with Cystic Fibrosis still left to care for. My personal
feeling in this situation is individual for this situation. For myself, if I had a propensity
for CF somewhere in my family I would immediately have the testing. I would also do
the same thing the Angelina Jolie would do regarding her mastectomy and deadly BRCA1 gene. However, though I never asked them, after caring for the Hispanic family I cared
for, their culture tells me that they would not even consider having the testing, because
they love their children and care for them in spite of their illness and cannot imagine their
lives without them. As for other genetics testing available, I am sure that there are people
like myself who find they weighing both sides of the genetics seesaw. It would be so
much easier to be distinctly to one side or the other, and yet I am not. I can see both
sides, the pros and the cons mentioned and I personally do not know that even if I wrote
for one side or the other that would not change my mind 5 seconds later.
Conclusion
Genetics testing is one of the newest courses of healthcare that will take nursing
down many roads in the future. There are many controversial and ethical elements for
the nurse to consider surrounding this newer component of healthcare. The most
important implication is to remember that genetics testing is and should always remain a
very personal choice and that the nurse's ultimate responsibility is to advocate for the
patient and their family in this choice.
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Tomorrow gives a beckoning hand-I turn my face away;
I'll not invite her to my home-I only love Today.
ARDELIA COTTON BARTON, "Today"
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NURS 337
Health and Disease Presentation Power Point

Student Learning Outcome Competencies

a. Interpret research related to nursing care for patients with various pathologies .
b. Apply research-based knowledge to the study of pathophysiology
c. Describe alterations in physiological systems that alter the health of an individual.

Assignment

Select a cardiac, pulmonary, oncology, renal, hematologic or gastrointestinal disease and prepare a 10 12-slide Microsoft® PowerPoint® presentation with speaker notes. Content should include:
a. Primary cause of disease
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Tests used to identify disease
Pathophysiology
Incidence
Economic impact (dollars and lost wages)
Target population
Prevention and health promotion strategies
Research findings or advances in this disease which may alter prevention or health promotion
strategies for the future. Include clinical practice guidelines
Include six references (only one can be the text) and submit the references with the presentation.
Please review rubric .
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Criteria

r

Ratings

r-~~~~~"""T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Organization

Exceptional - All
pieces are present,
Pre-planning is
evident. Information
is organized and
presented in a logical
manner. The overall
power and impact of
the project is well
represented .
15 pts

Shows
student
understanding
of material
presented

Exceptional - The
presentation goes above
and beyond the
requirements. More
than adequate
information is presented
Student provide
insightful perspective.
20 pts

Technical
Aspects

Exceptional - There
are few, if any,
technical problems.
The technical error do
not distract from the
meaning or
presentation of
information.
5 pts

Citation of
Sources

Reveiw of
Classmate
Presentation

I

Power Point Grading Rubric

Pts

~

Accomplished - All
pieces are present, but
some information is
missing. The missing
information does not
hinder the overall
understanding of the
presentation. Information
could be better organized
and planned.
14 pts
Accomplished - The
presentation has an
adequate amount of
support. There is
evidence of some
student insight.
Information is
organized well.
19 pts

Needs Improvement
- The project is
missing pieces,
information is
missing and
scattered. No sign of
pre-planning.
Overall project
message is missed.
12 pts

Meet Expectations The project may be
missing a few pieces
information is more
organized but critical
parts are still not
present. The project
lacks pre-planning
and organization.
13 pts

I

are some technical
errors. A few distract
from the meaning of the
information. Overall
errors are kept to a
minimum.
4 pts

Needs Improvement
- Lacks enough
support for each
piece of work.
Student work
reflects little, if any
insight.
17 pts

Needs Improvement Meet Expectations There are many
'I There are many
technical errors.
technical errors. A
!
These errors distract
few distract from
from the meaning and
the meaning of the
! presentation of
information.
I
3 pts
I materials.
I 0 pts

I

'

20 pts

I
!

l

5 pts

I
!
!

Meet Expectations -

I Several resources are

I

I

I

------

I Accomplished - A few
Exceptional - All
I
resources and
I resources are
incorrectly cited or
information is present
missing.
and cited correctly.
I
4
5 pts
I pts
---Accomplished Exceptional - Fully
Somewhat incorporates
incorporates new
new knowledge
knowledge
1 pts
5 pts

15 pts

--- - - - Meet Expectations The presentation
shows signs of
background support,
but fails to
incorporate all
elements. Mimimal
insight.
18 pts

l Accomplished - There

1

incorrectly cited or
missing.
3 pts
Meet Expectations Poor incorporates new
knowledge
0 pts

Needs Improvement Many resources are
incorrectly cited or
missing.
0 pts

5 pts

Needs
Improvement - No
Response
0 pts

5 pts

I
!

-------·

. . . ___j

Total Points: 50
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Crohn's Disease Defined
• One of Two Inflammatory Bowel Diseases {IBD):
- Similar to another IBD: Ulcerative Colitis
• Ulcerative Colitis (UC) Distinctions
- UC affects large bowel and surface layer only

~

O>

• Crohn's Disease Characteristics:

I

I

- Affects both small & large intestine
- Is known to affect all layers of the intestine
- Has "Skip lesions" (normal areas in between diseased)

- Cobblestone appearance

---

- Crohn's is Chronic
- Periods of remission & flare-ups
(Heuther, 2008)

https://yNffl bing comt imageS(search?g=imageso/o20of%20skip%20!est
Oin%20crohn%27s&qs=n&form=QB!R&QQ=images%20ofo/o20skip% 2Dlesio!I"
%20in%20crohn% 27s&sc=0-26&sp:;:- J &sk=&ajf::: 1O

Crohn's
CAUSES & RISK FACTORS
• MANY THEORIES FOR CAUSES
- None proven

• PROBABLE CAUSES
~

- Immune, Genetic, & Environmental

I"""
I

• RISK FACTORS
- 10-20% have family history
- Ashkenazai ancestry
https://www.bing .com/images/search?q=image%20cigarette%20sm
oking&qs=n&form=QBIRMH&pq=irnageo/o20cigarette%20smoking&
sc=1-21&sp=-1&sk=

- Susceptibility genes
- Cigarette Smoker
- Psychological Stress
(Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America , 2014)

Clinical Manifestations
Most Common Symptoms:
•

Persistent diarrhea with periods of constipation

•

Rectal bleeding (at times)

•

Urgent need to move bowels

•

Abdominal cramps & pain

~ •

0
CD

Sensation of incomplete evacuation

I

I

General Symptoms
•

Loss of appetite & Weight loss.

•

Fever

•

Night sweats

•

Loss of normal menstrual cycle

•

Can affect the joints, eyes, skin, and liver.

•

Fatigue

•

Anemia & Malabsorption of vitamin B & D, & Folic Acid

~.,'
.

(Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America , 2014)

,_
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Complications & Triggers
Complications:
Blockage of the intestine due to swelling and scar tissue.
• Symptoms of blockage include cramping pain, vomiting, and
bloating.
~

~

- Intestinal sores or ulcers turn into tracts-called fistulas.

I

-g: Increased risk of colon cancer
01

Triggers that lead to flare-ups include:
•

Medicines

•

Smoking

•

Infections

•

Hormonal changes

•

Lifestyle changes
(Crohn's disease health center: What causes crohn's disease?, 2012)

Diagnostics/Labs
• Standard Assessment:
• Interview, Assessment of diet, family history and
environment.

• Lab Tests:
- Blood & Stool
~

- Endoscopy & Colonoscopy:

I

I

• Barium contrast
• Biopsy

• Chromoendoscopy

https://www.bing .com/images/search?q=image+of+occutt+stool&qs=n&form;QBIR&pq=image+of+occutt+stool&sc=0-14&sp=-1 &sk=

- Small camera pill: Visualizes small changes in intestine

• Small Intestinal Imaging
- CT scan or MRI with contrast: Enteroclysis contrast
(Crohn's & Colitis Foundation of America, 2014)

Pathophysiology
Begins in Intestinal Submucosa

• Neutrophils & Macrophages activated
- Promote inflammation & cause tissue injury

Continues outward to Mucosa and Serosa
~

f • Inflammation will move or skip to other areas:
''skip lesions.''
• Ulcerations or Lesions extend into lymphoid tissue
• Lesions are called Granulomas
-

Macrophages differentiate & phagocytize or engulf large bacteria
Forming the center of granuloma

- Surrounded by toughened capsule of collagen
(Heuther, 2008)

Pathophysiology continued ...
• Cobblestone appearance:
- Projections of inflamed tissue surrounded by
ulceration.
~__., • Fistulae formation:
I\)
I

I

- Perianal area between loops of intestine
- Extend into bladder

• Strictures:
- Caused by continued inflammation
- Narrowing of intestine-leading to obstruction.
(Heuther, 2008)

Incidence & Target Population
Incidence:

~

•

U.S.- approximately 700,000 people

•

Runs in families

Peak Age:

~

VJ

15-30 yrs

±•

•

1 out of 10 younger than 18

Most common:
•

Gender:
-

Women

Ethnicity:
- Caucasian, Ashkenazic Jew

Geographies:
-Urban Areas
-Westernization Theory
Altered Diet/Smoking

(National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion , Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 20141.

-~~
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Economic Impact
• Yearly Medical Costs:

- Estimated: $18,022-18,932
• Average hospitalization costs:
~

- Estimated: $35,378

I

• Surgical Hospitalization costs:

- Estimated: $46,353,
• Medical Hospitalization costs:

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=picture+of+money&qs=n&fonn
=QBI R&pq=picture+of+money&sc=8-16&sp=-1&sk=

- Estimated: $20,744
- 1/3 IBD hospital costs d/t inpatient disease management
- Cost reduction occurs through better disease maintenance
(Bass & Park, 2010)

Crohn's
Treatment, Prevention & Health Promotion
RN DRIVES PATIENT EDUCATION WITH IMPORTANT CONCEPTS SPECIFIC TO AGE

-Many Crohn's patients are teens

•

~
......

•

Proper nutrition:
o

Oral Replacement of lost fluids, Low-residue, High-protein, High-calorie diet: Avoid
trigger-foods: nuts, whole grains cereals, leafy veggies, and high fat foods and carbonated drinks

o

Vitamin therapy, iron and probiotics

Medications:
o

01
I

I

•

Antiinflammatories: aminosalicylates, corticosteroids,
caution: nonsteroidal antiinflammatories can cause bleeding (example: Ibuprofen)

o Antidarrhals & Antiperistalics & Sedatives
o

•

•

lmmunomodulators: (Azathioprine) modulate immune system ~inflammatory
Antibiotics & Biologic Modifiers: {lnfliximab): Produces antibody TNF and cytokine

Surgery:
o

Not a cure; Palliative,

o

Colectomy

Encourage Hope and Coping:
o Journal to communicate feelings & Exercise: Walking and Yoga
o

Avoid alcohol and cigarettes
(Jullian & Pullen , 2012)

Crohn's Genetic Research
• 100 genes identified:
Show increase risk of Crohn's,
Functions of these genes still unknown

•

Confirms strong genetic component

•

2006 American/Canadian Research study
6000 people: Yz with Crohn's; Yz without

~
......

Findings: Genetics combined with Environment (smoking, poor
diet ... ) involved

O'>
I

I

• More research needed to pinpoint exact genes
-

Better disease management and more remission

-

Perhaps a Cure?
~.,

• IBD financial campaign
Hope to raise $ 6-10 million for IBD research
Over next 5 years
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(Crohn 's & Colitis Foundation of America , 2014)
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End of Semester Course Report

1. Course Number and Name:
Nurs 337 Pathophysiology
2. Year I Semester: 2014

Fall

3. Course Faculty (include any adjunct faculty utilized
Sharon Sutherland MSN, RN

COURSE STATISTICS
4. Theory Ratio 2/1
Practicum Ratio N/A
(Student to faculty ratios: Please use the number of students at the beginning of the semester
for these.)
5. Final
a.
b.
c.

Theory Outcomes:
Percent Passed: 100
Percent Failed:
0
Range of Scores: 93-95

6. Final Practicum Outcomes:
a. Percent Satisfactory:
NA
b. Percent Unsatisfactory: NA

7. Course Attrition:
a. Beginning number of students:
b. Withdrawals:
c. lncompletes (with expected date of completion):

2
O

O

THEORY EVALUATION
8. Textbooks used and evaluation of each:
Huether, S. & McCance, K. (2013).Understanding pathophysiology (5th ed.).St. Louis,

Missouri: Elsevier Mosby ISBN- 978-0-3230-7891-7
I will use this textbook again. The textbook augments the Modules in the Evolve site and I
like the Quick Check boxes that have critical thinking questions throughout the chapter. I
have this class now set up in Evolve for next year. In each of the Modules in Evolve there is
the following sections:
1-Lessons- reading assignment in the textbook with corresponding questions to think about
as the students are reading
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2- Activities
3- Pre-test and Post-test-there are not tests given in this class but this gives the student the
ability to check their comprehension of the material
4-Resources- This sections shows different links to other textbooks on Evolve and Web
links
5- Case study
6- Discussion section
VandenBos, G. R. (Ed.). (2010). Publication manual of the American psychological
association. (6th ed.) Washington, DC: American Psychological Association. ISBN- 978-14338-0561-5
This book will still be a requirement as the students are required to write all assignments in
correct AP A format.
9. Weekly content:
See the attached syllabus
10. Special Experiences related to student learning outcomes and competencies :
NA
11 . Teaching Methods:
This class was supposed to be set up for the students to use the Evolve platform for the
modules and have their book supplement the class. Evolve did not get the class set up for the
students to access until October so the students were not able to access the class on Evolve and
had to rely on their book and the student resources in Evolve for the book. Through Web Campus
the students had discussions, a case study, a paper, and two point points.

PRACTICUM EVALUATION
12. Practicum Site Evaluation - Include EBP, Patient Health & Safety and ANA Standards
(Please list strengths and/or limitations specific to each site)
NA
13. Briefly describe any concern(s) regarding practicum site(s) used.
NA
14. Practicum changes and reason(s):
NA
15. Special Experiences related to student learning qutcomes and competencies:
NA
16. Teaching Methods
NA

FULL COURSE OVERVIEW
17. What worked well and reason(s):
419-H

The course schedule worked well with alternating written assignments with discussions.
The main paper was due early in the semester which worked well. The last assignment
was a discussion that worked well for both the students and myself. The learning should
increase next year when the students can access the Evolve course . I only had two
students so there was not as much exchange of ideas for the discussions.
18. Anticipated Changes
I am in the process of changing the course into a Quality Matters course and will then it will
be submitting for review. I will be adding a description for each module and will have
specific resources for the students to access. Specific GBC resources were added into the
course such as tech support, library, and academic success center which are required for
QM.
19. Changes to weekly content and reason(s):
As I mentioned earlier, next year the students will be able to access the course on line
through Evolve and will be able to complete the weekly pathophysiology module.
20. Changes to point allocation and reason(s):
Since the student's couldn't access the Evolve class, I had to remove the weekly points
(1 Opoints/week) for the 8 weeks. Next year I will add the points back into the class.
21. Other changes and reason(s):
Click here to enter text.
22. Administrative :
a. Syllabus has been saved to file.
b. The course was backed up on WebCampus.
c. Grades have been entered.
d. Grade book has been saved to file.
e. Student work samples have been filed in student file.
f. Curriculum map has been updated with all changes made
and filed.
g. Integrated Concepts Illustration has been updated with
all changes made and filed.
Faculty Signature(s):
Date:

~
~

~

~
~
~
~

Sharon Sutherland

Dec 19, 2014

Directions: Complete and save in Dropbox/Nursing Shared Files/SPE/Course Reports along with
syllabus, grade book, curriculum map, and integrated concepts illustration .
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Student Learning Outcomes - NURS 337 - Fall 2014
As a result of this class, I am able to:
• Strongly
Disagree

• Disagree

Neutral

• Agree

• Strongly
Agree

Total
Responses

Promote safe,
quality, evidencebased care to
populations and

100°/o (2)

commun ities in
structured and
unstructured
healthcare
environments ..

Exam ine current
evidence in nursing
practice related to

100% (2)

various
pathophysiological
processes.

COMMENTS: The course was well-structured, provided me as a student with everything I needed to
enhance my knowledge of pathophysiology. It was a pleasure to have Ms. Sutherland as my instructor.
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GBC Services Evaluation

• Strongly
Disagree

• Disagree

• Neutral

• Agree

• Strongly
Agree
Total
Responses

• N/A
The training offered
by GBC and the
nursing program in
the use of
instructional and

100o/o (2)

distance
technologies met
my needs.
I received adequate
support and
consultation in
add ressing t echnical

100°/o (2)

problems with
media, computers,
and use of
WebCampus.
GBC Library
provid es up-to-dat e
information along
with current
research
information.

100°/o (2)
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Nursing Curriculum 3/7/14

Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes

March 7, 2014, 0900
GTA 124 (IAV with Winnemucca)
CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 0900.
PRESENT
A.Donnelli
H.Johnson
T.Gailey-Mette
D.Volkert (via IAV from Winnemucca)
K.Miller
D.Byers
Lisa Frazier, Guest Presenter
PRESENTATION

L. Frazier handed out information about Quality Matters courses. She explained that the
objective of the classification is to align objectives with outcomes and outcomes aligned with
competencies . The designation is based on best practices for enhanced and web-based
courses. There is a template to help instructors get set up. She can also build a specific
template just for nursing courses. She provided examples of how Canvas and Quality Matters
can be linked to learner outcomes and competencies and the data that can be collected.
Faculty agreed that this was something they wanted to research and pursue for RN-BSN
courses, at least to begin with.
MINUTES

Minutes from the February 21 , 2014, meeting were reviewed . There being no corrections, H.
Johnston moved to approve the minutes. T. Mette seconded the motion and they were
approved unanimously.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

None
OLD BUSINESS

a. Faculty and Student Surveys: A. Donnelli reported that she had only received
suggestions from P.Drussel. She asked that everyone look at Standards 4 and 6 in the
2-Year Report to ACEN to see what is already collected and to offer suggestions on
what can be combined. This item will be tabled until the next meeting for further
discussion .
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b. Ways to Improve Survey Data: This item will come back at the next meeting too along
with information about an alumni organization. T. Mette will visit with other department
chairs to see what they are doing and what works to keep in contact with alumni.
NEW BUSINESS
a. New Fall Course Group Work: A. Donnelli asked who was working together on Fall
courses:
OB:
T. Mette and H. Johnston
Peds: H. Johnston
257: H. Johnston, S. Sutherland and S. Warnert
315 : H. Johnston and D. Volkert
429: H. Johnston and D. Volkert
436: H. Johnston and D. Volkert
Pharm : P. Drussel and S. Sutherland
135: P. Drussel and T. Mette
A.Donnelli suggested that faculty start with OB for Quality Matters since this is a shorter
class. NURS 436, 437 and Pharm were other suggested courses for Quality Matters.
b. Textbook Change: H. Johnston , S. Sutherland , and S. Warnert have reviewed the med
surg book and have agreed that Lewis will be used next year rather than Iggy. Lewis
has better coverage , better test bank and editing in Lewis is less time intensive than
Iggy. Iggy is also weak in meds and diagnosis.
DECISION: All faculty supported the change of textbook to Lewis for NURS 158,
257, and 258.
c. Fall Course Planning: A. Donnelli asked faculty to double check that all textbook orders
were entered prior to the deadline of March 14. She reminded faculty that if there is no
text for their course, they still needed to so indicate "no text" in the order form .
d. Potential Adjunct for Fall Clinicals: A. Donnelli asked all faculty to be on the look-out for
more adjuncts. J. Grant, S. Lino and two other possibilities will be used for OB. K. Miller
reminded everyone that there were special requirements for the Board of Nursing if the
adjunct is only Bachelor prepared.
e. Quality Matters for the RN -BSN Program : Faculty will review information supplied from
L. Frazier and look at their courses for implementation . K. Miller recommended
consultation with another nursing/healthcare school as translation is sometimes more
difficult than with non-nursing courses .
SYSTEMATIC PLAN OF EVALUATION: None
OTHER: None
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 1010.
NEXT MEETING: The next Nursing Curriculum meeting is scheduled for March 21 , 2014.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
April 11 , 2014, 0930
HSCI 110

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 0930.

PRESENT
S. Warnert
H. Johnston
A. Donnelli
P. Drussel
T. Mette
S. Sutherland
K. Miller
D. Byers
MINUTES
Minutes from the March 7, 2014, meeting were reviewed . S. Sutherland requested a correction :
New Business, Textbook Change, Decision : "All faculty supported the change of textbook to
Lewis for NURS 158, 257, and 258". H. Johnston moved to approve the minutes as corrected .
K. Miller seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.

CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
K. Miller asked that the Grievance Policy be added to New Business.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
None

OLD BUSINESS
a. Faculty Surveys: IDEA forms have been distributed and should be completed between
April 14-25. Students will evaluate adjunct clinical instructors on-line with the new
Adobe survey.
b. Student Surveys: The surveys created in Adobe will be distributed for review. Please
give feedback to Amber or Heidi before the next meeting (May 2) .
c. Quality Matters: This item was tabled until L. Frazier returned to work .

NEW BUSINESS
a. Faculty Testing Policy: T. Mette explained that in the past, second and fourth semester
students took HESI exams. Students took the Pharm test twice so it could be reviewed
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and identify trends. She asked faculty if they wanted to use the tests available at this
time or did they want to purchase a new exam. There are some test options with
learning systems. T. Mette suggested that this be a subject to discuss with ATI at the
conference call on April 17th and discuss again at the next curriculum meeting on May 2.
b. Third party presence during meetings with students: A. Donnelli advised that there is
usually a third party present when meeting with a student. Is this something that faculty
would like to have written in policy and procedure? S. Sutherland and D. Volkert have
been meeting with students using the Blue Button in WebCampus and this has worked
well so they could both meet with a student. K. Miller advised that she thought it would
be good to have a written policy for instructor, Dean or VPAA meetings also. Sometimes
the discussion details are inconsistent when discussed later. It was also suggested that
when there are team instructors, a lead instructor be identified so that there was one
person ultimately responsible for that class.
DECISION: It was agreed unanimously that a policy for student meetings will be drafted
by the handbook committee along with a policy establishing a lead instructor for teamtaught classes. It will then be brought back to the committee for further discussion.
c. ATI Discussion: It was noted that ATI will be meeting with faculty on a workday in May.
K. Miller advised that she will be visiting with the ATI representative on the phone on
April 171h. She asked what areas faculty wanted covered at the workday. H. Johnston
would like to have a discussion about curriculum alignment. T. Mette asked to have ATI
explain how to utilize the learning systems (practice tests) . They were currently being
used for remediation. S. Sutherland added that blueprints were not giving them the
information needed and would like to discuss customizing tests . K. Miller also wanted to
include an overview of statistics for TEAS testing and program testing. K. Miller invited
anyone to be present when she talked to the ATI representative on the phone next
week .
d. Review of ATI Curriculum Alignment: This will be a topic of discussion at the May
workday.
e. Simulation: S. Warnert reported that simulations were finished for 159, 252 and 253.
The simulation tool used was only for primary and secondary. If the student does not
get at least a 76%, there is nothing in place. There was a discussion about how to
determined pass/fail. It was then agreed that the instructor would lead remediation for
any fail based on the tool. There was also a discussion about how students were
chosen for simulation groups and primary/secondary leads. Faculty discussed how they
used student strengths or weaknesses for groups and leads.
DECISION: It was agreed unanimously that faculty would make group/lead selections.
S. Warnert volunteered to work on a policy/procedure for using the simulation tool and
remediation guidelines.
f.

Conference information (Sharon): S. Sutherland reported that she had attended a SUN
(Simulation Users Network) conference in San Diego. The pre-conference sessions
were very worthwhile and she was very excited to have gotten so much hands-on
experience programming different scenarios.

g. Grievance Policy: K. Miller advised that she discovered that there is no specified time
frame for students to request the VPAA to review a grievance after meeting with the
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Dean . She asked that this policy be referred to the Admission and Progression
Committee for further clarification.

DECISION : It was unanimously agreed to refer this to the A&P Committee.
SYSTEMATIC PLAN OF EVALUATION: None
OTHER: None
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 1055.
NEXT MEETING: The next Nursing Curriculum meeting is scheduled for May 2, 2014 , in HSCI
110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
May 2, 2014, 1000
HSCI 110
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 1000.
PRESENT
S. Warnert
H. Johnston
P. Drussel
S. Sutherland
D. Volkert
K. Miller
D. Byers
MINUTES
Minutes from the April 11, 2014, meeting were reviewed . S. Warnert moved to approve the
minutes. P. Drussel seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes .
ANNOUNCEMENTS
P. Drussell advised that in previous meetings faculty had agreed to drop the library assignment
but they did it anyway in NURS 135 with Evidene Based Practice
OLD BUSINESS
a. Faculty Surveys: IDEA forms have been distributed and should be completed between
April 14-25. Students will evaluate adjunct clinical instructors on-line with the new
Adobe survey.
b. Student Surveys: The surveys created in Adobe will be distributed for review. Please
give feedback to Amber or Heidi before the next meeting (May 2).
c.

Quality Matters: This item was tabled until L. Frazier returned to work .

NEW BUSINESS
a. Faculty Testing Policy: T. Mette explained that in the past, second and fourth semester
students took HESI exams. Students took the Pharm test twice so it could be reviewed
and identify trends . She asked faculty if they wanted to use the tests available at this
time or did they want to purchase a new exam . There are some test options with
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learning systems. T. Mette suggested that this be a subject to discuss with ATI at the
conference call on April 17th and discuss again at the next curriculum meeting on May 2.
b. Third party presence during meetings with students: A. Donnelli advised that there is
usually a third party present when meeting with a student. Is this something that faculty
would like to have written in policy and procedure? S. Sutherland and D. Volkert have
been meeting with students using the Blue Button in WebCampus and this has worked
well so they could both meet with a student. K. Miller advised that she thought it would
be good to have a written policy for instructor, Dean or VPAA meetings also. Sometimes
the discussion details are inconsistent when discussed later. It was also suggested that
when there are team instructors, a lead instructor be identified so that there was one
person ultimately responsible for that class.

DECISION: It was agreed unanimously that a policy for student meetings will be drafted
by the handbook committee along with a policy establishing a lead instructor for team taught classes. It will then be brought back to the committee for further discussion.
c.

ATI Discussion : It was noted that ATI will be meeting with faculty on a workday in May.
K. Miller advised that she will be visiting with the ATI representative on the phone on
April 17th. She asked what areas faculty wanted covered at the workday. H. Johnston
would like to have a discussion about curriculum alignment. T. Mette asked to have ATI
explain how to utilize the learning systems (practice tests). They were currently being
used for remediation . S. Sutherland added that blueprints were not giving them the
information needed and would like to discuss customizing tests. K. Miller also wanted to
include an overview of statistics for TEAS testing and program testing. K. Miller invited
anyone to be present when she talked to the ATI representative on the phone next
week.

d. Review of ATI Curriculum Alignment: This will be a topic of discussion at the May
workday.
e. Simulation: S. Warnert reported that simulations were finished for 159, 252 and 253.
The simulation tool used was only for primary and secondary. If the student does not
get at least a 76%, there is nothing in place. There was a discussion about how to
determined pass/fail. It was then agreed that the instructor would lead remediation for
any fail based on the tool. There was also a discussion about how students were
chosen for simulation groups and primary/secondary leads. Faculty discussed how they
used student strengths or weaknesses for groups and leads.

DECISION: It was agreed unanimously that faculty would make group/lead selections.
S. Warnert volunteered to work on a policy/procedure for using the simulation tool and
remediation guidelines.
f.

Conference information (Sharon) : S. Sutherland reported that she had attended a SUN
(Simulation Users Network) conference in San Diego. The pre-conference sessions
were very worthwhile and she was very excited to have gotten so much hands-on
experience programming different scenarios.

g. Grievance Policy: K. Miller advised that she discovered that there is no specified time
frame for students to request the VPAA to review a grievance after meeting with the
Dean . She asked that this policy be referred to the Admission and Progression
Committee for further clarification .
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DECISION : It was unanimously agreed to refer this to the A&P Committee.
SYSTEMATIC PLAN OF EVALUATION: None
OTHER: None
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 1055.
NEXT MEETING: The next Nursing Curriculum meeting is scheduled for May 2, 2014, in HSCI

110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
August 19, 2014, 1:00 p.m.
HSCI 110

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 1:00 p.m .

PRESENT
S. Lino
D. Volkert
H. Johnston
T. Mette
A. Donnelli
S. Warnert
P. Drussel
S. Sutherland
D. Byers
MINUTES
Minutes from the May 14, 2014, meeting were reviewed. Changes were suggested by S.
Warnert and S. Sutherland. S. Sutherland moved to approve the minutes with changes. The
motion was seconded by S. Warnert and the minutes were approved unanimously.

CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
A.Donnelli presented the Annual Report for 2013-2014. As the faculty reviewed he report,
suggestions were made. T. Mette moved to accept the revised report. P. Drussel seconded the
motion and it was approved unanimously.
Syllabi and clinical schedules for Fall 2014 classes: Submit to D. Byers as soon as possible. If
an instructor is going to allow two failed exams before issuing a Notification of Unsatisfactory
Progress, this needs to be stated clearly in the syllabus and discussed with students.

OLD BUSINESS
a. Faculty Chooses Primary and Secondary lead students in simulation : There was
discussion whether a policy was needed for this item or not. After discussion , faculty
felt that a policy was not needed as long as students understood that the instructor
would select these.
b. Accudose at NNRH - Student access: H. Johnston advised that she felt more
comfortable with students not being trained. A. Donnelli explained that the hospital
wanted students to be trained . S. Sutherland indicated that the director liked that
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students did not have access to Accudose. The nurse then pulls the medications
with students. A. Donnelli suggested that faculty have the director check with D.
Townsend and give our feedback about how it went last year and share how we
would like to do it. We can meet again if they want to discuss further. Faculty should
be accessing Accudose only when the nurse is extremely busy. It was noted that we
want the nurse more involved and it defeats the purpose when they give medications
to faculty to supervise. It was also noted that there will be an EMR template that
faculty can verify drug info given rather than a form for each one. D. Volkert asked
about how it should be done in Winnemucca. It was noted that Winnemucca wants
students to be trained.
c. Policy for two faculty members present when meeting with students: This policy
would apply when meeting with students for mid-term evaluations, unsatisfactory
notification , or other similar circumstances. It was noted that the handbook does
state that when discussing student performance, there may be more than one faculty
member present. It was determined that a policy was not needed .
NEW BUSINESS
a. EMR Student Training : T. Mette noted that the hospital in Winnemucca uses the same
EMR as Elko. All students can , therefore , be trained in Elko. It was noted that possibly
second year students could attend a voluntary refresher course . P. Drussel indicated
that students can use the training room any time at NNRH as long as the room was not
busy. A. Donnelli suggested that specific dates and times be given to students so they
could go in if they wanted . A. Donnelli suggested that until that was set up, faculty watch
how students do without the extra practice. P. Drussel also noted that the nurses will
always help.
b. Scheduling computer rooms for testing : A. Donnelli noted that the Diesel Program has
installed some software on many of the computers in HTC. Because of this , some lab
computers are quite slow and access to those labs is more difficult. H. Johnston
suggested that those needing proctored exams along with finals , need to schedule the
labs now. T. Mette will also contact the new director of the Testing Center to get her set
up as an ATI proctor.
c.

Medication templates versus medication cards : P. Drussel advised that ATI
recommends using templates . A lot of prototypes are the same as used at the hospital.
She suggested that the med cards could very easily be replaced with the ATI templates.
Then when it comes time for NCLEX, the template booklet can be used for review. As
new medications come on , the booklets can be updated. It was also noted that the
templates can be used for several courses rather than doing the cards over and over.
DECISION : S. Sutherland made a motion to use medication templates from ATI
in place of medication cards . T. Mette seconded the motion and it was approved
unanimously.

d. Testing blueprints: S. Sutherland discussed differences in blueprints that she is seeing .
ATI uses different terms which makes them unique. The format will be the same
categories for NCLEX. If there are more than two categories underneath , abc will
address the categories. Nursing process will be used in the categories .
COURSE REVIEWS
a. Class Updates:
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1. NURS 135 (T.Mette) : Added ATI transcript ticketing to the class . HIPPA
confidentiality using the templates . Using assessment to see what type of
learner students are. Orientation has models for using ATI system and are
available at any time for students. Faculty will conduct the first orientation.
Using Achieve study skills test taking for class and curriculum . General
starter for nurse logic and for ESL on Tuesday when in the lab together.
Currently have two students that have not purchased ATl yet. If they don't
pay before classes start, not sure how they will function .
2. NURS 154 (P.Drussel) : Spent time with ATI and have looked at other
programs. ATI recommends that classes be conducted in a computer lab so
students can access ATI during class . Student will have drills and quizzes on
a weekly basis. Also will be doing case studies. There have been major
revisions for the class. Most of the class is online with ATI. There will be 6
modules covered with a mid-term and final.
3. NURS 257 (H. Johnston) : More pharm is being integrated based on ATI
results. Using medication templates in classroom and clinicals .
4. NURS 252 (T. Mette) : Concerns about covering all content during a short
time. Will be watching for adjustment. Faculty tried to collaborate on testing
between maternal courses running during semester.
5. NURS 253 (H . Johnston): Working on it and should be ready to go.
6. NURS 326 (H . Johnston) : Considering starting with Quality Matters. M.
Doucette will be starting HMS 200 using Quality Matters this semester.
7. NURS 420 (A. Donnelli) : Designing . Have framework .
8. NURS 337 (S. Sutherland) : All set
9. NURS 429 (D. Volkert) : Already hearing from students! Many have emailed
and are working on assignments.
10. NURS 436 (D. Volkert) : Basically new, but aligned to all outcomes.
ATI
a. ATI Reports : All areas are being addressed with recommendations . Faculty will review
scores for any changes next semester. It was noted that ATI reports on more areas than we
have on our course report form. T. Mette will give additions to D. Byers so template in the
course report can be changed . ATI Longevity Report: These reports are from the class that
graduated and second year students. Looking at upcoming class . Going down in
physiological. Need to reinforce . Critical thinking: Progress by end of semester. Nursing
process: prioritize, OSEN . Also shows different leveling . Discussion . Has some good
information for changes in this semester's classes.

It was also noted that proctored testing labels have changed from A ,B,C ... to 1,2,3 .. .
Integration of LS and TMS questions into Fundamentals and Med/Surg: NURS 135 will be
using LS and NURS 257, 252, will be using TMS. Students breakdown questions: what is
the question asking, reflective thought, what knowledge they need to know to answer the
question. This allows students to become better test takers. Number of questions may
differ in each course. For example, NURS 257 has a total of 5 TMS assignments due while
NURS 252 requires weekly TMS submission. This will be evaluated at the end of semester
as this is the first time used. These are completed in order to sit for the proctor exam .
Policy/procedure for level of student performance on final proctored exams: At present
there is no policy. If students score Level 1 on a retake , what is the course of action? There
was discussion about points, remediation , and retakes.
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DECISION: It was decided that if a student scored below Level 2 on the exam , they
would do remediation and then retake. If the student scored below Level 2 on the
retake, they would meet with faculty and receive an Unsatisfactory notice. Faculty will
add this procedure to the syllabus prior to class starting so that all students are aware of
the procedures.
PRACTICE LAB
Coordinated schedules have been distributed.
SIMULATION
a.
NEEHR Perfect and New Tool : S. Warnert and S. Lino showed new tool for
EMA. 2nd year students will continue to use Neehr Perfect this year. The new
Excel tool will only be used for scanning meds.
All faculty agreed.
STANDARD 4 UPDATES
a. Course Student Learning Outcomes: Must go to the evaluation link before they are
allowed to go on to a new module. If training was missed, contact Lisa Frazier to find
out how to do this.
b. Mountain Measurement Reports: Reports were reviewed (this is all from old curriculum) .
Make sure that low areas have been integrated and covered .
OTHER
Continuous assessment of gaps. Faculty were reminded to make sure they updated curriculum
maps as course changes are made.

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 3:40 p.m.
NEXT MEETING: September 26, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. in HSCI 110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
September 26, 2014, 9:00 a.m.
HSCI 110
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 9:00 a.m.
PRESENT
P. Drussel
S. Warnert
D. Volkert
H. Johnston
S.Lino
T. Mette
S. Sutherland
D. Byers
MINUTES
Minutes from the August 19, 2014, meeting were reviewed. Some clarifications were made. T.
Mette moved to approve the revised minutes. D. Volkert seconded the motion and they were
approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes .
ANNOUNCEMENTS
T. Mette informed faculty that she had learned that Becky Jones had been named interim CNO
at the NNRH .
OLD BUSINESS
a. Quality Matters: H. Johnston reported that she has been working on NURS 326 and is
almost ready for the internal review process. When that is complete , it will go to an
external review for approval. Faculty working on new courses will need to incorporate
Quality Matters in those courses too.
b. Follow up: Faculty choosing primary and secondary lead students in simulation.
Faculty reported that all was working well. No problems.

c.

Follow up: NNRH Accudose . It was reported that the Med/Surg floor has left it to
faculty to determine if students should be trained on the system or not.
DECISION: After some discussion , it was decided by concensus that students
would not be trained on the Accudose system. The nurse must access
Accudose and the student can administer with nurse or faculty assistance.
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d. Chance to review the Mountain Measurement Report CNCLEXl and the ATI
longitudinal reports: H. Johnston asked if everyone had reviewed the reports. P.
Orussel commented that it was very interesting to see where students were strong and
where they were not. She found it very helpful in looking at her classes. There were no
further questions or comments about the reports.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Interest in teachina soring courses: H. Johnston advised that if there was a particular
course anyone wanted to teach, to please let A. Oonnelli know. She is starting workload
for Spring 2015 and this information is needed to begin . H. Johnston also reminded
faculty that if it was a new RN-BSN course , they would need to incorporate Quality
Matters at the same time. Live instruction for the AON program may also need to be
modified so IAV can be offered or lecture capture . There will be further discussion about
this at a later date.
b. General Education requirements for RN-BSN Program: H. Johnston reported that
ACEN has requested a monitoring report in June for the RN-BSN program . Our credits
are still higher than other programs. We were up to 128 credits. In dropping ENG 102
(counted in the AON program), we were able to drop 3 credits. We are suggesting that
AON students be required to take Fine Arts. RN-BSN students would then complete the
humanities INT class and satisfy the upper course credit requirement along with the
humanities requirement, thereby dropping another 3 credits. Students coming in from
another college would need a fine arts. The Gen Ed committee is looking at the
suggestion and A. Oonnelli would like feedback from faculty.
c.

Revised AON and RN-BSN End of Semester Course Reports: H. Johnston asked
faculty to review the revised course report form. Nothing new has been added it has just
been revised to improve the flow of the form and information re-arranged. She also
noted that in the directions at the end of the form, several forms must be completed and
filed in the Oropbox folder with the completed course report (revised curriculum map,
integrated concepts illustration, syllabus , etc.). She also noted that the course reports
for fall needed to be completed and filed before faculty return for the spring semester.
Reports for the spring need to be completed and filed by the end of May.
DECISION: After brief discussion, it was decided unanimously to approve the
revised form, necessary attachments, and deadlines for fall and spring reports.

d. Student skills book: H. Johnston reminded faculty that they should not allow
graduating students to take completed skills books at the end of the year. The student
should keep a copy of the skills book as many potential employers ask for
documentation of their acquired skills. She also noted that the skills book cannot be
checked off at work when working as an apprentice. These books must be completed
by nursing faculty. T. Mette also advised that she gives students one warning if they
have forgotten their skills book at a skills lab and also one warning at the first clinical.
She advised that she will not sign off on the skill after the warning, they must redo the
skill.
DECISION : After discussion, it was agreed by concensus that this procedure
would be consistent with all faculty.
e. Open Advisement: 0. Byers reviewed the Open Advisement survey and asked for any
comments or changes . It was noted that clarification in the interest area would help and
to allow additional space for comments.
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COURSE REVIEWS

a. Class Updates:
1. NURS 135: P. Drussel advised that students seem to be doing OK. There
are a few low students, but they are.working hard. There was an issue about
civility in class and they had a discussion in class about behavior. It has
improved and everything has been good with a great turn -around. She
advised that 4-5 students failed the last paper because they did not follow
EBP directions. One has pulled their grade back up to a B but doesn't follow
directions well. They have had good cooperative discussions and they are
using the critical thinking models with ATI. She encouraged faculty to use
these modules as they were very good. They are included in all modules and
help prioritizing and intervention building as well.

2. NURS 154: P. Drussel advised that ATI has been a mess with this class. It
is going better now, however. Units were suppose to have a practice test and
then another test at the end of the unit. Both tests have been the same.
Modules are good and templates are wonderful but tests are a mess. She is
collecting data on questions that should not be there . Students are compiling
templates which will go with them throughout the program. She noted that it
is taking students longer than what ATI is telling them. Might have to look at
credits .

3. NURS 257: Going well. They have taken the first test and all passed . One
student challenged two questions and instructor did approve one. When they
are finished with the test, the program gave them the rational and basically
tells them if they passed or not passed. During collaborative all students
were getting 100% until realized what was happening with the test results!
Therefore, don't check anything in the test parameters area. The student
packet is making them think rather than just putting in down on paper. This
will be reviewed at the end of the year.

4. NURS 252: T. Mette This has been a challenge . With the shorter class time
it is becoming apparent that more power points will need to be used rather
than discussion. Looking at the Peds class as that will be different too .
5. NURS 253: H. Johnston and P. Drussel This is a late semester class. They
have set up a diabetes seminar and are very excited. The class is ready to
go.
6. NURS 326: H. Johnston This class is just about to end. The course report
will be done immediately so this can be used as an example for the new
course report form and procedure. Students will also have to complete SLO
surveys before they can go on to the next module.
7. NURS 420: D. Volkert This class is ready to go. She has incorporated a lot
of group work. She did group projects in NURS 429 and the students didn't
like it. She received some advice from colleagues at the N LN conference on
how to let students group themselves. She will also give one grade for the
group and then a grade for individual participation . She anticipates that it will
work better.
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8. NURS 337: S. Sutherland No enrollment as of this date . It doesn't appear
that the class will run . Most of the students have already taken NURS 312
and so those from the AON program already have their elective.
9. NURS 429: D. Volkert A theme Word-Cloud project was incorporated as
an assignment. It was done totally on line. Students could choose to do the
Word-Cloud project or write a paper. Most students chose the paper, but
those that did the Word-Cloud project really like it. She will make posters
from the Word-Cloud projects.
10. NURS 436: D. Volkert Class is ready to go.
ATI
a. Follow up: Integration of LS and TMS questions. Going well. Some students have
issues with journaling but put up an example and seem to be doing better. In Canvas,
save direction notes as a PDF document and then they will show up.
PRACTICE LAB
P. Drussel noted that S. Lino has done a great job. The lab is currently all set for
Monday Medication Madness!
SIMULATION
a. Follow up: Neehr Perfect and New Tool. S. Sutherland reported that they have done
one simulation but had a problem with Neehr Perfect. They will still use Neerh Perfect
for pre-simulation information but in the future , they are going to use the new system .
She reported that it is taking too much time ·with Neehr Perfect and it cuts into debriefing
time. D. Volkert is using pre-briefing with critical thinking skills. P. Drussel felt this was a
good idea for first year students.
b. Follow up: Simulation Evaluation Tool. This has been working fine. It was noted
that there needs to be "N/A" on items too . There was one student last time that failed
medication. Remediation was recommended and the student passed.
STANDARD 4 UPDATES
a. Volunteer information/community service faculty and students: H. Johnston
advised that information is needed from students and faculty about volunteer and special
services throughout the year. Since there is a new process for faculty evaluation, the
older forms that provided this information are no longer being used .
DECISION: Faculty agreed that the forms could be modified for what was
needed and could be completed at the end of each semester or year. For
student information, it was suggested that it be gathered through the SLO survey
form at the end of each semester.
OTHER
a. D. Volkert reported on her recent attendance to the NLN conference in Phoenix, Arizona.
She attended several workshops that had some great ideas. She has received the
power points on two presentations and will share with any faculty that would like them .
(Report attached)
b. S. Sutherland reported that she has only received one scholarship application . She
asked if faculty would remind students that the deadline is September 30.
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ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 11: 1O a.m.
NEXT MEETING: October 24, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. in HSCI 110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
October 24, 2014, 9:00 a.m.
HSCI 110
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 9:00 a.m.
PRESENT
A.Donnelli
S. Warnert
D. Volkert
H. Johnston
S.Lino
T. Mette
S. Sutherland
D. Byers
MINUTES
Minutes from the September 26, 2014, meeting were reviewed. Some clarifications were made.
A. Donnelli moved to approve the revised minutes. S. Warnert seconded the motion and they
were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes .
ANNOUNCEMENTS
D. Byers advised that non-semester live/enhanced classes had to be entered with class
dates corresponding to meeting days. There was a discussion of problems this causes for
finals.
DECISION : It was decided to include final exam date in the meeting patterns of those
classes to allow sufficient time for remediation and retakes.
OLD BUSINESS
a. Quality Matters: H. Johnston reported that NURS 326 is ready for the internal review
process.
NEW BUSINESS
a. Syllabus-Return of graded coursework to students and email: H. Johnston advised
that in order to meet Quality Matters' standards, the syllabus must include a statement
about returning emails/phone calls and when course work is returned. There was a
discussion that all expectations should be within work day schedules. H. Johnston will
write a statement and email for suggestions/approval.
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b. Webinar subscriptions: List of webinar topics available through NurseTim and NLN
were reviewed . It was noted that the cost varied , Nurse Tim being more expensive ($299
and NLN $69-$89) . A. Donnelli indicated she would encourage each faculty to attend
one to two webinars for professional development in various topics: Assessment,
evaluation, flip classrooms , best practices in simulation , etc. L. Frazier will be our expert
in pedagogy and can offer some good tips on room design and effective teaching
strategies. A. Donnelli advised that at the next meeting we will look at continuing
education modalities to increase teaching effectiveness and brainstorming changes
needed for IAV delivery.
c. Midterm and final clinical evaluations: S. Sutherland expressed concerns that she
has seen some students only once or twice at clinicals or in the lab and finds it difficult to
complete a med-term with limited dealings with the students. T. Mette indicated that any
instructor that has watched the student in clinical or simulation needs to be a part of the
mid-term reviewing only their exposure, but it is up to the primary instructors to meet with
students and review the mid-term evaluation . There was also more discussion about if
the item on the mid-term had not yet been covered.
DECISION: After several suggestions, it was decided that IP (in progress) would
indicate that it would be evaluated at a later time. S. Lino volunteered to draft a
definition and present at the next meeting . It was also agreed that an additional column
would be added for the additional designation.
d. Course Reports update: H. Johnston advised that she is done with all changes and
end of semester reports for NURS 326. Everything has been filed in the Dropbox folder
if anyone wanted to look at the documentation .
COURSE REVIEWS
a. Class Updates:
1. NURS 135: T. Mette advised that it worked well with P. Drussel taking
charge of the class for the first 8-weeks while she taught 252. She did
discover that the old clinical care packet had been posted , but she found the
revised form as approved last year and has replaced it.
2. NURS 154: P.Drussel is stilling have some exam issues with ATI. They
have advised her that they are working on a fix, but in the meantime, she is
having to create an exam (current ATI exams are the same as the practice
exams) .
3. NURS 257: H. Johnston reported that the class is going well. There is one
more simulation next week and they are going well. Simulations have worked
very well having S. Lino's help and using the scanner and Excel (rather than
Neehr Perfect) . A student just reported a problem with the home health and
that will need to be addressed .
4 . NURS 252: T. Mette advised that the students did really well on the final.

There were no retakes . This class changed to an 8-week class and it was
hectic. She is thinking of doing some lecture capture and team -based
learning for next year. She also thought some changes with the pre-natal
classes would be necessary, especially with the two other sites.
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5. NURS 253: H. Johnston advised that this class just got started . They are
having a diabetic presentation today from children , physicians. The clinicals
at the school district are going well.
6. NURS 326: H. Johnston reported that this class ended last week and grades
are done. The Quality Matters internal review is being scheduled.
7. NURS 420: D. Volkert reported that this class just started. They will do
several group projects. She tried the introduction module and let students
form their own groups. She reported that it worked very well.
8. NURS 337: S. Sutherland advised that there are only two students in this
class and it is being held as an Independent Study. There have been some
issues with the Evolve site and she is not able to use it this time.
9. NURS 429: D. Volkert has just finished this class and grades were posted
last week.
10. NURS 436: D. Volkert reported that students were confused and
overwhelmed at the start of this class . She has met with most of the students
and explained the assignment and scope of the class. She will adjust some
of the assignments to align with class credits.
7. Distanced Education
a.
T AACCCT Grant: A Donnelli advised that there will be a monthly discussion about
what changes are to be made for IAV delivery, ideas from webinars/conferences
attended/lecture capture, etc. We will also have some training from B.Hannu (IAV equipment)
and L. Fazier (IAV presentation/pedagogy expert).
ATI
T. Mette advised that journaling has really benefitted students in OB and felt that is why they did
so well on the final. Journaling is also being used in 257 and 252 . S. Sutherland advised she is
using Real Life also. T. Mette also reminded faculty that the Real Life manual is really good and
has a lot of useful information.
PRACTICE LAB
S. Lino reported that everything is going well. She is getting information together for
ordering for the two new sites. Students have been re-sealing supplies and that seems to be
working well. It was noted that students should be opening new supplies for check-off.
SIMULATION
T. Mette advised that OB simulation was hectic with only one person . It was good to
have one or two others in there . It was suggested that the new sites try to find a theater/student
worker/community volunteer to help. S. Sutherland also suggested that a tripod and camera be
used to record the simulation . She felt that would be a great help in evaluating after the
simulation is done. A Donnelli reminded that the experiences might be different at each
location , but the main objective is meeting the outcomes.
STANDARD 4 UPDATES
A.Donnelli asked faculty to review Standard 6 to keep track of information that will be
required . Focus on evaluations, the decision-making process, and community information and
evaluation. She advised that she will be getting some data together to indicate number of
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students declaring nursing majors throughout the college sites. She also advised that she has
scheduled an informational meeting in Pahrump with the healthcare providers along with an
Open Advisement meeting for students at the Pahrump site. The same meetings will be
scheduled in Winnemucca later in the year.
OTHER

a. Curriculum workday: A. Donnelli advised faculty that curriculum workdays
scheduled on Fridays were to be used for curriculum work . They are not to be
used for clinicals or simulations. If an one is scheduling anything on a day that is
set aside as curriculum work day, it needs her approval before scheduling. She
also advised that one Friday per month would be left open for other needs.
b. A.Donnelli also asked faculty if they had any ideas for the community advisory
meeting schedule on November 51h. She did not want the meeting to consist of
verbal reports . She was hoping for a more interactive meeting. She would like to
have more discussion with the attending members. Some suggestions: Have
you employed new graduates (ADN/BSN)? Have any of your nurses gone into
our BSN program? Any clinical ideas for Pahrump/Winnemucca areas?
Partnerships? A. Donnelli also advised that future meetings will need to be
conducted IAV connecting the other sites.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 11 :25 a.m.
NEXT MEETING:

November 7, 2014, at 10:00 a.m. in HSCI 110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
November 7, 2014, 10:00 a.m .
HSCI 110

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT
A.Donnelli
S. Warnert
D. Volkert
H. Johnston
S. Lino
T. Mette
S. Sutherland
D. Byers
MINUTES
Minutes from October 24, 2014, meeting were reviewed. Minor changes were suggested. S.
Sutherland moved to approve the minutes with changes . D. Volkert seconded the motion and
th ey were approved unanimously.

CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes .

ANNOUNCEMENTS
No announcements

OLD BUSINESS
a. Syllabus-Return of graded coursework to students and email A draft statement to
be used in syllabi was presented by D. Volkert. An additional change from "I" to "facu lty"
was suggested.
DECISION : T. Mette moved to accept the revised wording for syllabi as follows :
"Instructor will make all attempts to have work graded and returned to student within 7
working days from submission date. Please allow more time for larger papers or
projects. Faculty will be available by email anytime Monday through Friday and you can
expect a response within 24-48 hours (not including weekends and holidays.)"
It was seconded by S. Warnert and approved unanimously.
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b. Webinar subscriptions A.Donnelli and S.Warnert watched EMS Webinar on
simulation and interprofesssional collaboration . A. Donnelli encouraged everyone to
look at webinars offered at Nurse Tim and others from lists discussed at last meeting .
Decide which ones might be worth watching and purchasing will be reviewed .
Suggestions will be gathered at next meeting.

c. Clinical Evaluations (IP) S. Lino proposed adding "IP" (for In Progress) on clinical
evaluations mid-term column for NURS 135, 158, 257, and 258. This would be used for
any skill that had not yet been covered in the course curriculum.
DECISION : T. Metter moved to used "IP" on clinical evaluations. D. Volkert seconded
the motion and it was approved unanimously.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Unsatisfactory Notification update A. Donnelli reminded faculty to follow the
notification policy and issue notifications if student progress was suffering. After some
discussion, it was noted that collaborative testing was not as appropriate for second year
students as it was for first year students.
b. SLO Clarification Johnston reminded faculty to use only what is on the curriculum
map. Look at competencies for a particular assignment. Look at an assignment and
determine what competencies were targeted. Review assignment and make sure there
are no hidden curriculum items. Objectives could be used as rubric.
c. Student Outcome Evaluations: Should Facility Orientation be added? After
discussion it was determined that it would not make a difference. This semester has
been difficult because the orientations were not very helpful for our students.
d. Simulation evaluation. Sutherland reported that she completed an evaluation for the
first time the other day for NURS 135. She reported that she had a difficult time using
the evaluation to evaluate all students. It seemed more specific to primary and
secondary, not all students. Mette suggested using the first simulation as an orientation
as this would be their first experience. It was noted that all simulations are pass/fail.
This is to experience what simulation will be like for the next three semesters.
Sutherland also reported that it took a lot more time because of explanations. She did
have a debriefing. Donnelli added that faculty needs to create a simulation to fit the
evaluation and objectives.

COURSE REVIEWS
a. Class Updates:
1. NURS 135: Mette reported that students have started rotations . Everything
is going well. There have been no packets yet. She did noted that there is a
new director on MS. Test #3 is the last in-class exam and then the final. She
noted that she had discovered a new website for ABGs and will send the url
to everyone.
2. NURS 154: P. Drussel provided a written report of the advantages and
struggles with ATI and Pharmacology. (attached)
3. NURS 257: Students are on their third exam and then the final. There is a
scheduled simulation next week . All students doing well.
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NURS 253: Johnston advised that the class was going well. Simulation went
well. PALS certification will be held next week . L. Bingaman will help this
year. Mid term is coming up.
5. NURS 420: Going well. One student in a group got off track but has had
counseling and is back participating in the group.
6. NURS 337: Sutherland reported that the class has two students and is
moving along . She met with Lisa Frazier for Quality Matters and has started
working on that.
7. NURS 436: Going well.
4.

DISTANCE EDUCATION-TAACCCT Grant
Donnelli reminded faculty to look at first classes to run IAV. Changes need to be made
now rather than waiting . Substantive change report will require documentation of what
changes are made for distance education . She also reminded that any demonstrations will
need to be arranged beforehand so there is a person on the other end to help. She also
advised that the equipment and supply orders will be put together soon and will be discussed at
future meetings. She will be leaving Sunday to go to Pahrump. Monday morning she will meet
with healthcare facilities and in the afternoon will have an open advisement meeting for
students.
ATI
ATI has announced a new product, the Pulse. The program tracks students and takes
into account anything they do through proctor exams. It will then evaluate which students are at
risk. Donnelli will visit with ATI to determine if this would be of benefit to our program and report
at the next meeting.
PRACTICE LAB
Lino reported that all was going well. There is only one skills lab left for semester.
Donnelli indicated that there seemed to be a lot of open lab scheduled . She suggested that
specific days be assigned to specific students to make the best use of time in the lab. This will
alleviate all students coming in at the last minute for practice. She also reminded faculty that
only clinical days can be used for open lab.
SIMULATION
Going well. From NURS 158 to 257 seeing great growth .
STANDARD 4 UPDATES
Donnelli advised that she will be working on the master plan and other tools that will help
collect data. She advised that she had notified advisory board members that evaluations would
be coming out shortly. Surveys will also go to graduates too . Due to recent research , we may
be sending out a one-year survey too as entry-level practice is now one year not 6 months. We
can review data in December.
OTHER
a. Curriculum workday: Curriculum workday has been set for December 11 .
Also, spring meetings have been entered on the calendar. Dates for Dept. Chair,
Faculty Senate have been estimated since that schedule has not been released
yet.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 12:05 a.m.
NEXT MEETING:

December 5, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. in HSCI 110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
December 5 , 20i 4 , 9:00 a.m .
HSCI iiO
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 9:00 a.m.
PRESENT
A.Donnelli
S. Warnert
D. Volkert
H. Johnston
S. Lino
S. Sutherland
D. Byers
T. Mette
P. Drussel
MINUTES
Minutes from November 7, 20i 4, meeting were reviewed . A minor change was suggested. S.
Sutherland moved to approve the minutes with the change . S. Lino seconded the motion and
they were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes .
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A.Donnelli advised that the trip to Winnemucca went well yesterday. She and S. Warnert met
with several of the clinical facilities there and also toured the hospital and the EMS department.
She advised that they had visited with a facility that will work wonderfully for Mental Health
clinicals. The Open Advisement with students went very well. Fourteen very excited students
attended and they had some good questions.
OLD BUSINESS
a. Webinar subscriptions H. Johnston provided information about Nurse Tim webinar
topics. A. Donnelli asked faculty to keep their focus on curriculum topics and advised
that she did have funds for the cost of the webinars .

NEW BUSINESS
a. Online Skills Books P. Drussel advised that students were having a difficult time this
year keeping track of their skills books. She suggested that the skills books be kept on
line or require that students keep them in their boxes rather than allowing them to go
home where they seem to get lost or destroyed . The tablets were suggested as a
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means to record skills, but faculty advised that the tablets still did not work properly. D.
Byers will check with IT to find out why they were not working. After some discussion , it
was the general concensus that keeping them in their student boxes would be a better
choice . This would mean even more students in the hallway and A Donnelli reminded
faculty that they should close their office doors when meeting with students.
b. Creating Social Presence Article The Innovation Center article was discussed as an
excellent idea for the RN-BSN instructors. D. Volkert advised that she had invited her
students to call her to discuss the practicum project. Half the students did and they were
doing better on the project that those she did not talk to.

DECISION: After discussion , faculty agreed by concensus that the Call Tracker
would be utilized by faculty especially in NURS 326 and 436 during the first two
weeks of class . It was also suggested that a call be made to graduating students
in March to make sure they were on track for graduation.
c. Peer Review of Courses Faculty reported that it was helpful to have another faculty
review the course and offer recommendations or suggestions. This should be done
before the end of the semester so they can get into the course and review.
d. Maternal and Child Coalition A letter from the NV Statewide Maternal and Child
Health Coalition announcing screenings and symposiums to be held in 2015 . H.
Johnston indicated that a class of interest will be held September 16 and would be
beneficial for OB and Peds . It was noted that students could be encouraged to attend
but not required . It was suggested that we ask if it could be recorded so that it could be
shown at a more appropriate time for these two classes . D. Byers will contact the
agency and inquire about video recordings.

COURSE REVIEWS
a. Class Updates:
1. NURS 135: T. Mette reports that there is one weak student but remainder
are strong . She paired the student with a more confident student and this
has worked well.
2. NURS 154: P. Drussel reported that she has still experienced problems with
ATI. It recently froze five times and will be looking at other testing options for
next fall. It was noted, however, that if Pulse is used , it will be necessary to
test students in ATI so that tracking is accomplish across curriculum . This
program will track students throughout the program . The cost ($75) for the
first year will be assumed by lab fees, but future costs may be passed to
students if approved and if it proves beneficial.
3. NURS 257: Finals are on Monday. Students did well on practice tests.
There are a few areas of the curriculum that will be revised. The clinical
packet was great and made students think , anticipate, and plan . Learning
was good along with feedback from students.
4. NURS 253: There are some areas that will be addressed for next semester
as some gaps were found . Health and vision screenings will be arranged
earlier along with moving up some deadlines. These will also be reviewed for
similar experiences at other sites for next year.
5. NURS 420: As semester went on, group work did better.
6. NURS 337: Evolve has finally loaded the course. It is now in place for next
year. Students are doing fine . Instructor is moving forward with Quality
Matters submission.
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7. NURS 436: Practicum project is due this week.
DISTANCE EDUCATION -TAACCCT Grant
A. Donnelli advised that a qualified candidate was found for the program assistant position. The
other faculty search committees will not be able to interview until January so new faculty will not
come on board until February. When teaching faculty is hired, they are hired on the first of the
month, not the middle of the month. If the positions are not filled , another search will be
conducted which has to be advertised for 30 days. This could delay hiring even further.
A.Donnelli advised that a quote had been received from Laerdal for 2 SimMan 3G's and 2 ALS
manikins totaling $178,778.08, one each for the Winnemucca and Pahrump nursing labs.
DECISION: D. Volkert moved to approve the purchase. P. Drussel seconded the
motion and it was approved unanimously.
A.Donnelli also advised faculty that she will arrange for L. Frazier and R. Hannu to provide inservice training next semester for IAV instruction . She also asked that faculty review all inservice trainings offer when they return from semester break in the event there will be beneficial
trainings for IAV instruction .
ATI

ATI Pulse - tabled for next meeting

PRACTICE LAB No report
SIMULATION
Simulation evaluation tool: There was a safety issue during the last simulation. The
simulation evaluation tool scored 88%. However, the way the policy is written there is no safety
fail. There was discussion about whether a safety issue or medication issue should result in
failing a simulation. S. Warnert advised that she did not recall seeing any wording in other tools
that would address those issues. After further discussion, faculty were reminded that simulation
is an experience that allows a safe place to make mistakes and learn from them. If an issue is
encountered, a remediation could be required without failing the whole simulation. Faculty will
review other tools used along with wording in the curriculum map and semester expectations to
offer suggestions for revised wording in the evaluation tool.
STANDARD 4 UPDATES
Tabled for Curriculum work day
OTHER
a. S. Sutherland asked that the advisement form for the RN -BSN be revised to reflect the
INT 339 requirement.
b. It was also noted that there were some changes not reflected in the ATI map. T. Mette
will review and asked faculty to bring changes they have found to the next meeting and
she will try to update.
c. A.Donnelli asked faculty to be especially diligent with RN-BSN course reports as these
will be submitted with the upcoming monitoring report.

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 10:55 a.m.
NEXT MEETING: December 11 , 2014, at 10:00 a.m. in HSCI 110.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes

January 9, 2015, 1:00 p.m.
HSCI 110
CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 1 :20 p.m.
PRESENT
H. Johnston
D. Volkert
S. Sutherland
A. Donnelli
P. Drussel
S. Lino
S. Warnert
T. Mette
D. Byers
T. Allred
MINUTES

Minutes from December 5, 2014, meeting were reviewed . A minor change was suggested. T.
Mette moved to approve the minutes with the change. D. Volkert seconded the motion and they
were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA

No changes.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

A.Donnelli extended congratulations from Roseann Colosimo from the Nevada State Board of
Nursing on our 100% NC LEX pass rate . She also noted that we were the only program in
Nevada that has had 100% for two years in a row. She thanked faculty for their dedication .
OLD BUSINESS
a. Using competencies as assignment objectives: H. Johnston reminded instructors to use
student learning outcomes as assignment objectives. If there are gaps identified, then
changes need to be discussed and addressed in the test plan.
NEW BUSINESS
a. Fall course reports completed and in Dropbox: Just a reminder that all course reports
need to be completed and filed in Dropbox.
b. NURS 158: CCP medication template: P. Drussel worked over the break and matched
assignments to map. She indicated the following changes: 1) having students do drug
templates in ATI , so she has removed the box to list medications from care plan . 2.) on
end of care packet, added a place to discuss what teaching they did with the patient.
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Directions will note that they should be prepared to teach their patient. 3.) Assignment
will be hand-written and due the next day. She noted that with the extended day, they
will have plenty of time to complete the packet.

COURSE REVIEWS

a. Class Updates:
b. NURS 155: (Drussel) Will allow typed drug templates this year, but cannot cut
and paste. Want them to learn about drugs. Also studied drugs to make sure all
were needed. Each group is going to do a presentation for that drug
classification. Rest is ATI.
c. NURS 159 (Mette) D.Volkert is working with her and they are on target. IAV will
be a learning experience but it will be good trial run. Still planning to use team
based learning with IAV. Did meet with hospital over break. Won't use BHU this
semester. Going to Vitality Center two days and will use Elko Mental Health
Clinic too. Need video camera at each site so the goal is to add video. Will use
simulation for Mental Health. There are not the same resources at other two
locations, so need to review those options and we can use Amy Chaffin as a
resource.
d. NURS 158 (Drussel) Good to go, very few changes. Going to incorporate
journaling . Everything else will stay the same. Decrease hours with hospital
dietician. Using Winnemucca for almost all clinical sites. Will use Public Health
in Battle Mountain instead of Indian Health. Changed cultural assignment to fit
both populations. Removed one Golden Health assignment and added a
wellness assignment. N158 completely matches up in Winnemucca this
semester. Will make sure hitting all NCLEX test plan areas.
e. NURS 273 (Mette) New edition for text. Talked to rep and bookstore. Going to
change to 81h edition. We can 't help the students who purchased outside of
bookstore, but if they purchased through bookstore, she will exchange, even
digital. Note: If instructors don't want to use the newest book edition, it will
impact those using financial aid. Financial aid will only buy the newest edition for
text.
f. NURS 280 (Warnert) Evidence best practice course. Clinical grade based on
evidence-based project. Students can use the book as a guide too . Basically
checking clinical care areas, interview, research. Looking at best evidence about
the issue and how to find evidence. Then develop suggested evidence to follow
and protocol. Presentation at the end. Simulation for medication and Pyxis.
Follows nursing process.
g. NURS 258 (Johnston) Took out delegation and added to N273. Incorporated
community emergency response certificate. Course ready to go. Added more
simulations with high fidelity. Incorporated journaling questions. Doing ACLS at
end. Increase in numbers of exams and daily quizzes. No collaborative testing .
Three students doing ER time in Winnemucca at the end. Looking at the role of
students in ER. Sharon is going to ACLS instructor training on January 26.
h. NURS 312 (Johnston) Second half of semester. Will get ready to submit for
Quality Matters (no word back on status of Quality Matters internal review on
NURS 326).
i. NURS 416 (Donnelli) A. Chaffin will be teaching this class. She was a nursing
instructor here 2006-2008. She will be a wonderful resource . She is currently
retired from NSC and has her PhD in Informatics. We will also use her for the
leadership class to allow flexibility on AON side. She has had to change the
class from a 6-week class to an 8-week class. She is implementing a research
project. She will introduce students to the master's program.
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NURS 429 (Volkert) Changes were made last semester so very few changes . It
completely meets up with new curriculum . It really guides students to flow
through practicum class.
k. NURS 436 (Volkert) Will interview someone from public community agency and
they will have to sign a form to return to instructor.
I. NURS 437 (Mette) Very good book for cultural diversity. Has the Quality Matters
shell. Will have a portfolio assignment. Students will have to assess themselves
and what they believe about other cultures . Has great self-reflections. Working
on activities and assignments. Takes all health care into account.
m. NURS 440 (Donnelli) Working on it. No changes yet but have to go to 8-week
from 6-week class.

j.

DISTANCE EDUCATION-TAACCCT Grant

a. TAACCCT Grant update Pahrump position has not been filled yet. T. Allred has a
friend in Beatty that might be interested. P.Drussel did great job for the Winnemucca
position search committee. Hopeful that that position will be filled next week.
D.Byers has accepted the program assistant position. Hoping to interview for an
administrative assistant by January 23. S.Sutherland will take on simulation and
H.Johnston will be doing the curriculum coordination . Substantive Change Report is
due April 23. NSBN will visit the Winnemucca and Pahrump labs in March . Anything
not there will have a written plan.
b. High fidelity manikins did finally get grant approval.
ATI
Second year students will have access to Green Light. Let students know as Hearst has been
scheduled and they could decide which to attend , or choose both. This will be the first year with
Green Light. Instructors will discuss in N273 . If it's not beneficial, we won 't want to do again for
students next year. Green Light has a guarantee for passing NCLEX along with remediation . It
offers a one-on-one if they don't pass.
PRACTICE LAB All good . S.Lino will be able to help the two new sites organize labs.
SIMULATION
a. NCSBN Study: Maternity, Mental Health , Peds, and community: Students doing up
to 50% simulation did as well or better.
b. Reporting adverse events in simulation (article) : Schools are creating their own
forms. Good de-briefing tool.
STANDARD 4 UPDATES
A.Donnelli asked that all faculty attend the IAV training with L. Frazier and R. Hannu
so 100% attendance can be reported in the upcoming reports . Spring IAV classes
will be a great learning process.
OTHER
A.Donnelli requested that all faculty prepare a list of conferences or webinars they attended last
semester along with a synopsis of what was covered and what they learned.

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 p.m.
NEXT MEETING:

February 13, 2015, at 10:00 a.m. in HSCI 107.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
February 13, 2015, 10:00 a.m.
HSCI 107
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 10:10 a.m.
PRESENT
S.Lino
P.Drussel
S.Sutherland
H.Johnston
S.Warnert
A.Donnelli
D.Byers
T.Mette
S.Rust (IAV from Winnemucca)
MINUTES
Minutes from January 9, 2015, meeting were reviewed. Faculty made several clarification
changes. P.Drussel moved to approve with changes and S.Sutherland seconded the motion .
The revised minutes were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A.Donnelli extended congratulations from Roseann Colosimo from the Nevada State Board of
Nursing on our 100% NCLEX pass rate. She also noted that we were the only program in
Nevada that has had 100% for two years in a row. She thanked faculty for their dedication.
OLD BUSINESS
a. Revised Simulation Evaluation Tool: S. Lino presented faculty with a revised evaluation
tool for simulation . Some weighting has been changed and an area of safety has been
added to include any sentinel event that might be observed. It was also discussed that if
a student fails, they will receive remediation. If the student fails remediation , they will
receive an Unsatisfactory Progress Notification.
DECISION: After discussion of how the form would need to be changed for each
nursing class, S. Sutherland moved to accept the changes made to the Evaluation Tool.
S. Warnert seconded the motion and it was approved unanimously. It was noted that
these changes would be discussed in each nursing class . The revision would also be
sent to the Admission and Progression Committee to be incorporated in the
Unsatisfactory Progress Policy.
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NEW BUSINESS
None
COURSE REVIEWS

a. Class Updates:
b. NURS 155: P.Drussel advised the class is going well. Students are making
presentations on drug classifications. Students were divided into five groups and
received a rubric with objectives, etc. Students have been more responsive this
semester than last. One student failed last exam and three received 100%, so
they did very well. ATI is also doing much better.
c.

NURS 158: PDrussel Students have asked why we were not doing TBL. Did
have four students fail first exam and all received Unsatisfactory notices.
Chapter objective worksheets were provided to students so they are aware of
what to focus on as they read. Students reported that the worksheets were
helpful.

d. NURS 159: T.Mette Class is going well even though one clinical site was lost
before class started. But have re-organized and do have another clinical
opportunity for students at Vitality Center but with a different scope: one with RN
and one with client. D.Volkert and T.Mette discussed simulation for next year
and have gathered a lot of ideas and will implement next spring. Students
started with B.Andreozzi today and had orientation at Vitality Center also.
e. NURS 273: T.Mette Still working on the class. Can only weigh final at 10% and
will be taking in early April so can be up-loaded into Green Light by end of April.
Also having NNA training for bullying (3 hours) . It fits outcomes and is in
curriculum map. Faculty then discussed Green Light and when to give the exam.
It was suggested that the exam could not be given until all information was
presented to the class. Therefore, access to Green Light will have to wait until
after the exit exam. It was also noted that there is no connection between ATl
and NCLEX.
f.

NURS 258: H.Johnston Students are doing well. They have done the first few
simulations and have started ER and ICU rotation. Everyone has been
successful so far. Did have one student that will receive an Unsatisfactory notice
for the last test. The student did submit a test query but it was refused.

g. NURS 280: S.Warnert Overall going well. Students are starting projects. They
had some initial guidance and should have some good projects at end of course.
A few students had late submissions but don't expect any problems now.
Students will have a simulation next week.
h. NURS 312: H.Johnstson This is a late start class . It is ready to go.
i.

NURS 416: A.Donnelli Amy Chaffin is doing well. There was an issue with the
book store as a new edition came out right before class started. Bookstore
exchanged those that purchased through them. But the instructor had to run two
different versions because some students could not exchange their older edition.
The bookstore is supposed to let us know if they are advised of an update.
Instructors should watch that carefully.
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j.
k.

NURS 429: D.Volkert No report
NURS 437: T.Mette This is a new course and it is going well. Now starting the
week and students are doing really well, even surprising themselves! There
was an activity on bias which was really interesting. They are starting their
portfolio projects. She is looking forward to these as there are some very diverse
groups.

4th

I.

NURS 440: A.Chaffin This is a late starting class and it will be the last offering
of this old curriculum class.

DISTANCE EDUCATION -TAACCCT Grant
TAACCCT Grant update A.Donnelli reported that plans are moving along . There are three
strong candidates for the instructor position in Pahrump. The search committee will be meeting
Tuesday and then schedule interviews. Stacy Rust was introduced and welcomed to the
nursing faculty. Stacy fills the instructor position in Winnemucca.
S.Rust, S. Sutherland, and D.Byers will go to Pahrump at the end of month and start cleaning
the lab. NSBN will be coming to Pahrump on Thursday, February 26 for a site visit and will
schedule a visit to Winnemucca for late March . GBC is on the March 25-26 agenda for Board
approval.
A.Donnelli is working on scheduling the 20 days for fall preparation. She would like to block the
20 days and asked that faculty work with their course partners. She noted that what is working
well will need to be tracked .
A.Donnelli also noted that the TAACCCT grant will also provide $70,000 for curriculum
development. We could contact L. Caputi to see if she is available . Is there anyone else faculty
might suggest for providing some clinical expertise . Funds will also be available next year, so
consideration should be given for that too .
TAACCCT Grant Purchases It was noted that a bed donated to the Winnemucca lab by
Humboldt General Hospital needs a mattress. Since there is an extra mattress in Pahrump, this
will be donated to Winnemucca. A list of beds, lights, and headwalls was reviewed with faculty.
All agreed that the list was complete and that the purchasing process be initiated.

ATI
P. Drussel reported that ATI was working well this semester. Biggest problem seemed to be
that computers were not being updated.
PRACTICE LAB
A Lab sign in sheet S.Lino reported that there will be no more skills check-offs this
semester. The new form will be used next semester for all centers, documenting who
was using the lab and the amount of time spent in the lab.
SIMULATION
a. S. Lino reported that we did receive the Pyxis. There are some challenges without
the $15 ,000 console. It will be useable, but the console is something we will need to
request from BudgeVFacilities for next year.
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STANDARD 4 UPDATES
A.Donnelli reported that the report Is being written now and hopefully it will be ready
at the next meeting for a first read .
OTHER

Boot Camp: P.Drussel reported that getting students through skills lab has been difficult and
very time consuming. She has researched how other schools run their skills lab and suggested
a Boot Camp prior to the fall semester. The program she liked best allocated three days of
instruction and two days for skills. At the end of the last day students would bring their families
so they would be aware of what is expected during the nursing program. It was noted that it
sounded like a great idea, but it must be tied to credits . At least 1.5 credits would have to be
taken out of the current curriculum. This cannot be done for next fall as it would have to go
through Curriculum and Articulation and also a substantive change would need to be
documented. Concern was expressed about taking credit out of the curriculum .but it would not
alleviate time needed for skills check offs. It was also discussed how this would work at the two
new centers (Pahrump and Winnemucca) . Further discussion will follow at a later meeting .
Performing Skills after/before check-off: Another concern expressed was students doing a skill
then months later using it in clinical. They then need to re-learn the skill. S. Warnert advised
that students in NURS 158 are telling instructors that they signed off in lab and could do it on
their own in clinical. This is a concern especially for invasive procedures and medications.
Amber suggested that students can do these skills on their own if signed off in lab, however,
due to instructor concern about the time between learning and using skills, perhaps students
can report when they are going to do a skill. The instructor then has the opportunity to question
and verbally walk the student through the skill. Students should not be doing anything without
the instructor and/or facility nurse's knowledge.
In-Service Training: H.Johnston asked faculty what training they would like Lisa Frazier to
present. She noted that the training provided at early in-service days went well regarding
Google Docs and Blue Button. She suggested that R.Hannu also could provide IAV training .
She asked for suggestions so that she could schedule trainings for future meetings
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 12:10 p.m.
NEXT MEETING:

March 13, 2015, at 10:00 a.m. in HSCI 107.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
March 13, 2015, 10:00 a.m.
HSCI 107, W124
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 10:00 a.m.
PRESENT
S. Lino
P. Drussel
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
S. Warnert
A .Donnelli
D. Byers
T. Mette
S. Rust (IAV from Winnemucca)
D. Volkert (IAV from Winnemucca)
MINUTES
Minutes from February 13, 2015, meeting were reviewed. Facu lty made several clarification
changes. S. Sutherland moved to approve with changes and P. Drussel seconded the motion.
The revised minutes were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
No changes .
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A. Donnelli announced that the Pahrump position has been filled. Tomonica Clark has accepted
the position and will be relocating to Pahrump from Montana. Her start date has not been set,
yet. It could possibly be April 15th or the first part of May.

OLD BUSINESS
a. INT and Fine Arts clarification for RN-BSN advisement:
DECISION: This will begin in the fall. Students who will benefit from this change will
have their catalog year changed .
b. Simulation evaluation forms:
New simulation evaluation tool is now in Dropbox. Since this is a tool for simulation , it
needs to only be discussed with students in class. S. Warnert reported that she used
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the tool for the last simulation, for NURS 158, and it worked well. She also received
positive feedback from the students on the SimScreens.
NEW BUSINESS
a. First year AON cohesive student survey. D. Byers spoke about an article from
Texas A & M, relating to distance education and how classes would remain
cohesive. A. Donnelli and D. Byers reviewed the method and selected applicable
questions for a student survey at the end of their first year. A. Donnelli asked the
group to let Dianna know if there are any changes they would like.
b. Creating semester expectations document for clinical facilities. Should a
document be created? A form has been created for Med. Surg . The document
should include the skills that the students have. If the student is working in the
community and not applying their skills, a form wouldn't be necessary. In the
past, letters have been sent to facilities detailing the training students have.
Confidentiality Statements were discussed . Some facilities don't accept the GBC
form and the student must sign a separate form.
c. Subject Matter Expert. A. Donnelli advised that Linda Caputi had been
suggested. She asked for other suggestions for unique strategies to be used for
clinicals or simulations for OB, mental health or peds.
A. Donnelli reminded everyone that she needs the days that they will not be
available for summer curriculum work . She needs these dates no later than the
week of the 181h. There will be four-day blocks and she will not schedule before
or after a holiday. These additional days will be for IAV setup and designing
distance education classes.
d. Fundraiser for the NOA nursing scholarships: There was discussion about
donating a basket to help raise scholarship funds for NOA. P. Drussel
volunteered to put the basket together. It was suggested that items from our
service be included in the basket. The event is scheduled for the first Friday in
May, at the Nugget, in Reno . The cost is $50/person. A. Donnelli will need to
know who would like to attend. Peggy, Staci W. and Delene stated they would
like to attend . Please let Amber know by Monday, March 16, 2015.
COURSE REVIEWS
Class Updates:
a. NURS 155: P. Drussel advised the class is going well. Grades are running 88%
- 97%. Students are doing the templates in groups and working together to
understand the information.
b. NURS 158: P. Drussel. There are two students that will be going to A & P, today,
and two next week. Two students failing Med Surg : one student by 1%, the
other by 2.1 %. Peggy has eliminated the collaborative testing due to fighting
over points and wanting more points than earned or because of elimination of
questions on tests. It was suggested to try giving 80 - 100 questions on the test,
providing study guides and objective worksheets to use while reading the
chapters.
c.

NURS 159: T. Mette The class is going well and cinema projects are going
well. There was a clinical site hiccup with the clinical provider not showing up,
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this is the second time and Tami needs to reschedule students for mental health
clinicals . She would like to pursue other areas in the area of simulation.
T.Mette is planning on attending the Health Fair this weekend to see if she can
find another possible site. She asked Sharon to check with BYU about clinical
ratio time. A good, solid simulation needs to be developed .
d. NURS 273: T. Mette The class starts Monday. This is a 2 credit, non-clinical ,
non-core class. The students seem to be very apprehensive about the class .
e. NURS 258: H. Johnston reported that ICU clinicals have had to be rescheduled
twice due to no patients. Sharon suggested focusing more on ER and use
simulation for ICU . The students are doing well in ER and the application of
pharmacology. Students have just taken their mid-term .
f.

NURS 280: S. Warnert The class ended Wednesday and went well. Projects
and presentations were good. The students met the course outcomes. The
course will need some minor adjustments. Staci liked the course but stated it
could be changed to a one credit course . Simulation went well.

g. NURS 312: H. Johnston This course starts next week and has been sent to
Quality Matters. There are nine Associate Degree students and three others
equaling a total of twelve students.
h. NURS 416: A.Donnelli reported that Amy Chaffin is teaching this course and
feedback has been great. Amy is very involved and committed . She will also be
teaching 440.
i.

NURS 429: D.Volkert. The class is fin ishing up. Students are turning in their
projects. Two students had recent deaths in their family. This class was a top
performing class .

j.

NURS 436: D. Volkert. This class is just getting started and she is implementing
phone appointments to discuss projects. Students have already started
scheduling appointments and seem really excited to talk about their projects .

k. NURS 437: T.Mette. This course will be done this week. The students did well
on their portfolios. The students are walking away with a better idea of diversity
and social competence. Students seemed to enjoy the course and were high
performers. T. Mette felt the students learned a lot about themselves through
self-reflection and introspection assignments.
I.

NURS 440: A.Donnelli reported that A.Chaffin is teaching this large class of 30.
This is the capstone class with 12-page papers due. Chaffin did add an extra
piece in the class about graduate studies.
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DISTANCE EDUCATION - TAACCCT Grant
TAACCCT Grant update A.Donnelli reported that plans are moving along. The substantive
change will be finished next week . Please review the report for anything that might be missing.
Dianna will be organizing the documentation. The report is due on April 23rd.

IAV recordings were discussed. All IAV classes are recorded and normally retained for 3 4 days before being reused . These recordings are mainly used in the event of a technical
problem with one of the Centers. The recordings could also be used if there is a problem with a
student. If this is the case, the instructor is to notify the IAV department as soon as possible to
save the recording. A suggestion was made to ask students to sit in view of the screen so the
instructor can see all of the students. Student mailboxes were discussed for the Winnemucca
and Pahrump Centers. These boxes need to be in a secure location.
TAACCCT Grant Purchases D. Byers has submitted an RX for the additional NLN simulation
licenses for Pahrump and Winnemucca. Almost all of the furniture has been received at both
centers, except the beds. Other supplies will be ordered soon and will match items supplied in
Elko. B & G is scheduling time to install headwalls and lights. If there are special supplies
needed for a course , please let Dianna know.
ATI
T. Mette spoke with Julie Byrnes about becoming an ATI proctor for students with
accommodations. Please keep Tami updated if you are aware that accommodations need to be
changed . T.Mette also spoke with the State Board regarding NCLEX accommodations. They
stated that, with documentation, the time can be doubled if the student needs more time. This
will be re-assessed every semester. One other item, calculators cannot be used unless the
website tells the student they can use one. This must be a simple calculator only.
PRACTICE LAB NO REPORT
SIMULATION
a. S. Lino reported simulation is going well.
OTHER
Standard 4 (Curriculum) A. Donnelli stated next fall the committee will look at a transition of 1
credit from 280 to 273. She also noted that surveys are being collected. The Substantive
Change report shows that we are doing everything we said we would do.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 11 :35 p.m.
NEXT MEETING: April 10, 2015, at 10:00 a.m. in .HSCI 107, W124 , P115.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes

April 10, 2015, 10:00 a.m.
HSCI 107, W124
CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 10:00 a.m.
PRESENT
S. Lino
P. Drussel
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
S. Warnert
D. Byers
T. Mette
S. Rust (IAV from Winnemucca)
D. Volkert
G. Terras
MINUTES

Minutes from March 13, 2015, meeting were reviewed. Faculty made several clarification
changes. S. Warnert moved to approve with changes and D. Volkert seconded the motion. The
revised minutes were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA

No changes.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

H. Johnston announced that applications for the AAS program have closed and we received a
total of 34 applications; 24 from Elko, 1Ofrom Winnemucca and 4 from Pahrump. The number
of applications received from Pahrump was a little disappointing but the group felt that some
students weren't ready to apply and that our new faculty is not in place, yet. We look forward to
having more applications, from Pahrump, next year.

OLD BUSINESS
a. First year ADN cohesive student survey:
DECISION: Dianna made some changes on the survey. The third statement read ;
Positive interactions were fostered between people of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds. This was changed to read ; Positive interactio'ns were fostered between
locations. The sixth statement read ; My concerns were heard and appropriately
addressed by the administration. This was changed to include instructors and/or
administration. The eleventh statement was removed. The fourteenth statement read ;
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Access to recorded lectures. This was changed to read ; Access to lecture and course
materials. The fifteenth statement read ; Classroom technology (audio, video , audience,
response system). This was changed to read ; Classroom technologies, including IAV.
The sixteenth statement was removed . The last statement read ; WebCampus support
system . It was changed to read WebCampus and student technology support system.
This survey will start next year. S. Sutherland questioned the 7 th statement regarding
campus assignment. She felt is should read campus location . Student lounge space
was discussed. Winnemucca and Pahrump don't really have a specified student lounge
area. Winnemucca students use the student learning area. P. Drussel made a motion
to accept the changes to the survey. D. Volkert seconded the motion, motion passes.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Test percentages in courses (theory and clinical breakdown). Discussion
was held regarding the theory breakdown between exams and assignments to
determine where students are struggling . A determination needs to be made
about how exams will be weighted . This will need to be discussed for next
semester so that everyone is consistent. The group discussed that if a student
fails theory they fail the class. The student handbook needs to be looked at to
make sure that the policy/standard is in the handbook. Clarifications can be
made to the handbook, if necessary.

b. Fine Arts/Humanities in AON with the other in the BSN. The 3 credit lower
division Fine Arts and the 3 credit upper division Humanities did not pass Faculty
Senate. Students will take either Fine Arts or Humanities in the AON program
and will take the other in the BSN program . BSN students will also need to take
either INT 339 or INT 349 along with the 3 credits of Fine Arts/Humanities .
Advisement forms will need to be changed to reflect the correct information .

c. INT 339/349. Students will be required to take either course in the BSN program .
d. PULSE CATI) . T. Mette did a small presentation on PULSE, which is an ATI
product. This product tracks students from their TEAS exam to their exit exam .
This would allow a student to see their potential for passing the NCLEX exam .
With PULSE, the student gets a percentage for passing the NCLEX. This will
also show faculty students at risk for not passing and would allow the instructor
to start remediation with the student. Leveling does not show the potential for the
student to pass the exam . PULSE will also show student usage and the amount
of time a student has spent using prep materials. An Instructor is able to view
information as a class or on an individual student. This product will show a trend
for a student, if they are getting closer to their goal , maintaining or declining.
Green Light will not be eliminated. If we were to purchase this product now, it
would benefit the faculty. For the class of 2016, faculty and students would see
information from the last two semesters. For the class of 2017, faculty and
students would see all semesters. For proctored exams, students can look at
scores and , if they need remediation , they can click on a link that will take them
to a place for remediation . The prices are included in the curriculum meeting
packet, for your review. A decision should be made soon . The main concern
voiced is the cost to the student. It was suggested that we look at what products
we already have in ATI , before making a decision. Tami informed the group that
there is a training video , under How-to, that is about 9 min. long , for more
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information. Another suggestion was to consider buying the product for this
year's students and try it out. Tami will contact ATI to see if there is a deadline
for purchasing. She will also find out the cost without the dose calculator test
and with our current package. This product could be used to collect data for
accreditation and the T AACCCT Grant. If you have any questions, please let
Tami know.
e. Math pilot courses. The new pilot program was discussed. The courses are 8
weeks long and will be offered online for the 15-16 academic year. The pilot
program was presented as having to enroll in a combination of 95/96, 96/126,
95/120 or 120/152. H. Johnston also handed out a flyer for the summer College
Math Prep course. She also reminded the group to remind students to enroll in
the 6 week STAT 152 course , summer 2015.
f.

IAV Handbooks (faculty and student). A suggestion was made to add the IAV
handbook to both the Student and Faculty Handbook. It appears that the IAV
Handbook has not been kept up-to-date. D. Volkert serves on the Distance
Education Committee and will let the committee know it should be kept current.
D. Byers asked everyone to please review the Student and Faculty handbooks
and let her know of any changes or updates that need to be made. Please
review the handbooks prior to the next Curriculum meeting .

g. Faculty course report technology addition. A motion was made by P. Drussel
and seconded by D. Volkert to add: Address technology used in the classroom ,
including IAV, and brief summary of how it was used , what worked well , and any
adjustments that need to be made, to section f of the faculty course report.
h. TEAS testing and Open Advisement dates. A list of the dates and times were
handed out for everyone to review.
i.

AON application essay review - need volunteers. The essays for the new
batch of applicants are ready to be reviewed . Peggy, Sarah and Staci Warnert
volunteered to review them.

COURSE REVIEWS
Class Updates:
a. NURS 155: P. Drussel reported that everyone is passing, right now.
b. NURS 158: P. Drussel reported that there are four students below 76% in theory
and one at 72% . She will be meeting with the student at 72% to determine if
accommodations are needed and will let the student know that if they fail theory,
they will not pass the class. Peggy has determined a pattern with some students
going downhill after a holiday or a break. These students wait until the last
minute to turn work in or their work is sloppy. T. Mette stated that first year
students don't understand the time commitment of the program. Students will
continue to be reminded of Admissions and Progression so they are aware of the
consequences. Another thing to remember is to keep track of students with
accommodations and be aware if those students are not using them . P. Drussel
and S. Warnert feel a need to shift back to a 3 credit theory because there is not
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enough time to cover everything in theory. P. Drussel feels rushed when
teaching and feels that the change may help with test scores. She was reminded
that courses need to run for two years before making changes . P. Drussel has
attempted to use the tablets in the classroom but they would not stay connected
to the internet. D. Byers will do a work order to see if the tablets can be fixed.
c.

NURS 159: T. Mette advised that things are going fine. There have been some
issues with clinicals and she is hoping to find other sites to work with. There is a
possibility of working with a site currently working out of the Family Resource
Center. Tami is in the process of researching this site.

d. NURS 273: T. Mette advised that things are going well and this is a fun course .
She will be impressing upon students the importance of the course and that the
ATI leadership test is a delegation test. T. Mette reported that she has had some
issues with students doing homework in class for other classes . She has been
doing quizzes before class and students have not been doing very well. She
does not want this to be a testing class and is not sure what to do. H. Johnston
stated she is having the same problem in N 258 with students emailing other
instructors during class time. H. Johnston stated that there is no excuse to do
poorly in any class. T. Mette stated that the 2 year method of learning is
discussion. Students know this is an important class and should be taking it
seriously. One possibility would be to increase the point value on quizzes and
see if that makes a difference in the student's attitude.
e. NURS 258: H. Johnston reported that the CERT will be removed for next year
because the content is too basic. All students are passing but one student will be
going to A & P. Notifications for quizzes have been working well for this class.

f.

NURS 280: S. Warnert Class has concluded

g. NURS 312: H. Johnston reported that they are finishing the second week of
class and all are doing well. There is one student that she has not heard from
and she has not received any response from the alerts.
h. NURS 416: T. Mette reported that she evaluated the course and it went well.

i.

NURS 429: D.Volkert. Class has concluded.

j.

NURS 436: D. Volkert advised that two students have withdrawn , one student
had a death in the family and another student has a sick child. Everyone else is
doing well. The phone appointments were implemented effectively in weeks 1 &
2 of this class.

k. NURS 437: T.Mette. Course has concluded.
I.

NURS 440: No report.

DISTANCE EDUCATION -TAACCCT Grant
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TAACCCT Grant update. The substantive change is complete and Amber would like
everyone to review the document and send any comments back to her. When reviewing the
document, focus on the content.
TAACCCT Grant Purchases D. Byers is getting ready to order supplies. Please let her know
if there are any items that you need. T. Mette inquired about the video cameras for mental
health. She needs a video camera and tripod at each site to record conversations and
playback. The cameras won 't be needed until next year and D. Byers will work on getting them .
ATI
No Report
PRACTICE LAB
a. S. Lino announced that she will be ordering supplies for the Elko lab. Please let her
know if there is anything you need .
SIMULATION
S. Lino announced that simulation is going well.
OTHER
P. Drussel brought forward the proposed marketing poster for review. The group felt that the
poster was too busy with all of the birds and they did not like the yellow background. A
suggestion was made to have the graphic design students design a poster. H. Johnston will
speak with Kathy Schwandt about creating a new poster.

The group had more discussion on credit changes and talked about the fact that a course needs
to run for two years in order to get good information and to not rush into a decision. A decision
needs to be made regarding student outcomes and it would be wise to make all changes at
once. Test scores are showing that students are not learning the content in courses . It may be
worthwhile to add a student assessment to the course to see what the students have learned in
the class . ATI custom exams are no longer being used.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 12:19 p.m.
NEXT MEETING:

May 1, 2015, at 10:00 a.m. in HSCI 107, W124, P115.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
May 11 , 2015, 10:00 a.m.
HSCI 107, P 115, W115

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT
S. Lino
P. Drussel
A. Donnelli
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
S. Warnert
D. Byers
T. Mette
S. Rust
D. Volkert
B. Conton (Via IAV)
G. Terras
MINUTES
Minutes from April 1O, 2015, meeting were reviewed. Faculty made several clarification
changes. S. Warnert moved to approve with changes and P. Drussel seconded the motion.
The revised minutes were approved unanimously.

CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
None

ANNOUNCEMENTS
a. Subject Matter Expert, Dr. Robin Beeman, will be coming to campus on May 27 and 28
to work with faculty. B. Conton will travel to Elko to attend , as will D. Volkert and S.
Rust.
b. A. Donnelli has kept the original 20 day TAACCCT summer work schedule. Faculty will
get paid in July but she is unsure if payment will be in a lump sum or how payment will
be made.

GUEST
a. Eric Walsh was scheduled to attend today's meeting but was unable to attend. He did
send a memo regarding the reason for his visit. There was discussion about resources
in the library that the nursing program pays for but does not use. Walsh is looking for
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more money for the resources or to remove resources that are not used. Gale Health
and Wellness Resource is no longer used and could be removed from the library.
DECISION: T. Mette made a motion to remove the Gale Health and Wellness Resource
from the library. D. Volkert seconded the motion, all were in favor, and motion passes.
T. Mette will notify Walsh to remove the resource . T. Mette also reminded the group to
complete the survey that Walsh sent in the email. There was more discussion about
library resources and it was agreed that the college does not need a medical librarian. A
student has also made a comment that the resources in the library are out of date. It
was pointed out that Cinahl and Ebsco are current.

OLD BUSINESS
a. Evaluation of revised simulation evaluation tool:
S. Warnert commented that the tool is working well although some students have had to
remediate. Emphasis needs to be placed on medical safety and other important areas
that need to be focused on . H. Johnston and S. Sutherland stated that it has worked
well for them, as well. They also stated that remediation has been good for the students.
b.

Boot Camp: P. Drussel has put this on hold for now. She would like to add more on
testing for NCLEX and being prepared for APA refresher. It was mentioned that
students tend to skip steps when giving medication. It appears that the student just
wants to give the patient the meds and not check for allergies. This could be a training
issue at the clinical site. It was brought up that clinical site nurses will log in with their
own ID and complete the steps for giving medication and the student would give the
meds. This could also be an issue with the traveler's, too. The sites and the traveler's
may not be aware of how we train our students.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Spring semester reports completed in dropbox. The reports will be going
with the monitoring report. Reports are due before leaving on break. D. Byers
mentioned that the evaluation surveys will be located in the dropbox under
SPE/Course SLO Evaluations.
b. ATI Pulse. T . Mette handed out information and pricing for Pulse. Since we
participated in the demo, students have access to Pulse , however; we will have
to pay the fee to get the data. A. Donnelli will need the data for her reporting.
ATI is not able to remove any products from our current package in exchange for
Pulse. To add Nurses Touch would be an additional $70. T . Mette has not had a
chance to look at Nurses Touch but may be able to look at it this summer. Pulse
was reviewed again as far as student benefits. It has a recommended amount of
time that a student should be studying and the actual time the student has
studied. This should encourage students to use the product to help them learn
and think critically. It will also show if a student is at risk , needs work or is on
track for passing NCLEX. The information only comes from proctored tests. This
makes students more accountable for their own success. The product is
cumulative , over time. If the student is at risk, this is one more piece of evidence
for releasing a student. The information will also be more specific for our
program. One suggestion was to purchase the product and then survey the
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students to see how it is working. Nurses Touch would need to be part of clinical
and could be used in 273 or 280.
DECISION: The options were discussed. T. Mette motioned to change the
packaging price for upcoming 2015 students to include Pulse and Nurses Touch .
S. Sutherland seconded the motion . All were in favor, motion passes. A second
motion was made by A. Donnelli to pay $50 per student, for Pulse , for 2015
exiting students, for data collection services this year. T. Mette seconded the
motion , motion passes. T . Mette will speak with second year students about their
options and purchasing it individually. We will have to pay for students that don't
pay for it. T. Mette will discuss Pulse with returning fall students and give them
the option to purchase.

c.

IAV Handbook. D. Volkert reported that the Distance Education committee has
not had a meeting to discuss the IAV handbook and that the handbook has been
removed from the website. IAV policies may need to be added to the nursing
handbooks so that students are aware of the policies. A. Donnelli will speak with
VPM McFarlane regarding the IAV handbook. S. Rust will request to be placed
on the Distance Education committee to stay in the loop of the IAV handbook.

d. New Med/Surg master list. The master list is located in the dropbox and H.
Johnston asked everyone to review the list.
e. Suaaested civility statement on syllabus. The committee discussed the
addition of a civility statement to the syllabus. This is not a requirement, only an
option . The suggested statement and the statement in our student handbooks
only pertain to the classroom. T. Mette feels that the statement should include
outside of the classroom and online courses , and that we may want to create our
own statement.

DECISION: T. Mette agreed to create a statement to add to the handbook. T.
Mette will forward the completed statement to H. Johnston for review. H.
Johnston will then forward the statement out to the committee for a vote. The
approved statement will be added to the AON and BSN handbooks and will be
reviewed at orientation.

COURSE REVIEWS
Class Updates:
a. NURS 155: P. Drussel reported that the class is complete and she will be
completing the final report. Two students have been given unsats. She is proud
of the students for following ATI recommendations. This course is a lot of work
for the students and the course work is difficult. The template group work did not
work for all participants. There were 38 templates to be completed in this course
and there wasn't any group work done. A. Donnelli suggested selecting the most
common templates and removing the group work. Another suggestion was to
come up with the 36 most common meds. Drussel feels like that can be done.
The prototypes are for a whole group of drugs that would require a computer lab
for each class . Drussel will contact ATI to see what other schools are doing.
One of the students came up with a template that is working well and makes it
easier to follow through. H. Johnston mentioned that she has a list of commonly
used drugs that she will share. Donnelli suggested cutting out uncommon meds
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to reduce the number. Drussel was reminded to be sure and close the
assessment to get the final results. Drussel talked about the curriculum map and
would like to revise the wording between 154 and 155.
b.

NURS 158: P. Drussel reported that the students are taking their final exam and
she has not looked at any scores. She mentioned that, at a recently attended
conference, she learned not to lecture and she will begin to back off on lecturing.
A. Donnelli suggested having an activity tied to a learning outcome. If you do a
flip, you can do a lecture and then flip it. Drussel stated that there is a lot to
cover at the beginning. She felt that the course was good because the students
would get information on pharm. meds and then they would have simulation.
Also, consider how content will be given and you have to have your activities well
planned out. Donnelli suggested doing 15 minutes of content and then doing an
activity. T. Mette suggested creating a database where activities could be stored
and that everyone could access. Donnelli cautioned about using the same game
but encouraged sharing ideas.

c.

NURS 159: T. Mette reported that the students are taking the ATI final and they
did well on the practice assessment. P. Drussel attended the Mental Health First
Aid course , on Friday, and it was a great course. She enjoyed all of the activities
and the discussion about our community needs and the resources given. Mette
mentioned that there are mental health first aid trainers in Winnemucca and
Pahrump and we are looking at using them at the Centers. Mette has not been
able to get in contact with our current clinical site but will continue trying.

d. NURS 273: T. Mette advised that the class is almost done. The comprehensive
exit will be on Wednesday. ATI recommends starting the exit earlier so once the
student is done they can register for Green Light. Mette reported that the
students completed long and short term goals. The short term goals were
generally the same with graduating and getting a job!
e.

NURS 258: H. Johnston reported on ATI medical surgical exam and that there
was one retake.
She was pleased that 12 students scored a 3. CERT will be removed for next
year. ACLS went well and she feels the semester ended very strong .

f.

NURS 280: No report.

g.

NURS 312: H. Johnston reported that the class finished this week. Portfolios
were done last week and all students will pass. This is the first time this class
has been presented and students were happy with the class and Johnston
received positive feedback.

h.

NURS 416: No report.

i.

NURS 429: No report.

j.

NURS 436: D. Volkert reported that students will be turning in their practicum
this week and she anticipates the projects will be well done.

k.

NURS 437: No report.
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I.

NURS 440: A. Donnelli reported for A. Chaffin . The class is going well and the
posters turned out good. Ten posters will be put up in the hallway in Elko and a
few will be sent to Pahrump and Winnemucca for display. Donnelli noted that
students seem to be used to full time faculty and tend to push part time faculty as
far as they can to see what they can get away with.

DISTANCE EDUCATION -TAACCCT Grant
TAACCCT Grant update. Nothing to report.
TAACCCT Grant Purchases D. Byers is in the process of ordering supplies. A. Donnelli is
looking at ordering supplies for the long term while we still have funds. The video cameras have
arrived for all three locations. Elko and Winnemucca will be getting maternity beds for the new
maternal mannequin. We have not received notification of when the mannequins will arrive. A
bed will be needed for third semester. There was a suggestion of purchasing a refurbished bed.
ATI
No Report
PRACTICE LAB
A. Donnelli announced that S. Lino will be leaving at the end of June and a search committee
will be put together to find a replacement. This will be done over the summer. Please let T.
Mette know if you would be interested in serving on the committee . D. Byers volunte.ered to
serve on the committee. S. Sutherland reported that the Pahrump Sim Man has had to be
returned for repairs. After all testing was run on the mannequin, his nose wouldn't run. The
company is not sure if this will be a quick fix. The mannequin will need to be retested when he·
is returned to Pahrump. When SimMan returns, NLN scenarios can be allocated and converted .
The scenarios are located in the dropbox. Please be sure to document how mannequins are
being used. A. Donnelli stated that Intro to Simulation would be a good idea, as this was done
in 135.
SIMULATION
For the CNA course, an application of CNA simulation needs to be added. This is the only way
to use the maintenance fee funds. All three locations need to be doing the simulation. You do
not have to do the same simulation that is done in nursing.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m.
NEXT MEETING: The next meeting will be in the fall. Next Tuesday's meeting will be for data
review. H. Johnston will put up the agenda items from last semester.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Curriculum Meeting Minutes
May 26, 2015, 9:00 a.m.
HSCI 110

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by H. Johnston at 9:19 a.m.

PRESENT
P. Drussel
A. Donnelli
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
S. Warnert
D. Byers
T. Mette
G. Terras
MINUTES
Minutes from May 11, 2015, meeting were reviewed. Faculty made several clarification
changes. T. Mette moved to approve with changes and S. Warnert seconded the motion. The
revised minutes were approved unanimously.

CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
None

ANNOUNCEMENTS
a. D. Byers reported that SimMan is back in Pahrump.
OLD BUSINESS
a. H. Johnston informed everyone that she has put the Annual 2014-2015 Curriculum
report in the DropBox. She asked that everyone review the report to make sure she
hasn't forgotten anything.
b. H. Johnston reminded the group that Dr. Beeman will be here tomorrow and Thursday.
She and A. Donnelli will be taking Dr. Beeman on a tour of the hospital in the morning.
Johnston asked everyone to please bring a syllabus to work on during the afternoon
meeting. An agenda has been created, for both days, and there are items that faculty
will need to complete. This information will be documented for the T MCCCT grant.

NEW BUSINESS
a. NCLEX Mountain Measurements. H. Johnston reviewed the report and noted that this
reports shows how strong our program is. Our program is in the top ranking in our
jurisdiction. It also shows that our graduates rank high in our jurisdiction. Johnston will
also place this report in the DropBox in the Curriculum folder. The areas that our
program scored low in are: Safety and infection control, basic care and comfort,
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nutrition, health maintenance and life span. In the area of body systems, the low areas
are: the endocrine system, neuro and reproduction. Over all, the report was great.
b. Students with ADA. A. Donnelli reminded the group to be sure and comply with any
accommodations that students have and not to go outside of the ADA plan. If an
accommodation is checked on the list, the student needs to comply. Accommodations
will be given to instructors this fall, to make sure that the accommodations are being
met. Accommodations are good for two years and Julie Byrnes normally reviews them
each semester. Please keep in mind that you cannot recommend an accommodation for
a student or suggest that a student see Byrnes.
Students testing with accommodations was discussed . If proctored tests are not set up
correctly, students need to stop taking the test. Students are also accountable for
checking the test time before beginning the test.
Turnitin was discussed. A. Donnelli will speak with Lisa Frazier about adding it to
WebCampus for the BSN program. This could be used in 280 and 312.
COURSE REVIEWS
Class Updates:
a. NURS 155: P. Drussel reviewed the SLO and reported that there were no
disagrees. She received one comment that was favorable feedback. Pharm.
compared this year's second year students with this year's first year students and
the scores were very comparable. The overall score was 74.7%. Drussel noted
that she needs to hone in on narcotics.

b. NURS 158: S. Warnert reported that there were no comments and all answers
were strongly agree or agree.
It was discussed that benchmarks need to be set in ATI each year. T. Mette and
A. Donnelli will set the benchmark each year and they will remain with the
students through two cycles.
Nutrition was discussed as one of the lowest scores. Students can be referred to
their ATI book or nutrition could be divided into five groups. TPN also showed as
a weak area. Simulation is a good idea for nutrition. Mette feels there needs to
be other things to focus on besides Kangaroo. Donnelli recommended adding as
an assignment for TPN. Another good place to add simulation would be 258.
c.

NURS 159: T. Mette reported that one student scored everything low due to
clinical. Everyone else agrees or strongly agrees. Mette feels that the course
was weak in quality control and low in ATI mental health physiological
adaptation. Students did well overall and there were no retakes .

d. NURS 273: T. Mette reported that there were two SLO's. Some of the comments
received did not pertain to the course. Mette noted that it is difficult to measure
the SLO's because the students are not practicing as a professional nurse.
Scores were reviewed. The exit showed that 90% have a predictability of
passing the NCLEX exam. This percentage is above last year. Mette would like
to add more content and fun things to the course. The group also discussed
starting Green Light earlier and it was noted that three students will be taking the
NCLEX next week.
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e. NURS 258: H. Johnston reported that students agree or strongly agree.
General comments were that the students felt they wanted more clinical hours.
Clinical evaluations for ER and ICU were good. ICU was lower than ER due to
less patients in ICU . Students commented that they like to be able to use their
skills in the ER. Johnston felt at a disadvantage because students weren't able
to do a lot of clinicals. This group liked lecture and out performed last year's
group. Johnston reviewed the scores. Fourth semester overall was good.
f.

NURS 280: S. Warnert reported that she only received 14 responses and there
were two SLO's. All students agree or strongly agree. The only negative
feedback was in simulation . Pyxis was an issue but will improve as some of the
bugs have been worked out.

g. NURS 312: H. Johnston reported this is the first time the class has run.
Students agree or strongly agree. Johnston felt she received good feedback and
the students felt that taking the class was still an appropriate workload even with
their other AON 4th semester classes . She asked that everyone please share
with advisees in the fall.

h. NURS 440: H. Johnston reported that students agree or strongly agree. A
comment was made about outdated resources in the library. In the future, this
will be a new course .

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 11 :55 a.m.
NEXT MEETING: The next meeting will be in the fall.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes
March 10, 2014, 3:30 p.m.
MCML 114

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by K. Miller at 3:30 p.m.
PRESENT:

T.Mette
K. Miller
P. Drussel
H. Johnston
D. Volkert (IAV)
A. Donnelli
S. Warnert
S. Lino
D. Byers
S. Gage, 2nd year student
B. Dankowski, 1st year student

MINUTES: Minutes from January 9 and January 13, 2014, work days were reviewed. T. Mette
moved to approve the minutes. A. Donnelli seconded the motion and they were approved
unanimously.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
K. Miller welcomes the student representatives .
S. Warnert reported that the Health Fair was well attended and they had a lot of interest in CNA
and EMT courses. Students had good interaction with the public and they handed out a lot of
flyers and information cards.
P. Drussel will be making an order fort-shirts, a fundraiser for anti-child abuse. Contact her if
you would like to order one.
OLD BUSINESS:
a. Practice Lab: S. Warnert reported that the drug tags ordered from the
Equipment/Facilities Grant were not compatible with our Sim Man. She has contacted
Laerdal to return them and they will waive restocking fees. We were given inaccurate
information when they were ordered.
b. Group Advisement: D. Byers updated the status of arrangements. Flyers have been
sent to Ely and Winnemucca and are being posted in Elko. If faculty have any
information or questions that would be good to include on a FAQ sheet, please forward
them to her.
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c.

Search Process: A. Donnelli reported that the committee is in the process of scheduling
times for interviews. K. Miller advised that the Dean's position has been advertised and
will close on April 7th.

NEW BUSINESS:
a. Scheduling Work Days: K. Miller asked if there were any preferences for spring work
days. Faculty expressed preference for early in the week so they could finish end of
semester course details. K. Miller asked faculty to send her suggestions and she would
then set date.
b.

Pinning Planning: T. Mette indicated she would be meeting with SNO on March 11 th.
There is currently a dress code questionnaire being distributed to students and they are
preparing to get quotes for food. She will have more information after that meeting. She
asked faculty to think about possible speaker suggestions. K. Miller reported that she
had send letters soliciting funds from employers of some of our BSN graduates. S.
Gage, student representative, advised faculty that SNO has asked SGA for $200 and if
SGA agrees , this $200 will be spent on the BSN ceremony.

OTHER BUSINESS:
K. Miller asked if the student representatives had any concerns. S. Gage advised that
approximately two-thirds of the students had indicated they would be going on to the RN-BSN
program , etiher in Elko or Reno. B. Dankowski asked about preceptorships for the current 1st
year students next year. T. Mette advised him to look at the catalog where courses were
described. If they still had questions about the new courses , to come discuss with faculty. She
reminded him that they should not expect the same courses or procedures as the 2nct year
students were doing now. The first year students have a whole different curriculum . B.
Dankowski also suggested having Andre more often (guest speaker previously used). He
worked well with S. Sutherland and the students liked the interaction. He also expressed a
concern that Pharm was only one credit and the course required a great deal of work. He
estimated that it took about 8 hours per week , every other week. Just going through the ATI
modules took at least 6 hours. Faculty appreciated the feedback for further review. Faculty did
note that the Pharm class for the 1st year students focuses on drug groups, not necessarily
specific drugs.

ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:05 p.m.
NEXT MEETING: Next Curriculum meeting is scheduled for Friday, March 21, 2014, at 10:30
a.m. in HSCI 107.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes

April 14, 2014, 3:30 p.m.
MCML 114

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by K. Miller at 3:30 p.m.
PRESENT:

S.Lino
P. Drussel
T. Mette
S. Sutherland
A. Donnelli
H. Johnston
S. Warnert
K. Miller
D. Volkert (IAV)
D. Byers
S. Gage, 2nd year student
B. Dankowski, 1 st year student

MINUTES: Minutes from March 10, 2014, meeting were reviewed . S. Sutherland clarified that
prototype drugs were discussed with first year students. S. Warnert moved to approve the
minutes. P. Drussel seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA:

NCLEX Review was added to New Business.
Clinical Adjunct Evaluation was added to New Business.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

D. Byers advised nursing and radiology faculty that consent was being given to students not
able to register online for classes. A change was being processed which will correct the
PeopleSoft problem .
OLD BUSINESS:
a. Finalization of end of semester meeting schedule: K. Miller advised faculty that end of
semester work days were scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday, May 13-14. ATI will
present on one of those days. The final department meeting will be held on May 12 and
the annual report should be ready and posted on the shared drive for approval.

b. Pinning Update: ADN : Carrie Powers has agreed to be the speaker. SNO is in the
process of getting food quotes. Colors for the ceremony will be turquoise, white and
black. First year students are making cookies for the reception . BSN : Debra Scott will
be asked to speak. D. Byers is working on getting food quotes. Battle Mountain
Hospital sent a $200 donation for the event. K. Miller will write a thank you and
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acknowledge them at the ceremony. It was noted that SGA has not responded yet
regarding the request made for $200. A. Donnelli reminded student representatives that
the majority of the graduating BSN students were graduates of the AON program and
participated in SNO .
c. Practice Lab: S. Warnert advised faculty that she had returned the drug tags purchased
with Equipment Grant funds for Sim Man . They were for the wrong Sim Man model and
would not work with ours. There are no drug tags available for our SimMan. The refund
has been sent to GBC. S.Warnert and S.Sutherland will follow up with Clint at Laerdal
regarding the software we purchased earlier this year that will enable them to change
vital signs from another room .
d. Group advisement report: T. Mette reported that the group advisement meeting was
successful. Two students attended in Winnemucca. Staff only attended in Battle
Mountain , Ely, and Lund. Only six students attended in Elko. Attendance was a little
disappointing , but she felt attendance would improve once the meetings were
established. It was suggested that advertisement be done on WebCampus along with
"Save the Date" cards for fall GBC Orientation (INT 100).
e. Status of searches: All positions have closed and search committees are conducting
meetings.
NEW BUSINESS:
a. Student Suoolies and uniforms for next year: D. Byers reported that SmartScrubs will
allow GBC to issue gift cards to new AON students. The gift cards will have a dollar limit
and the student will order their own scrubs, polo and jacket from a website set up for
GBC. This would mean , however, that scrub tops would not have a stripe on the sleeve.
DECISION: It was agreed by consensus that gift cards be given to new AON students
with a dollar limit equal to 2 sets of scrubs , 1 polo and 1 lab jacket.
D. Byers also reported that patches will have to be ordered as there are not enough to
cover uniforms for Fall 2014. T. Mette will research cost and designs for review at the
next meeting.
S. Warnert then asked about providing nursing kits to students or using supplies from
the lab. She reported that students did very well using supplies from the lab last year.
They were very conscientious and tried to be conservative. S. Sutherland reflected that
in the past when bags were issued to students, they would sometimes come to the lab
without their bags. Also we did store bags but now there is no room in the lab for such
storage. S. Warnert recommended that students use supplies from the lab.
DECISION: After some discussion , it was agreed by consensus that S. Warnert would
order supplies and give students the supplies they needed for practice or check-off.
b. Student Representative Issues: S. Gage relayed concerns from a student regarding
semester changes for Mental Health and OB in the new curriculum. Faculty advised that
adjustments are made in the course for the student's current knowledge. Questions and
instruction are adjusted to the student's learning level. A student concern regarding
preceptors was also shared with faculty. The student felt that the experience gained
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was invaluable. Faculty reminded them that experience does not necessarily help pass
NCLEX. It does help put the pieces together and can help with NCLEX questions, but
there are other pieces added to the curriculum that will help students pass NCLEX. K.
Miller also noted that it was also very important to give students a good experience, not
just experience. P. Drussel reminded students that Golden Health and the Manor both
take apprentice nurses and that can offer the same experiences. It was also noted that
during the end of the last semester, it is very important for students to be studying and
preparing for the NCLEX. Working with a preceptor may be interrupting this important
study time . Faculty did assure the students that data will be collected on the new
curriculum so that any future changes can be based on evidence gathered.
c. Conference Information (Sharon): S. Sutherland reported that the hands-on experience
at the SUN (Simulation User Network) Conference was great. They spent three hours
learning about some basic programming . It is a lot of work up front entering everything
but it can be saved to our library and wouldn't have to be redone each time. She also
handed out a debriefing tool she had used at the last simulation . B. Dankowski added
that the debriefing tool made it very effective. S. Sutherland was excited to do more
research at the next workshop in Boise later this month.
d. NCLEX Review: Faculty asked the students if students were enrolling in NCLEX review
classes. S. Gage reported that they were talking with Hearst. Hearst wants 20 students
and they had 15 right now. There was a discussion about the programs available and
how companies make the students do the advertising and meet minimum registrations in
order to have a session locally. Kaplan works the same way. It was noted that 1 st year
students were not signing up as has happened in the past because they have an NCLEX
review course in their ATI package.
e. Adjunct Clinical Evaluations: It was noted that the IDEA rating was not the best
evaluation for adjunct clinicals. Survey monkey has been used in the past for adjuncts.
There was some question about how to handle clinical faculty as it was difficult to keep
track of what questions are used each time for the extra questions on the IDEA forms .
H. Johnston will work on adjunct clinical evaluations (for Sarah Lino and Jennifer Grant) .

OTHER BUSINESS:

There was no other business.
ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m .

NEXT MEETING:

Next Faculty meeting is scheduled for Monday, May 12, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. in HSCI 110.
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Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes

August 19, 2014, 3:30 p.m.
HSCI 110

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 3:30 p.m.
PRESENT:

S.Lino
D. Volkert
H. Johnston
T. Mette
A. Donnelli
S. Warnert
P. Drussel
S. Sutherland
D. Byers

MINUTES: Minutes from the previous meeting were tabled.
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA:

No changes to the agenda.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

A.Donnelli announced that ACEN has given both programs full approval until 2019. Additional
discussions will take place regarding areas of improvement.
Agenda format will change. Responsibilities have been given for each standard and a report on
that standard will be given at each Faculty meeting.
Congratulations to D. Volkert for passing her CNE exam.
OLD BUSINESS:
a. Follow up on policy for students meeting with faculty: Curriculum committee determined
that a policy is not needed as it is in the student handbook that one or more instructors
will meet with students.

b. Policy for Lead Instructor in team-taught classes: This item was tabled to the next
meeting . At that meeting, a first reading will be offered with a vote at the subsequent
meeting.
NEW BUSINESS:

a. Facebook for nursing alumni: T. Mette suggested that cards be distributed to graduates
with a link for the new Facebook page. The site will be a good place for program news,
faculty news, student news, etc. She will continue to develop site.
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b. Nursing Alumni : (See a. above)
c.

Unsats in courses: A. Donnelli advised faculty that one failed exam will result in a
notification of unsatisfactory progress. She encou raged faculty to be very clear in their
syllabus if they were going to allow a "throw-out" exam and how that would affect unsats.

d. First day of class student orientation: H. Johnston distributed the schedule. It was also
noted that S. Lino will attend .
e. Semester training : Previously discussed.
f.

Considerations for IAV: A. Donnelli asked faculty to consider what classes could be
done IAV or what would need to be done to accommodate IAV delivery. She also asked
them to note number of patients at the hospitals, what types of patients, and census. If
the TACCT grant is awarded, it will provide funds to set up satellite locations in
Winnemucca and Pahrump , including full labs. The satellite programs would have to be
self-supporting after four years. It was noted that Pharm could be done in both places
and D. Volkert could teach IAV from Winnemucca too.

g. WebCampus: Several trainings are offered and faculty were encouraged to attend.
SPE Review
a. Standard
b. Standard
c. Standard
d. Standard
e. Standard
f. Standard

1 (Amber)
2 (Peggy)
3 (Sharon)
4 (Heidi/Tami)
5 (Staci)
6 (Tami/Delene)

A.Donnelli handed out folders for each Standard with information about each (what was
included in the self-study report and 2-year report) . She advised that each year a report will be
prepared. These annual reports will then be used for the self-study report due in 2019. She
also noted that we will also have a report due for the college accreditation in 2017. At the next
meeting , a review of each standard and questions will be addressed.
OTHER BUSINESS:

Advisement assignments have been realigned and distributed to faculty. Students will be
notified of their advisor. It was noted that S. Warnert and P. Drussel will take walk-ins. H.
Johnston will work with S. Warnert. D. Volkert will take over Winnemucca/Battle Mountain/Reno
area students. It was also noted that H. Johnston and A. Donnelli have updated RN-BSN
student advisement forms over the summer and all are current. A. Donnelli also asked faculty
to be consistent and make sure advisement form looked professional.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m.
NEXT MEETING:
Next Faculty meeting is scheduled for Monday, September 22, 2014, at 3:30 p.m . in HSCI 107
and Winnemucca 124.
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October 3, 2014, 9:30 a.m .
HSCI 110

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 9:30 a.m.
PRESENT:

A.Donnelli
S. Lino
H. Johnston
P. Drussel
S. Warnert
S. Sutherland
D. Byers

NEW BUSINESS:
TAACCCT Grant: A.Donnelli reported that we were awarded the TMCCCT #4 Grant Monday
afternoon. Our portion is just under $2 million.
This grant was written and submitted in July 2014. This has always been in the strategic plan
but never had the money to offer the AON program to rural sites. With these funds, we will be
able to start the program, but the program must be self-supporting at each location after three
years. Season Riley is the program director. She is the program director for the TMCCCT #3
grant (welding, etc.) and will also assume responsibility for #4 too
The grant provides funding for:
• Two nursing instructor positions: one for Winnemucca and one for Pahrump. VA will
assist in marketing.
• Adjunct funding for years two and three. If there is a need to hire an adjunct for clinicals
to allow more time in planning, that might be possible.
• Lab Coordinator: $20,000 per year within the grant for partial salary support for a lab
coordinator.
• CNA Coordinator/Instructor: $24,000 per year for partial salary support for a CNA
Coordinator/Instructor.
• Program Assistant: Funded for grant and program data collection and reports.
• Travel: $17,000 per year to get Winnemucca and Pahrump set up.
• Full labs at both sites including Sim Man, ALS manikin, furniture, equipment and
supplies.
• Curriculum Review: Funding for the first two years to modify classes from live to IAV.
Faculty will need to visit with H.Johnston and let her know what is needed for each
course. Then she can put it all together so we can determine what is needed for the
program at each site. First year classes need to be developed as soon as possible for
the necessary substantive change report. There will be funding for additional days
during the spring and summer for development.
• There is also funding for a subject matter expert: $5,000 per year. Perhaps a simulation
expert can be sent to one or two locations?
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All nursing classes will be sent from Elko via IAV to Winnemucca and Pahrump. Money from
the grant will equip the Winnemucca and Pahrump sites with IAV equipment. Also , with the
addition of the several new positions, search committees will be needed. Contact T. Mette if
you are willing to serve on a committee.

P.Drussel asked if this will increase the total number of nursing students. A. Donnelli explained
she anticipated 4-5 students in Winnemucca, 4-5 students in Pahrump and 20 in Elko.
A.Donnelli felt the biggest challenge would be clinical experience in Pahrump. She will be
traveling to Pahrump to see what facilities can offer students there.
A.Donnelli reviewed the criteria that necessitated a substantial change report to ACEN. She
advised that the report must be submitted to ACEN 4 months prior to the change (end of March
2015) . She reminded faculty how important it was to have a plan for the changes, documented
decisions, and workload . It will be very important to keep up on all documentation.
Even with the major work involved, faculty overall were excited that we had been awarded such
an extensive grant. They understood the work that was needed but felt the expansion of the
program certainly tied into the college mission and themes. S. Sutherland indicated she would
be willing to help get the labs set up and would be willing to travel to Winnemucca and
Pahrump. A. Donnelli also noted that she would need a list of clinical sites used for all classes
and asked instructors to give that information to H. Johnston along with clinical hours for 4-5
students for workload.

NCLEX Workshops: NSBN is offering NCLEX workshops in February and March 2015.
A.Donnelli expressed a desire to send everyone that wanted to go. She had gone to one in the
past and felt they were very worthwhile.

OTHER BUSINESS:

There was no other business.
ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:10 a.m.
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Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes
October 20, 2014, 3:30 p.m.
HSCI 107

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 3:30 p.m .
PRESENT:

A.Donnelli
S. Lino
H. Johnston
P. Drussel
S. Warnert
S. Sutherland
T. Mette
D. Byers

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes from the October 3, 2014, meeting will be distributed and
approved by email.
ANNOUNCEMENTS: A. Donnelli advised that TMCC has changed their program to an
associate of Science degree and will conduct BIOL 224 during the first 8 weeks of the nursing
program . This enables them to cut their program to 5 semesters. IF the students do not pass
BIOL 224, they don't go on . BIOL 223 and 251 are still required for admission. These new
provisions will start Fall 2015.
A.Donnelli also advised that Nevada only allows a graduate to take the NCLEX 4 times with
remediation in between each test. California allows graduates to take the NCLEX 35 times!
She also noted Nevada requires that ESL students take an English proficiency test before
taking the NCLEX. California, however, does not.

OLD BUSINESS
a. Policy for Lead Instructor in team-taught classes (Tabled to next meeting)
NEW BUSINESS:
a. Facebook (T.Mette): The site is up and running. She has posted the picture from the
national magazine which shows our GBC student. It is getting hits every day! Also ,
Summit has asked if they could advertise for an APN as they are having a hard time
finding someone. Our student worker will help search for graduates and invite them to
the site.
b. Alumni (P.Drussel, H. Johnston): Have not met.
c. Unsats in Courses: Students are doing well.
d. First Day of Class Student Orientation: Orientation went well. It was noted that some
adjustments may have to be done for next year with the addition of Winnemucca and
Pahrump. If there are activities, how would that work at the other sites? Etc.
e. Semester Testing : A. Donnelli encouraged faculty to schedule their final exams as soon
as possible and contact P. Wang for proctoring .
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f.

Considerations for IAV: More discussion will take place at the next curriculum meeting,
however, A. Donnelli asked faculty to think about what they are teaching now and how
that might need to change for IAV. She also advised that she anticipates giving
everyone 20 days to work during the summer on content and changes needed for IAV.
There will be some activities that won't work for the other sites (such as the library
assignment) so think about how it could be changed.
g. WebCampus: A. Donnelli asked if there were any issues? Everyone agreed that it was
going better.
h. TAACCCT Grant: A. Donnelli advised that the grant will provide funds for a full-time
instructor in Winnemucca and one in Pahrump along with adjunct help at those locations
in years two and three. Some of the grant money will be used to partially fund S. Lino as
lab manager. H. Johnston will be working on curriculum development and she will also
use it as part of her DNP project. It will also fund a lab coordinator and a program
assistant. Full labs will be furnished at both sites. L. Frazier will be very helpful for
lecture capture, flip classrooms and other ideas for IAV. There is funding for a
curriculum expert and maybe we might be able to bring L. Caputi back. She has some
great ideas for clinicals, but we need to see if there are any gaps first. There was some
discussion about video simulations but it was noted that the equipment for this might not
be available.
i. Graduate and Employer Surveys: Surveys will be sent out in November. Last year the
returns were very poor but improved greatly after a personal follow up by faculty. We
will use that method this year too .
j. Plan for GBC Operational Department Assessment: A. Donnelli asked faculty to review
and offer any suggestions.
k. Practical Strategies for Nursing Education Program Evaluation: A. Donnelli asked all
faculty to take time to read as it has come great information.

SPE REVIEW
A.Donnelli asked faculty to become very familiar with their standard . She asked them to review
the substantive change requirements and how the additional sites would relate to their standard
and what information would be required . She noted that the curriculum was no concern as it
was very tight. She asked them to review evaluation methods. Can they still work with the
additional sites or will they need to be adjusted. Application process: What is our minimum
score? We will not take student unless they are qualified and ready.
A more indepth review of each standard and the substantive report implications will be
discussed at the next meeting. She asked all faculty to be prepared.

OTHER BUSINESS:
A.Donnelli also advised that she will be making a trip to Winnemucca in December for meetings
regarding the expansion of the program to that site. However, the Pahrump visit on November
1O will take priority for right now. She asked D. Volkert to look for Mental Health clinical facilities
in Winnemucca.
A.Donnelli also asked faculty to recruit a first year and a second year student representative for
the faculty meetings. She also requested that a SNO report be submitted. Minutes from their
meeting would be sufficient.

NEXT MEETING: November 24, 2014
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ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business , the meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.m.
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November 24, 2014, 3:30 p.m.
GTA 118

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 3:25 p.m.
PRESENT:

H. Johnston
D. Volkert
S. Warnert
S. Sutherland
P. Drussel
S. Lino
T. Mette
A. Donnelli
D. Byers
Nora Lusk, 2nd Year AON Student
Christina Ruby, 1st Year AON Student

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes from the October 3, 2014, were approved via email and
the vote results were shared with faculty: 6 "aye" votes, 2 no response. Minutes were
approved. Minutes from the October 20, 2014, meeting were reviewed. Corrections were noted
by D. Volkert, S. Sutherland , and S. Warnert. S. Sutherland moved to approve the minutes with
changes. H. Johnston seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.
ANNOUNCEMENTS: None
SNO REPORT SNO is working on a tree and a wreath for the Festival of Trees. At least four
students will be going to a NSNA Conference in Phoenix, AZ, April 8-12, 2015. SNO is
considering offering financial support (registration) for those going. They have closed their offsite bank account. They are participating in the SGA Food Drive and will meet again in
February.

A.Donnelli advised that any student considering national office would need a letter from her and
she will certainly help if needed . Students also indicated they have contacted Hurst Review and
will need 25 students to have them come to Elko. They are talking to first year students.
Faculty asked the students to give them feedback on Green Light and Hurst Review.
Concerns from 2nd year students: Students are wondering why preceptors are not being used
this year. Faculty advised that the course will focus on evidence-based practice. Also, NURS
258 will be a 16-week course and there will be clinicals all semester. Faculty has been working
on these changes for two years aligning curriculum to what students need to pass NCLEX.
Concerns from 1st year students: They are advising that pharmacology has been difficult.
Some cohorts had suggested putting it online. Faculty advised that pharmacology is always a
tough class and that there must be evidence to make such a change . The course used to be a
two credit class and from evidence collected , the class was split into two one-credit classes. P.
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Drussel indicated that ATI is basic pharmacology and other sources are used to meet outcomes
for the courses . She did indicate that the textbook used had too much information for this first
class and would be modified for next year. ATI problems have been addressed and should be
better from this point forward .
OLD BUSINESS
a. Vote on Policy for Lead Instructor in team-taught classes - Tabled to next meeting
b. Facebook: T. Mette asked faculty that if they had something of interest to please share
with her and she would post it on the page. The site is gathering more "likes" every day.
c. Nursing Alumni: Faculty felt it was important to contact new graduates to become
members of the Alumni.
d. Considerations for IAV: T. Mette and D. Volkert will discuss IAV for next semester so
students are actively engaged in lectures. They will establish guidelines for students.
Planning this class for next semester will give the opportunity to see what worked well
and what did not for next fall with three locations.
e. TAACCCT Grant update: A Donnelli advised that grant funds have not been received
yet but expected soon . All high fidelity manikins are in the approval process now. Lower
cost equipment items (beds, pumps, headwalls, etc.) will be quoted soon along with
supplies.
f. Graduate and Employer Surveys: Surveys will be sent out Monday. Members of the
Community Advisory Committee were advised so they could be watching for them . A list
of non-responding employer and students will be provided to faculty at the December
work day for personal calls .
NEW BUSINESS:
a. Revised Testing Policy: Admission and Progression Committee minutes were reviewed
regarding their approval of a revised testing policy. The policy states that all test
question queries are to be submitted at one time and within 72 hours of the test. It was
also noted that there are no points given for submitting a query. The revised testing
policy needs to be reviewed with students and included in upcoming syllabi.

DECISION : Revised testing policy: "Students who disagree with the correct
answer may complete a Student Test Query Form (see Appendix H-3 from AON
Student handbook) to explain their rationale for their chosen answer. These
forms will be submitted to the faculty within 72 hours of the test taking date. All
test queries from a student must be submitted at the same time."
T. Mette moved to accept the revised testing policy. P. Drussel seconded the
motion. There was no discussion and the motion was passed unanimously.
SPE REVIEW
a. Standard 1: A.Donnelli advised that waivers had been submitted to the NSBN for
clinical adjuncts along with renewing waivers submitted for S. Lino and J. Grant in
September. E-notify has been completed with NSBN for license expiration notification.
b. Standard 2: P. Drussel has some questions and will discuss those with A Donnelli after
the meeting .
c. Standard 3: S. Sutherland will meet with GBC financial aid and others for current
information.
d. Standard 4: H. Johnston and T. Metti have completed peer review and will discuss at
the next curriculum meeting.
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e. Standard 5: S. Warnert is locating information with help from D. Byers. Funding will be
substantial in the substantive change report.
f. Standard 6: T. Mette and D. Volkert are finding it difficult to meet and to gather
information for this standard .

A.Donnelli advised that she will start writing the substantive change in January.

OTHER BUSINESS:

NEXT MEETING : December 11 , 2014 (Work day)
ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:40 p.m .
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes
December 11, 2014, p.m.
GTA 118

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 3:25 p.m .
PRESENT:

T.Mette
P. Drussel
S. Lino
S. Warnert
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
D. Volkert
A.Donnelli
D. Byers

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: S. Warnert moved to approve the minutes from the November 24,
2014, meeting. H. Johnston seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
A.Donnelli advised that she had been in Winnemucca yesterday and had visited the Golden
Valley Clinic. The manager is there five days a week and she welcomed students any time.
Also met with Davita Dialysis. They currently have 22 patients and are open on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. They are very busy and are excited to help nursing program . Pahrump
has the same resource there too . This clinical can be added back into 257. Agreement will be
sent for Davita and Golden Valley agreement is current.
A.Donnelli advised faculty that a i51 year student was dismissed . She advised that a final grade
will be needed for NURS 135 and NURS 154.
With the recent dismissal, BB from the Elko cohort will finish clinicals in Winnemucca for Spring .
D. Volkert will contact the student so training at HGH can be completed so she is ready when
clinicals resume.
SNO REPORT T. Mette reported that she did not know what the final amount was on the SNO
tree at Festival of Trees. A. Donnelli advised it was $185 last time she saw it. T. Mette reported
that students are signing up now for the NSNA convention. SNO is waiting to see how many
students indicate they are interested in attending before determining how they can help
financially. There was some discussion about SNO end-of-year donations when much of their
account is from donations.

OLD BUSINESS
a. Vote on Policy for Lead Instructor in team-taught classes - A. Donnelli reported that she
had a policy but she had reservations about using it for our department. She asked if a
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formal policy was needed? As it is now, a lead is identified for a course and decides
clinicals , adjuncts, and delegates responsibilities (syllabus, course reports , etc.). Faculty
currently has great communication .
DECISION: A. Donnelli recommended that we leave as is and re-evaluate when
the T AACCCT grant is implemented . Faculty agreed unanimously.

b. Facebook: T. Mette reported that she will share survey data, Festival of Trees results
when available. She noted that C. Kralich posted that she has accepted a job in Denver
and will be moving shortly. If anyone hears any other news, please share with her so
she can post.
c. Nursing Alumni : A. Donnelli suggested that this topic be changed to marketing . Alumni
is so closely related to the Facebook item . We currently have some fund through the
TAACCCT grant for advertising . She suggested that we consider advertising at the
movie theaters since we cannot use the funds for newspapers , TV or radio ads. She
also noted that the science department has indicated that student numbers in biology
classes are down. She suggested that we go to the high schools and do presentations
in the health classes. H. Johnston will stop in Owyhee on a trip to Boise to visit with
students.
d. Considerations for IAV: At the next meeting, T. Mette and D. Volkert will report how they
are planning their IAV class . This will give everyone the opportunity to be part of what
the challenges are, what is going well and get insight for future classes.
e. TAACCCT Grant update: A. Donnelli noted that the Program Assistant position was
offered to D. Byers and she has accepted . Winnemucca instructor position has 3
candidates and interviews are being scheduled. The candidate that applied for the
Pahrump position has withdrawn their application which will require opening the position
again. S. Warnert is going to UNLV and will take some flyers with her for advertising the
opening.
f.

Graduate and Employer Surveys: A. Donnelli advised that surveys are being emailed
and faculty will need to follow up on those with no responses .

NEW BUSINESS:
a. General Education Requirements : Allowing INT 339 to satisfy the humanities
requirement has gone to Faculty Senate.
SPE REVIEW
A.Donnelli advised that she hopes to start the substantive change report during the
winter break.
OTHER BUSINESS: None

NEXT MEETING : January 13, 2015at10:30 a.m.
ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:30 a.m .
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes
January 13, 2015 , 11 :00 a.m.
HSCI 107, Pahrump 109, Winnemucca 115

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 11 :00 a.m .
PRESENT:

T. Mette
P. Drussel
S. Lino
S. Warnert
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
A.Donnelli
D. Byers
D. Volkert (IAV)

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: H. Johnston moved to approve the minutes from the December 11 ,
2014, meeting . T. Mette seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

None

OLD BUSINESS
a. Marketing - H. Johnston handed out several marketing ideas she had collected . It was
also suggested that we contact HOSA at the area high schools. There will also be a
marketing in-service session in March (deBraga and Bailey) .
NEW BUSINESS:
a. NC LEX Regional Workshop : A.Donnelli advised that travel request forms are being
submitted for the workshop in Las Vegas to be held February 27. All faculty will attend
with two people staying in one room for two nights.
SPE REVIEW
A.Donnelli handed out the ACEN guidelines for a substantive report. Johnston, Byers
and Donnelli will meet every Monday morning to work on the report and to gather
necessary information . The report is to be done by April 17.
OTHER BUSINESS:
Pyxis will be delivered January 29 with training held the week of February 2.
AACN has partnered with Kahn Academy. Can be a resource.
Differential fees: With the addition of two new labs, warranties will triple. WNC was just
approved for differential fees. A. Donnelli suggested that we match what WNC
submitted . She asked faculty to review information about differential fees with further
discussion at the next meeting.
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NEXT MEETING : February 23 , 2015, at 3:30 p.m. (HSCI 107, Pahrump 109, Wmca 115)
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11 :45 a.m.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Nursing Faculty Meeting Minutes
May 11 , 2015, 2:12 p.m.
HSCI 107, Pahrump 109, Winnemucca 115

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 2:12 p.m.
PRESENT:

T.Mette
P. Drussel
S. Warnert
S. Sutherland
H. Johnston
A.Donnelli
D. Byers
D. Volkert
S. Rust
B. Conton (IAV)
G. Terras

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes from the meeting held on February 23, 2015, were
reviewed . There were no changes suggested. S. Sutherland moved to approve the minutes.
S.Warnert seconded the motion and they were approved unanimously.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
None
OLD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
a. Proposed Distance Education Student Handbook. The faculty reviewed the distance
education information that was in the dropbox, for information pertaining to the nursing
program.
DECISION: It was noted that under IAV, sites needs to be changed to centers. The
internet (WebCampus) information could be removed from the AON handbook, as well
as adding WebCampus/Big Button to the Internet-Enhanced paragraph. For the BSN
handbook, the last sentence could be removed from the internet (WebCampus)
paragraph.
b. Uniform Information. The estimated cost of uniforms was discussed and the possibility
of reducing the amount given to students. SNO has reduced the amount of their
contribution to the Trescartes fund from $1500 to $1000. Last year, the students were
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given gift cards to purchase their scrubs and stethoscopes. The gift cards were handed
out at orientation in June.
DECISION: The decision was made to provide students with their scrubs and not their
stethoscopes , but to offer students the information to purchase the stethoscopes at the
same place they will be purchasing their scrubs.
c. Unsatisfactory Student Progress Policy. A. Donnelli brought forward the Unsatisfactory
Student Progress Policy change. Under letter b., safety, or conduct was added to the
verbiage .
DECISION: H. Johnston made a motion to approve the addition of the verbiage to the
Unsatisfactory Student Progress Policy. P. Drussel seconded the motion. H. Johnston
asked about adding quizzes to this part of the policy. T . Mette mentioned that this
should be specified in the syllabus and this could define what performance standards
mean. All were in favor, motion passes.
The Unsatisfactory Progress Procedure. A third bullet point was added to the
procedure. A. Donnelli asked if a student scrapes by with 5 or 6 unsats, and they come
back to A & P next semester, do they get another 3 tries. In the event a student passes
the first exam and not the second exam , should the student be dismissed? H. Johnston
feels the student should be held to the same standards as former students that were
dismissed . Currently , there isn't a policy on the total number of unsats. If the student
cannot maintain their study plan , they should be out. Policy needs to be reviewed more
thoroughly with the students. Right now, a warning letter is sent to the student when
they have reached the unsat limit noted in the policy. The unsat reports need to contain
the exam scores and the specific reason for the unsat. Under recommendations , talk
with the student about their plan and make sure they understand. Suggest to the
student that they review what was recommended in previous unsat or warning letter.
Also , make sure the student understands the suggestions and ideas. Only give 5 or 6
suggestions and ask the student for their suggestions. Keep personal reflection out of
the recommendation. Faculty or students could also visit with Julie Byrnes about
suggestions . Students often have good suggestions , too .
DECISION: This agenda item has passed through the A & P committee and through the
department and will now become policy.
d. Faculty concerns or questions. A. Donnelli talked about always having another faculty
member present when meeting with a student. Normally, this should be the department
chair or you could ask the student if they are comfortable with having a certain faculty
member present. You should document the events of the meeting and both faculty
members should sign the document agreeing to what was discussed . There have been
some challenges with the first year students. There was discussion regard ing civility
with students and how students should address faculty in order to maintain
professionalism. Faculty will decide how they would like the students to address them
and this change will begin in the fall. The group also discussed removing cell phone
numbers from their syllabi and who students should notify in the event they are not able
to attend a clinical. It was discussed to give a master list of phone numbers for faculty
members to the clin ical sites. This will need to be discussed with the clinical sites. In
orientation , faculty will speak about civility and formally addressing faculty. New nam e
badges can also be purchased .
DECISION: The group agreed that now is the time to make the change on how the
students address them. Faculty will inform the students at orientation . The decision was
made to remove cell phone numbers from the syllabus. If a student is unable to attend a
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clinical , the student is to notify the clinical site and follow up with the faculty with an email
or by calling the instructor's work phone.
Another issue discussed is the faculty open door policy. It has been an issue that
students come in to the office, head to a faculty member's office and stand outside of the
office while the faculty has another person in their office or mingle around the student
mailboxes.
DECISION: A decision was made to re-arrange Gaye's office so that students will have
to go through Gaye before going in to the faculty office area. Student mailboxes will also
be moved to the reception area so that students can pick up their mail quickly and will
not be mingling in the faculty office area, as well.

SPE REVIEW
Standards 4 & 6 have been updated.

OTHER BUSINESS: TEAS testing will be available at all Centers, next year. A. Donnelli stated
that this year has gone really well and next year should be better. She also announced that we
won 't be moving to the BSN for 3 - 4 years. She wants to make sure everything is solid before
moving to the BSN.
NEXT MEETING : Fall
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.
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GREAT BASIN COLLEGE
RN - BSN PROGRAM All Required Courses
General Education Curriculum
COM 101
Oral Communication, or
Introduction to Stage Voice, or
THTR 102
Oral Interpretation
THTR 221
Integrative Humanities Seminar, or
INT 339
Integrative Social Science Seminar
INT 349

Humanities and Fine Arts
(Depending upon course taken as part of AAS degree)
Total Credits
Program Requirements
CHEM 100
Molecules and Life in the Modern World
Introduction to Statistics
STAT 152
Total Credits
Nursing Curriculum
NURS 326
Transition to Professional Nursing (8 week class)
Evidence-Based Practice and Research in Nursing (8 week
NURS 420
class)
Population Focused Community Health Theory (8 week class)
NURS 429
NURS 436
Population Focused Community Health Practicum (8 week class)

NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS

437
443
417
449
456
312
337
490

Diversity and Healthcare Policy in Rural Environments (8 week
class)
Nursing Leadership and Management Theory (8 week class)
Information Systems and Quality Management (8 week class)
Nursing Leadership and Management Practicum (8 week class)
Senior Synthesis Seminar (8 week class)
Health Assessment and Health Promotion (8 week class) , OR
Pathophysiology (8 week class) , OR
Special Topics
Total Credits

Minimum credits required for a bachelor's degree at GBC is 120 credits. A student
who graduates from the GBC AON program may have up to 70 credits. With the
completion of the RN-BSN program , total credits completed is 124.
(Note: All RN-BSN students must satisfy the U.S. and Nevada Constitution
requirement and the ENG 102 requirement. If it was not completed in their AAS
degree program, they must be completed before graduation from the RN to BSN
Program.
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3 Credits
3 Credits
3 Credits
9

3 Credits
3 Credits

6

5 Credits
3 Credits
4 Credits
4 Credits
3 Credits
4 Credits
4 Credits
4 Credits
5 Credits

3 Credits

39

RN-BSN PROGRAM
Four-Semester Program Course Sequencing

First
Semester

Third
Semester

Credits

STAT 152

Introduction to
Statistics

3

COM 101
THTR 102
THTR 221

Fine Arts or
Humanities

ART 100, 101 or 107
MUS 101 or THTR 105

3

NURS 417

NURS 326

Transition to
Professional Nursing

5

NURS 443

NURS 420

Evidence-Based Practice
and Research in Nursing

3

Second
Semester
INT 33 9
OR
INT 349

NURS 429

NURS 436

NURS 437

Integrative Humanities
Seminar, OR
Integrative Social
Science Seminar
Population Focused
Community Health
Theory
Population Fo cused
Community Health
Practicum *
Diversity and Healthcare
Policy in Rural
Environments

ONE
ELECTIVE
COURSE
REQUIRED

Oral Communication, OR
Introduction to Stage
Voice, OR Oral
Interpretation
Information Systems and
Quality Management
Nursing Leadership and
Management Theory

3

4
4

Credits

Fourth
Semester

3

CHEM 100

Molecules and Life in the
Modern World

3

4

NURS 449

Nursing Leadership and
Management
Practicum *

4

4

NURS 456

Senior Synthesis Sem inar

5

Credits

3

Credits

NURS 337

Health Assessment &
Health Promotion
Pathophysiology

NURS 490

Special Topics

NURS 312

Credits

3

Offered Spring

3
3

Offered Fall

Total Credits:
54
* GBC Definition of Practica, Internships, Work Co-ops:
These types of courses do not take place in a classroom or laboratory setting as a principal
portion of the class. They are generally related in some way to practical experience in a work
setting or to some other manner of independent work or production. The students will often work
under the supervision of a supervisor not part of the college, but may at times be working on
independent projects supervised by a college faculty member.
See sample syllabus and curriculum map for NURS 436 Population-Focused Community Health
Practicum for an example.
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Revised RN-BSN General Education Common Courses Fall 2014 Curriculum
Communication
THTR 102 (Introduction to Stage Voice) fulfills communication skills component through
student application of Standard American speech to all oral presentations. Students gain
a working knowledge of the International Phonetic Alphabet, and work on their writing
skills through a personal growth journal. This component directly impacts the health care
needs of culturally diverse populations, as Standard American speech eliminates
regionalisms in speech , which can lead to misunderstandings. Additionally, the
International Phonetic Alphabet is a tool nurses can use to ensure they are pronouncing
difficult medication names correctly. Critical thinking skills are addressed through selfanalysis of vocal regionalisms and tendencies . Students work to recognize and inhibit
poor vocal habits they may have. Relates to SLO 1 and 2.
Com 101 (Oral Communication) this course introduces student to public speaking and
the development of vocal and intellectual skills needed for effective and powerful
speaking in conversation and before an audience. Communication is complicated
process, and the process of sending or receiving incorrect messages frequently exists. It
is essential that nurses understand key components of the communication process, how
to improve skills, and the potential problems that exist with errors in communication.
Relates to SLO 1, 2, and 4.
Theater 221 (Introduction to Oral Interpretation) Theater focuses on the vocal and
performance dynamics of performing literary and dramatic works. Using the principals of
literary analysis combined with the physical and vocal dynamics of speech , the class
transports great works of literature from page to stage. Nurses are required to
communicate frequently with patients and other members of the healthcare team. In
addition , nurses need a strong foundation in communication and effective speaking in
order to advocate for patients and create change within the healthcare system . Relates to
SLO 1. 2, and 4.
Mathematics
STAT 152 (Introduction to Statistics)_Course includes descriptive statistics, probability
modes, random variables , statistical estimates and hypothesis testing , linear regression
analysis. Having a basic understanding of statistics allows you to read and analyze
nursing literature intelligently and how ethical , unbiased research should be conducted .
Many graduate courses also require a stats class and so promoting furthering your
education (Future of Nursing) this class is appropriate to our RN -BSN program. Relates
to SLO 2, 3, and 6.
Integrative Seminar Humanities or Social Science
INT 339 (Integrative Humanities Seminar) or INT 349 (Integrative Social Science
Seminar) Objectives include viewing various scholarly works, develop rhetorical skills
and skills in argument development, and addresses cultural issues in literature and art.
Topics do vary by semesters to address needs and interests of various programs at GBC.
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Nurses must address culturally diverse needs of patients or populations that nurses care
for and analyze the influence of culture on healthcare. Relates to SLO 1, 2, and 4.

Fine Arts/Humanities
MUS 101 (Music Fundamentals) Communication skills are stressed through reading and
interpreting musical signs and symbols. Critical thinking skills are taught as students
build on musical patterns throughout the term , making connections between disparate
musical symbols to create a whole . While these skills may seem at odds with a nursing
curriculum, the music course fully emphasizes pattern recognition and making
connections between seemingly unrelated concepts, which provides practice for
synthesizing evidence. Relates to SLO 1, 2, and 5.
Art 100 (Visual
Foundations) Art 101
(Beginning Drawing) Art
107 (Design
Fundamentals)
Key concepts within these courses include observations, communication , critical thinking,
culture, and use of technology. Nurses must have strong communication skills and
critical thinking abilities in order to provide care to patients, families, and populations that
is culturally diverse. Students must also utilize current technology to access health
information or patient information appropriately. Relates to SLO 1, 3, and 6.
THTR 105 (Introduction to Acting) This course contains strong communication skills as
students are required to exhibit truthful behavior in monologues without having the
performance look staged. This is achieved through empathizing with the character, which
feeds directly into the empathy a nurse needs to help patients act in their own best
interests. Critical thinking skills are also emphasized in the course. While working on a
character, students discover that
characters, like people, have goals. The characters meet obstacles to those goals and
implement tactics to overcome the obstacle and reach the goal. The ability to think in
these terms in life enables students to identify goals and create successful strategies for
reaching those goals, and allows them to create collaboration strategies and promote
informed decision- making. There is also a strong cultural awareness component as
students learn how all behavior affects others' actions and reactions, enabling students
to monitor their behavior and ultimately foster an environment of empathy and cultural
sensitivity. Relates to SLO 1, 3, and 5.
PHIL 102 Critical Thinking and Reasoning this course is designed to develop critical
thinking skill through writing, reading, and speaking. This course guides nursing
students to develop their intellectual capacities and skills so they start down the path of
critical thinking. Nurses need critical thinking for clinical reasoning to ensure safe
nursing practice and quality care. Relates to SLO 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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Faculty
Member
Peggy Drussel

Continuing Education Event

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
Staci Wamert

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
Heidi Johnston

•

•
•
•

•

FERPA Training
Behavioral Concerns In and Outside the Classroom
What's New, Cool, Improved, and New and Annoying in
WebCampus
Use in Dementia Patients, Percussion Therapy and Postural
Drainage, and PICC Lines
Community Forum on Suicide Prevention
PEARS Certification
PALS Instructor Training and certification
Ready to Move Beyond Power Points: Prezi Presentations
Campus Security Authorities & Joan Cleary Act
Library Resources
Using Open Education Resources
Sexual Harassment
Interactive Video Faculty Training
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training
Humanities Grant Presentation
Lecture Capture Training/ In-service
Safety Behaviors/ Behavior intervention team
In-service, suicide awareness/ prevention
Webcampus and Google Calendar/ Google Docs
Wow Your Students Webinar
Thinking Like a Nurse: Engaging in Clinical Reasoning
Simulation-enhanced Interprofessional Education
Campus Security & Joan Clery Act
Webcampus/ Canvas tips and updates and Active learning
strategies for formative learning in both the classroom and online.
Using Open Education Resources
Beyond PowerPoint: Prezi Presentations
Interactive Audio Visual Training
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training
IA VI Lecture Capture Training/ In-service
Safety Behaviors/ Behavior intervention team
In-service, suicide awareness/ prevention
Webcampus and Google Calendar/ Google Docs In-service
Wow Your Students
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Date
Fall

2014

Spring

2015

Fall

2014

Spring

2015

Fall

2014

•
•

PALS Instructor Training and certification
Elsevier 2015 Faculty Development Conference

•

Campus Security In-service -& Joan Clery Act
Webcampus/ Canvas tips and updates and Active learning
strategies for formative learning in both the classroom and online.
GBC Virtual Humanities Roundtable
Beyond PP: Prezi
Interactive Audio Visual Training
NCLEX Review
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training

•
•
•

•
•
•

Tami Mette

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
Sharon
Sutherland

What' s New, Cool, Improved, and New and Annoying in
WebCambus
Engaging Presentations
WebCampus Changes I Module Building Training
Campus Security Authorities
Beyond PowerPoint: Prezi Presentations
Title 9 Regs/Updates & Sexual Harassment Awareness
IAV Faculty Training
ATI Annual Summit
Video Policy Considerations: Education, Assessment and
Research in Simulation
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lecture Capture and IA V tips
Safety Behavioral Assist Training-suicide prevention
Web Campus changes- Google docs and calendar
Zaption
Wow Your Student's- Teaching Secrets
Thinking Like a Nurse: Engaging in Clinical Reasoning
7 Reasons for Flipping the classroom
Video Simulation-CAE

•

Campus Security Authority
Web Campus Changes
Using Open Educational Resources
Prezi Presentation
Program Assessment
IA V Training

•
•
•

•
•
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Spring
2015

Fall
2014

Spring
2015

Fall
2014

Spring
2015

Delene Volkert

•
•

Library Resources
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training

•

Evaluation Process in-service
WebCampus Training in-service
Engaging Presentations in-service
NLN Education Summit
Plagiarism in the Classroom Webinar

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Sarah Lino

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
Stacy Rust

•

Using Open Education Resources GBC in-service
PowerPoint: Prezi
Interactive Audio Visual Faculty Training
Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland Annual International
Nursing & Midwifery Research and Education conference Podium Presenter at this Conference
Western Institute of Nursing: Nursing Research, Practice, &
Education Conference - Poster Presenter at this conference
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training
Adjunct Faculty Workshop
ACLS &PALS
Teaching the millennial learner
Web Campus Training
Quality Matters
Beyond PP: Prezi
IA V in-service
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training
Best practices for teaching distance education and Big Blue
Button Training
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Fall

2014

Spring

2015

Fall

2014

Spring

2015

Spring

2015

Sc

Great Basin College .

RN-BSN Student Progression

Procedure: Student Progression

Objective: Provide information , guidance, and support for student decision making in achieving their
educational and career goals .

Timelines

Upon admission to the program, each student must meet with an advisor to develop an individualized
curriculum plan for program completion. Any changes in the curriculum plan must be discussed and
agreed upon by the student and their advisor before any enrollment changes are made.
All requirements for the BSN degree must be completed within six consecutive calendar years from the
date of first enrollment in courses after admission to the RN to BSN program.
A written request for extension of this time limitation may be submitted by the student and approved by
the departmental Admission and Progression Committee. Students granted an extension may be required
to take additional coursework, meet current program requirements , or demonstrate currency in nursing
standards of practice.
Students who cannot continue their curriculum plan sequence for academic reasons must petition for
readmission to the RN to BSN program if they want to reenter the program.
Students who have not enrolled in nursing or general education courses as outlined in their curriculum
plan for two consecutive semesters will be dropped from the program and may only return by applying for
readmission to the program .
A student applying for readmission to the program is not guaranteed a place in the program . A student
who is readmitted is accountable for the degree requirements in effect at the time of readmission .
A leave of absence may be granted for up to two semesters . Students must request a leave of absence
prior to the enrollment deadline for the first semester in which the leave may be granted. Leave request
must be accompanied by a letter providing an explanation for the leave of absence request and the
anticipated return date. At least 30 days prior to returning to school , the student must meet with their
academic advisor so that a revised curriculum plan can be developed.
Academic Requirements

A grade of "B-" or better is required in ALL courses applicable to the Bachelor of Science in Nursing
degree.
Students must repeat with a B- or better any required nursing course or any required pre- or co-requisite
non-nursing course in which a grade of C+ , C, C-, D, F, or W has been received . Any such course may
be repeated only once.
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Only one nursing course may be repeated throughout the curriculum.
Students who repeat a nursing course or any required pre- or co-requisite non-nursing course and earn a
grade of C+, C, C-, 0, F, or W will be dismissed from the nursing program.
Students must maintain an overall GPA of at least 2.0 throughout the nursing program . Students who do
not maintain the GPA will be placed on probation for one semester. Students who do not raise their
overall GPA to 2.0 after one semester on probation will be dismissed from the nursing program .
In nursing courses with both a theory and clinical component, students must achieve a passing grade in
each component to pass the course.

Students are required to maintain current Nevada Registered Nurse licensure while enrolled in nursing
courses. It is the student's responsibility to notify the program director immediately, in writing , of any
changes in licensure status.
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Health Science and Human Services Community Advisory Group Meeting

NovemberS , 2014, 0800
Leonard Student Life Center Solarium

CHAIR : A. Donnelli
CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 0800.
PRESENT:

Amber Donnelli, Dean, GBC Health Science and Human Services Department
Mike McFarlane, GBC VPAA
Dianna Byers, GBC HSHS Administrative Assistant
Mary Doucette, GBC Radiology Program Coordinator
Darius Cooper, GBC Human Services Coordinator
Sarah Lino, GBC CNA Coordinator
Brandy Dankowski , Radiology Student
Brian Dankowski , Nursing Students
Joleen Porter, Highland Manor
Becky Jones, NNRH

A.Donnelli welcomed participants and asked that they introduce themselves .
DEAN'S REPORT AND PROGRAM UPDATES (see attached reports) :

A.Donnelli referred to program reports mailed to members. Program coordinators presented
highlights of their programs.
Nursing: A.Donnelli advised the group that the Nursing Department had been awarded
approximately $2 million through the Department of Labor TAACCCT grant. This will allow GBC
to expand the ADN program to Winnemucca and Pahrump. All nursing courses will be taught via
IAV to both sites from the Elko campus . GBC currently has over 90 courses offered via IAV so
the delivery is not new, but will be new to the nursing department. Each site will be staffed with
one nursing faculty. Five students at each location will be admitted with a full lab for skills and
simulations. At the current time , students from Winnemucca are traveling to Elko four times each
week. Room availability is very tight at the Winnemucca site, but Pahrump will be able to have a
room for lecture and a separate lab for nursing and CNA. This semester some clinicals are being
done in Winnemucca and it is working well. Clinical experiences will be different in each location,
but outcomes will still be met. Clinical sites for Pahrump students are currently being researched .
Donnelli also reported that there were some faculty changes in the nursing department. S.
Warnert has joined the nursing faculty from the practice lab position and S. Lino's responsibilities
now include CNA Coordinator and Practice Lab Manager. H. Johnston has started a DNP
program at Boise State University. D: Volkert and S. Lino are enrolled in DNP programs at UNLV
and UNR , respectively. Doctorate degrees are needed for accreditation for the BSN program .
She also reported that a grant had been submitted for tuition funding for faculty seeking these
higher degrees. Marian Groff (Elko Women's Health Center) asked about funding and Donnelli
replied that the grant would be announced later in the year and we were very hopeful.
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Donnelli advised members that surveys would be sent out shortly to employers of recent
graduates from the ADN and BSN programs. She stressed how important it was to complete
those surveys and asked that they be watching for them.
We have received confirmation from ACEN that both nursing programs have been
approved for accreditation until 2019. A substantive change report will be submitted in spring
2015 because of the expansion to Winnemucca and Pahrump.
Recent research has revealed that transition to practice for new graduates has been
expanded from 6 months to 12 months. This may change timing for future surveys and also for
facility transition practices.
There are currently 58 students in the RN-BSN program. Of the 21 students admitted in
Fall 2014, 14 were students coming right from the AON program. The program is becoming very
popular and we anticipate 20-25 graduating in Spring 2015, the largest graduating class to-date.
Donnelli discussed the newly revised RN-BSN program. The data collected from the first course
NURS 326 was shared with advisory board members. Data reflected the students highly agreed
that student outcomes were met. All student's successfully completed the first course and are
currently enrolled in NURS 420. We are currently working with UNA to get two or three courses
approved that will count towards a graduate degree in five different fields. This will put students
2-3 classes closer to finishing a graduate program.
There are currently 39 ADN students with 19 on track to graduate in May. 100% of
graduates are currently employed and the program has had a 100% pass rate for two years in a
row.
The William N. Pennington Foundation has provided a $2,000 scholarship to ten rural
Nevada ADN students, and we are hoping they will continue this program next year.
Radiology: M. Doucette reported that five students will graduate in spring . Second year
students are currently at clinical sites throughout our service area. The JCERT accreditation site
visit has been scheduled for January 29-30, 2015. Their program has changed their graduate
surveys from 6 months to 12 months based on new research for transition to practice . Higher
degrees are important for Radiology program accreditation too. C. Jaques is seeking her masters
degree and M. Doucette has applied to a doctorate program .
Doucette has been instrumental in re-establishing the Nevada Institute Society for
Information in State Technology in Nevada. Besides the chapter in Elko, Las Vegas, and Reno
are coming on board. Networking and communication between northern Nevada and southern
Nevada has been very helpful for all programs. Doucette noted that there are changes coming in
looking at an AS degree.
CNA: S. Lino reported that there have been over 200 students in the GBC CNA
programs. GBC will be starting a class in Lovelock and will offer testing in Ely. She is hopeful
that testing can be done at the Pahrump and Winnemucca sites with the additional faculty in the
near future . Judy Andresen (Family Resource Center) noted that they were providing some
programs in Lovelock and could possibly take flyers around with them for the upcoming CNA
class to help advertise.
Human Services: D. Cooper reported that there are approximately 85 active students in
the programs. Because of the rural locations and student backgrounds, it is hard to get some
students into practicums. He is looking at offering classes to help increase real life experiences.
He is also educating students about different requirements every state has for counselors and
therapy licensing. Program requirements are also being reviewed and looking at general
education changes (adding English requirements) . M. McFarlane added that GBC is increasing
their "google" visibility to target awareness of our online programs.
Andresen (Family Resource Center) advised that students had done practicums at the
Center in the past, but she would welcome students as she has many programs that would offer
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students opportunities to work with clients in many fields. They are also providing services to
teens in Battle Mountain.
EMS: A. Donnelli reported that we are currently seeking an EMS Coordinator. An EMT
Basic class is running this fall and we are hoping to offer an EMT Advanced class in the spring .
Donnelli also advised that there is currently a discussion for submitting a competitive grant
for a paramedical program housed in Winnemucca. The grant would be a collaborative effort
between GBC, Humboldt General Hospital, Pershing County Hospital, and Lander County
Hospital. More information will be shared at the spring meeting .

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

Becky Jones, interim CNO at NNRH , advised that the hospital is always looking for CNAs. She
asked Lino if there were surveys showing where students were employed after they had
completed the class . Lino indicated that students were not surveyed after completion but a
survey could possibly be started. She also suggested that perhaps students could meet with
Human Resources to become more familiar with the application process. Jones and Joleen
Porter (Highland Manor) indicated that this was a good idea and both would be happy to
participate.
Donnelli also advised the group that GBC nursing has established a Facebook page. It is a good
site for job listings and catching up with previous students. Many graduates have joined , sharing
their current positions and achievements. She encouraged members to "like" us!
Mari an Groff suggested that GBC take advantage of the school insert section of the newspaper's
Wednesday edition . Human Services and CNA could benefit from the free advertising. The
expanding nursing program could benefit from the exposure too. Donnelli noted that the average
age of recent nursing students is younger than in the past. Working with high schools will be an
important part of targeting students. The nursing and radiology programs currently conduct two
Open Advisements (September and February) to initiate students to the requirements for both
programs. Targeting the high school for these meetings will be important for future enrollment.
B. Jones also mentioned that NNRH has a school to work program which works well for some
students, depending on the person and their maturity. She also noted that NNRH offers a tuition
assistance program for their employees.
Donnelli thanked the group for their suggestions and continued support. She expressed her
appreciation for their participation in the HSHS advisory committee and welcomed comments ,
discussions or suggestions at any time during the year.

ADJOURNMENT:

Meeting was adjourned at 0850.

Attachments:

Program Reports
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Great Basin College
Department of Health Sciences and Human Services
Health Science and Human Services Community Advisory Group Meeting
April 27, 2015, 8:00 am
Berg Hall Conference Room , Elko
Room 122, Pahrump
Room 108, Winnemucca

CHAIR : A. Donnelli
CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order by A. Donnelli at 8:03 am.
PRESENT:

Amber Donnelli , Dean , GBC Health Science and Human Services Department
Mike McFarlane, GBC VPAA
Mark Curtis, GBC President
Tami Mette, GBC Health Science Department Chair
Gaye Terras , GBC HSHS Administrative Assistant
Mary Doucette, GBC Radiology Program Coordinator
Darius Cooper, GBC Human Services Coordinator
Danielle Henderson, Radiology Student
Samantha Brown, Nursing Students
Joleen Porter, Highland Manor
Hether Hardy, Highland Manor Nursing
Alice Allen , NNRH
David Hogle, Elko Clinic
Lori Gilbert, community member
Christa Secord, community member
Cathy McAdoo, PACE Coalition
Jacob Park, GBC Veteran 's Resource Center
Darlene Bryan , Humboldt General Hospital (via IAV in Winnemucca)
Stacy Rust, GBC Nursing Instructor (via IAV in Winnemucca)
Dianna Byers, GBC TAACCCT grant Program Assistant (via IAV in Pahrump)
Barbara Canton , GBC Nursing Instructor (via IAV in Pahrump)

1. WELCOME: A. Donnelli welcomed participants and asked that they introduce
themselves.

2. DEAN'S REPORT AND PROGRAM UPDATES:

A. Nursing: A. Donnelli announced that there is a lot happening within the
nursing department. The substantive change report has been submitted
to ACEN and we are awaiting their blessing on the report. In the
meantime, lab equipment has been received in Pahrump and
Winnemucca, purchased through the T AACCCT grant.
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With the expansion of the nursing program , five students each will be
accepted in to the program in Winnemucca and Pahrump. This will
increase our number of admitted students from 20 to 30 and will put more
students in rural healthcare areas. The attrition rate is 2 - 3 students by
the end of the program . Currently, we have 58 students in the RN -BSN
program. Students are usually employed before they graduate and
normally, experience a 100% employment rate.
With the setup of the new labs in Pahrump and Winnemucca, theory
classes will be taught via Interactive Video. The Advisory board members
were able to see how Interactive Video works and how students can
interact with other students and instructors at the other Centers. The
matchup will be good for tracking data, as we have three years to show
that the expansion of the program is a success.
Oonnelli announced that the department has received $189,000 from the
William N. Pennington Foundation to purchase two maternal simulators.
This gives the college the opportunity to partner with the hospitals to do
fetal simulation. Simulations offered in Elko and Winnemucca will also be
offered in Pahrump. The William N. Pennington Foundation has also provided
a $2 ,000 scholarship to ten rural Nevada AON students and we are hoping they
will continue the program next year.
Graduation is quickly approaching . We will have 15 RN -BSN graduates
and 19 AON graduates.
Oonnelli reported that the RN -BSN program is currently in its second
semester with the revised curriculum. The faculty course reports and
student surveys continue to support that students are meeting the SLO's
of each course successfully. Oonnelli noted that the course design and
changes made this first year reflect the most current evidence based
nursing practices.
T . Mette spoke about some challenges that the AON program is having
with scheduling mental health visits. She is looking for some new sites to
work with and asked _for any suggestions.
T. Mette reported that students from the Student Nursing Organization
recently attended the National Student Nurses' Association meeting in
Phoenix, AZ and reported it was a great conference and they learned a
lot.
SNO will be having their annual Sk run . The theme for this year is Super
Hero's. The money raised will go towards their spring graduation
expenses.
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T. Mette reported that a mandatory suicide prevention training will be
coming through the legislature and this will be through continuing
education . She also mentioned a bill regarding nursing education that is
up for a vote in the legislature. This would be teaching nurses how to
refuse an assignment.
A Facebook page has been created called Great Basin College Nursing
Community. Valuable information is posted on the page.

B. Radiology: M. Doucette reported that there will be four students
graduating in May. One student will be going on to Weber State College
to work towards their Bachelor's degree.
Doucette also reported that she has started the Ruby Mountain Chapter of
Nevada Society of Radiology Technologists. Danielle Henderson , a radiology
student, reported that she attended the State chapter meeting and also the
Association of Collegiate Educators in Radiologic Technology meeting and
learned some valuable information.
Doucette informed the committee that the RAD Group will be holding their 2nd
annual fundraiser to raise funds for travel expenses to attend two conferences . A
flyer was sent with the agenda.
In February, the Radiology program underwent a site visit from accreditors. The
visit went well .
Doucette spoke about the Nevada Institute Society for Information in State
Technology in Nevada. This has allowed GBC to work closely with UNLV.
Networking and communication between northern Nevada and southern Nevada
is continuing to get better.
C. McAdoo mentioned to M. Doucette that Dr. Grove and Dr. Selznik have a
cone scan and they may be a good resource for the program .
C. CNA: We have been offering a lot of the CNA classes. This is a prerequisite
course for students applying to the nursing program . Our first CNA course was
offered in Lovelock and was a success with 9 students. JOIN has sponsored
some of those students. There have been approximately 19 students in
Pahrump. These classes have helped the hospital and Highland Manor interact
with the students and let them know about available jobs.
D. Human Services: D. Cooper reported that he will have 4 graduates from his
program with a possibility of 1 or 2 more. He is looking at the possibility of a
Bachelor's degree in Human Services with a specialization in Substance
Abuse/Addiction . This is tentatively planned for August 2016 or January 2017.
He is also considering changing the Certificate in Substance Abuse name to
Behavioral Health Substance Abuse/Addiction Paraprofessional. D. Cooper
stated that the students are having problems becoming certified counselors
because they only have a certificate .
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E. EMS: A. Donnelli explained that the program was originally approved in 2009201 O but was put on hold due to budgetary issues. Recently, Donnelli was able
to secure Perkins funding for two faculty positions , a coordinator and an
instructor. These positions will be housed in Winnemucca and Humboldt
General Hospital will also be helping to support the program. Donnelli has also
put in for a competitive grant to secure more funding for the program . Courses
will be offered via Interactive Video to other centers. The program is a two year
program . A benefit to this program is being able to place more health care
providers within our rural service area. We are hoping to receive accreditation
soon and be able to begin the program in the fall .

3. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEMBERS:
A. Donnelli asked the committee members for any suggestions or comments.

J . Porter, from Highland Manor, commented that the patients at the Manor love the
students and the patients feel like they get more one on one attention.
L. Gilbert shared that she was treated at the hospital by one of our Radiology students
and has seen another student working within the community. She is happy to see these
students staying in the community. She also spoke to D. Cooper about how important
the Human Services program is. L. Gilbert reported that between alcohol abuse and
drug abuse , local law enforcement has opened 70 drug cases. This is a significant
number. VPM McFarlane asked Ms. Gilbert for any data that she has in this area. C.
McAdoo stated that she has 13 years of data that she could share. C. Secord stated
that there is a long wait for mental health counseling and there is a great need for it.
J. Park stated that the student nurses go to the VA clinic to give injections to veterans
and that the VA clinic could be used for clinicals in mental health. May is Mental Health
Month and there will be a presentation each Monday, with the exception of Memorial
Day, on different mental health topics. The Veteran's Resource Center also has added
a Facebook page that provides information to veterans . J. Park asked about the GI Bill
and the CNA courses . The GI Bill won't pay for these classes and he asked if this could
be changed . In order for this to be possible , accreditation would have to be changed .
CNA courses are not included in the nursing program.
C. McAdoo informed the members that PACE has two trained trainers to teach the
mental health first aid course . This is an eight hour course , the fee is $15 and this
charge covers the book. PACE has trained 67 people in less than a year . These
classes are on demand and they prefer 6 - 8 students but no more than 15. A. Donnelli
suggested presenting the class via IAV since there are 12 coalitions throughout the state
and Pahrump and Winnemucca also have trained trainers . C. McAdoo also mentioned
that if anyone is interested in attending the Governor's conference on prescription drugs,
there are still slots available.
Vice President McFarlane asked Dr. Hogle about his thoughts regarding GBC students.
Dr. Hogle responded that they are excellent and he has had a positive interaction with
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them. He is concerned with mental health services and mentioned that Horizon Hospice
could be used for grief counseling.

A. Donnelli announced that ANA will be coming to present horizontal violence . H.
Johnston serves on this board and was a big part of getting this presentation at GBC.
S. Brown, a nursing student, lives in Battle Mountain and drives to Winnemucca for class
and clinicals. She feels that IAV is a big help to her living in Battle Mountain . She also
mentioned that with the addition of the nursing program to Winnemucca, students will be
able to stay in Winnemucca for all of their training and not have to travel to Elko. This
will be a cost savings to the students.
D. Bryan stated that she appreciates the students and the patients love the students.
Bryan mentioned that the preceptor program is no longer done due to a change in
curriculum. She has been questioned as to why it is no longer offered and she stated
that students don't always go to hospitals and it is not the nursing programs
responsibility for orienting students to each facility. She will keep an eye on pass rates
for the future.
Students will be in the med/surg area for another 45 hours. Anytime changes are made
is huge and time consuming. Other programs are adding extra credit hours in med/surg
and acute care. A survey will be sent out for feedback on preceptors and the information
will be shared at the next Advisory board meeting .
S. Rust is the new nursing instructor in Winnemucca. She expressed her enthusiasm for
the addition of the program to Winnemucca and Pahrump.
B. Conton will be the nursing instructor for Pahrump. She is just taking it all in , at this
time .
The committee will meet again in October.
The meeting adjourned at 8:44 am .
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2016 GBC BSN Graduate Satisfaction Survey

Q1 While enrolled in the BSN Program, did
you work as a registered nurse?
Answer Choices

Responses

Full -time
Part-time
Didn't work
Other

Total

Q2 During the majority of time you were
enrolled in the BSN Program, what was
your employment position?
Answer Choices

Responses

Staff nurse
Nurse manager
Nursing administrator
Adjunct facu lty
Not employed

Total

Date

Other (please specify)

#

Case Manager

Q3 At the completion of the BSN program,
did your position assignment change?
Responses

Answer Choices
Yes
No

Total

#

Date

If yes (please specify position change)
There are no responses.
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Q4 Please rate your level of agreement with
the following statement:The GBC BSN
Program adequately prepared me for
enhanced professional opportunities. 1
Answer Choices

Responses

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disag ree
Disagree

t

Strongly disagree

t

Unable to evaluate

Total

QS Please rate your level of agreement with

the following statement:GBC's BSN
Program resources and physical facilities
are current, comprehensive and available.
Agreee

Strongly agree
Textbooks

Software

Disagree

Unable to evaluate

Strongly disagree

I

t

Library

Q6 Overall, how would you rate your
satisfaction with the BSN Program at
GBC?
Responses

Answer Choices
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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Total

2016 GBC BSN Graduate Satisfaction Survey
Unable to eva luate

Total

Q7 Within the next 2 years, how likely are
you to seek further education in nursing?
Answer Choices

Responses

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Neutral
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Don't know

Total

Q8 Please identify how satisfied you are
with the following statements about your
skills upon completion of the program.
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Promote safe , quality, evidence-based care to populations and communities in
structured and unstructured healthcare environments.
Analyze quality improvement measures used in both structured and
unstructured healthcare environments.
Act as an evolving scholar, translating cu rrent evidence into nursing practice.
Evaluate collaboration techniques used in various healthcare enviroments.

Apply Jeachership principles and theories to both the practice and the
profession of nursing
Apply information management priciples, techniques, and systems to manage
knowledge , mitigate error, and support decision-making.

Q9 Do you have any
comments/suggestions about the BSN
Program?
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Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Total

2016 GBC BSN Graduate Satisfaction Survey
#

Date

Responses
There are no responses.
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2016 GBC BSN Employer Survey

Q1 How satisfied are you that GBC's 2016
graduates in the RN-BSN Program,
promote safe, quality, evidence-based
care to populations and communities in
structured and unstructured healthcare
environments?

Answer Choices

Responses

Very satisfi ed
Satisfied
Somewhat sa tisfied
Less than satisfied
Not at all satisfi ed

Total

Q2 How satisfied are you that GBC's RNBSN graduates analyze quality
improvement measures used in both
structured and unstructured healthcare
environments?
Responses

Answer Choices
Very satisfi ed
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Less than satisfied
Not at all satisfi ed

Total

Q3 How satisfied are you that GBC's RNBSN graduates act as an evolving scholar,
translating current evidence into nursing
practice?
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Answer Choices

Responses

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Less than satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Total

Q4 How satisfied are you that GBC's
RN-BSN graduates evaluate
collaboration techniques used in
various healthcare environments?
Responses

Answer Choices
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Less than satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Total

Q5 How satisfied are you that GBC's RNBSN graduates apply leadership
principles and theories to both the
practice and the profession of nursing?

Responses

Answer Choices
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Less than satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Total

519-0

Q6 How satisfied are you that GBC's
RN-BSN graduates apply
information management pricniples,
techniques, and systems to manage
knowledge, mitigate error, and
support decision-making?

Answer Choices

Responses

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Less than satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Total
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Q6 Please provide an overall rating for
GBC's RN-BSN graduates in comparison to
graduates of other programs:
Answer Choices

Responses

Stronger
About equal
Weaker

Total

Q7 What are the most positive aspects of
employing graduates of GBC's RN-BSN
Program?

#

Date

Responses

QB What aspects of GBC's RN-BSN

Program would you like to see
strengthened?

#

Date

Responses
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ANN B. BAIN, EDD, MSN, RN
Profenor and Chai'!>erton, Department of Nursing
Uni,,.rsity of Arkanus • Little Rock
Uttie Rotk.Arkansas
SUSAN C. BALTRUS, MSN, RNBC, CNE
Pmlden~ Coll11e of Nursln1 and Health Profe11lon1

May 14, 2014

Cencl"ll Maine Medlcal Center

Lewin.on. Maine
NANCY PHOENIX BITTNER, PHO, RN, CNS
Yiu President for Education, Profenor of Nur1lng
Lawrence MemorlaVRegis College Collaborative
Medford, Manachumu
MARILYN BRADY, PHO, RN
A11ocl1t1 Dun, Nunins Prc>1r.,ns
Trident Technical College
Charltston, South Carolina
LINDA IC. COCKRELL. HSN, RN
Prosram luder, Health and Medical Sciences
Centnl School of Practical Nursln1
Norfolk Technical Center, Norfolk Public Schools
Norfolk, Virilnia
KIMBERLY K. CRIBB, EDD, MSN. RN. CNE
MSN Program Oire<tor, Di.tslon of Nunln1
Thomas University
Thomasville, G eor1ia
HOLLY J. PRICE, MSN, RN
Dire<tor, School of Nursln1
Flrelands Regional Medical Center
Sandusky, Ohio
MAR'! LOU RUSIN, EDD, RN,ANEF
Professor and Chair, Nursln1 Deportment
Daemen College
Amhers~ New York
PEGGY TUDOR, EDD, MSN, RN
Department Chair, Associate Degree Nursing
Eastem Kentucky UniverSlty
Richmond, Kantueky
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CHRISTINA Di MICHELE. MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Nurse Manaier
The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
JANETY. HARRIS. DNP. RN, NEA-BC
Chief Nursing Officer
The University of Ml11i11ippi Medical Center
j1ekaon, Minisslppi
RAQUEL PASAPbN, DNP.APRN, FNP-BC
ARNP/Podiatric Sur1ery liaison
Miami Children's Hoapltal
Miami, Florida
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MARSH" H. PURCELL. CAE
Dlreotor of Membership and Prosram Development
...,,,.,ic>n firm Bureau Federation
Washiniton, Diso:rict of Columbia

Kris Miller, PhD, RN
Dean, Health Sciences and Human Resources
RN-BSN Program
Great Basin College
I 500 College Parkway
Elko, NV 8980 I
Dear Dr. Miller:
Thank you for submitting the substantive change report to the
Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN) for the
baccalaureate nursing program at Great Basin College. The report is
related to planned curriculum revisions, which will be implemented in
Fall 2014.
According to the documentation, the faculty members worked with a
consultant to revise the curriculum for the RN-to-BSN program
option, which is the only option currently offered for the
baccalaureate program. The stated rationale for the change was to
update the curriculum to reflect current and evolving nursing
practices.
You have indicated that the faculty members incorporated guidelines
and competencies including the Quality and Safety Education for
Nurses (QSEN) Competencies; Institute of Medicine Report; the
American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) Essential
Elements of Baccalaureate Education for Professional Nursing
Practice; Nursing Pathways for Patient Safety By National Council of
State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN); the NLN Competencies for
Baccalaureate Graduates; and the American Nurses Association's
Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice into the revised curriculum.
As stated, the revised curriculum has six (6) student learning
outcomes; these have been designed to provide a seamless transition
for the graduates of the associate nursing program at the College.

HOWAAD S. SMITH, EDD
EducetiOn Ludenhlp Consultant
Hanis Beach, PLLC
Bul!alo,NewYorir.
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As described in your 2013 Annual Report to the ACEN, the associate nursing program requires
seventy (70) credits and six (6) semesters for program completion. The program of study for
the RN-to-BSN program indicates that an additional sixty (60) credits and four (4) semesters
are required for the baccalaureate degree. Therefore, the students in the RN-to-BSN program
option are required to complete 130 credits and ten (I 0) semesters for program completion.
As presented, this program length is not congruent with national standards and best practices
for a baccalaureate nursing program. The faculty are encouraged to review the requirement of
ten (I 0) semesters for completion of the program.
Thank you for verifying faculty involvement in the decision-making process and approval
through the internal governance process. The report also included the teach-out plan for the
implementation of the revised curricul.um and addressed the impact of the revised curriculum
on the program's compliance with the ACEN Accreditation Standards. Your report indicated
that approval from the Nevada State Board of Nursing is not required for post-licensure
programs.
Please note that a substantive change involving curriculum revisions for the baccalaureate
nursing program requires review by the ACEN Board of Commissioners. Following its review,
the Board will make a recommendation for additional follow-up actions. Please feel free to
contact me if you have questions or I can be of assistance in any way. Best wishes to you and
the faculty for a great summer!
Sincerely,

~~~
Georgia Vest, DNP, RN, CNE
Associate Director
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ANN B. BAIN, EDD, HSN, RN
Professor arid Chairperson, Department of Nursing
University of Arlcansal - Little Rock
Little Rock, Ar~nsu
SUSAN C. 8ALTRUS, HSN, RNBC, CNE
President, College of Nursin& llld Health Profeuions
Centril Maine Medical Center
lewistoh , Maine
NANCY PHOENIX 81TTNEI\, PHO, RN, CNS
Vice Pre•ldent for EducadOll. Professor of Nursing
Lawrence MemonaVResi• College Collaboritive
Medford, Husachusotts
MARILYN BRAC1r, PHO. RN
Associate Dean, Nursing Prognms
Trident Technical College
Charleston, South Carolina
LINDA K. COCKRELL. HSN, RN
Prognm Leader. Health and Medical Sciences

Centnl School of Practical Nursing
Norfolk Technical Center. Norfolk Public Schooli
Norfolk, Vir&inla

KIMBEl\LV K. Cl\188, EoD, MSN, l\N, CN£
HSN Program OirectO<', Divi•ion of Nunin&
Thomas University
Thomasville, Georgia

August I, 2014
Mark A. Curtis, PhD
President
Great Basin College
1500 College Parkway
Elko, NV 8980 I
Dear Dr. Curtis:
This letter is formal notification of the action taken by the Accreditation
Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN) at its meeting on July I 0-11,
2014. The Board of Commissioners received, reviewed, and accepted the
Follow-Up Reports of the baccalaureate and associate nursing programs and
affirmed the next evaluation visit for Fall 20 19. The details of the decision
put forth by the Board of Commissioners have been sent to the programs'
nurse administrator.

HOLLY j . PRICE, MSN. RN
Director. School of Nur•in&

Arelands P.egional Medical Center
S.ndusky, Ohio

MARV LOU RUSIN, EDD, RN,ANEF
Profe1sor and Chair, Nur<lng Department
Daemon College
Amhent. New York

On behalf of the Commission, we thank you and your colleagues for your
commitment to quality nursing education. If you have questions about this
action or about ACEN policies and procedures, please contact me.
Sincerely,

PEGGY TUDOll.. EDD. HSN, RN
Deportment Chtlr.As•ociate Degree Nursing
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky
N\Jl<~ l NC

S'f. l\\ ' IC E
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CHRISTINA D1HICHELE. MSN, RN, NEA-BC
Nurse Mantger
The Children's Hospial of Philadelphia
Philadt:lphia, Ponnsylv>nia

Sharon J. Tanner, EdD, MSN, RN
C hief Executive Officer

JANETY. HARRIS. DNP. RN. NEA-BC
Chief Nunins Officer
The University of Mi1liulppi Medical Center
Jackson, Mlsslulppi
RAQUEL PASAR6N, ONP.APRN, FNP-BC

ARNP/Pedlatrit Surg<ory Liaison
Miami Children's Hoopit>I
Miami, Florida

PU BLIC
R EP R ESENT ATl\l 'f.~

MARSHA H. PURCELL. CAE
Director of Membership .md Program De•elopment
American Farm 6ureiu federation
Washington. District of Columbia
HOWAllD S. SMITH, EDD
Education leader.hip Coruulttnt
Ham• Beach, PLLC
Buffalo, New York
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August 27, 2014

ANN B. BAIN, EDD, MSN, RN
Professor and Chairperson, Department ol Nursing
Unrtersity o( ArbnsaJ • Litde Rock
l.mfe Rocli.ArlwlsaJ
SUSAN C. BALTRUS, MSN. RNBC. CNE
Presiden~ Collece of Nuni111 :and Heahtl Professions
Central Mame Medical Center
Lewiston, Haine
NANCY PHOENIX BITTNER. PHO, RN, CNS
V1ee President for Education, Professor of Nuning
l.Jwrence MemorioURegis College Coli>boram.t.
Medford, Mas.. chuseru
MARILYN BRAC71', PHO, RN
Associate Dean. Nwsinc Prosnms
TridentTechnial Collep
Charleston, South Carolina

LINDI\ IL COCKREU., HSN, RN
~ Leader, Haith and Medical Sciences
Contral School of Pl'llCtial Nunin1

Norfolk Technical Center, Norfolk Public Schools
Norfolk. VirJinla

KIMBERLY K. CRIBB. EDD, HSN, RN, CNE
HSN f'roinm DIActor, Division of Nuning
Thomas Uni>ersity
Thomasville. Georgia
HOLLY). PRICE. HSN. RN
Direct0<, School of Nuoin1
Firelands Regionol Medial Center
Sandusky, Ohio
MARY LOU RUSIN. EDD, RN,ANEF
Professor and Chair, Nuninr Department
DaemenColloge
Amherst.N...Yorlt
PEGGY TUDOR. EDD. HSN, RN
Department Ch>ir,Assoclate ~ Nursing
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KenUKky
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CHRISTINA DIMICHELE. MSN, RN, NEA-BC
NuneM..,.,...
The Child,..., •• Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadtlp/lia. l'ennsylvania

Kris Miller, PhD, RN
Dean, Health Sciences and Human Resources
Great Basin College
1500 College Parkway
Elko, NV 8980 I
Dear Dr. Miller:
This letter is formal notification of the action taken by the
Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing {ACEN) Board of
Commissioners Subcommittee on Substantive Changes at its meeting
on August 18, 2014. The Subcommittee reviewed the substantive
change report for the baccalaureate nursing program at Great Basin
College related to the implementation of a revised curriculum.
In order to complete the review of the planned substantive change,
the Subcommittee determined that the ACEN will continue to
monitor the baccalaureate nursing program for compliance with the
ACEN Accreditation Standards, and it will be necessary to submit a
monitoring report for Standard 4 Curriculum and Standard 6
Outcomes by June 15, 2015. Based on the review of the report, you
will be informed of additional follow-up actions, including the
requirement of a Focused Visit in accordance with ACEN Policy.
Dr. Georgia Vest is the professional staff member who works with
programs submitting monitoring reports. Let me encourage you to
contact Dr . Vest by phone at (404) 975-5003 or by e-mail at
gvest@acenursing.org for information related to the preparation and
submission of the monitoring report.

JANET Y. HARRIS. DNP. RN, NEA·BC
Chief Nursin1 Of!icer
The Uniwrsity of Mississippi Medial Center

Jockson. Mississippi
RAQUEL PASAR6N. DNP.Al'tlN, FNP-BC
ARNPll'ediatric Suriery liaison
Miami Children's Hospital
Miami, Florida

I look forward to receiving the monitoring report by June 15, 2015.
Please contact me if you have any questions or if we can be of
assistance at any time.
Sincerely,
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MARSHAH. PLIRCELL.,CAE
Director al Membenhip and l'rosnm o..e1opmenr
l<merian hrm Bunau nderation
Wuhi"l'On. District of Columbio

HOWARDS. SMITH. EDD
Education l.adership Consultant
Horris Bach. PUC
Bulblo,NewYort<
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Sharon J. Tanner, EdD, MSN, RN
Chief Executive Officer
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